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ABSTRACT

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN AS POPULAR EDUCATORS:
AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND IMPLICATIONS
OF EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE

MAY 1996

MARTHA SUE THRASHER, B.A., SCARRITT COLLEGE
M Ed
•

.

,

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor David Kinsey

This study reports on the results of

a

research project

designed to explore the everyday life experiences of women
who work as popular educators.

Popular education is defined

as education that seeks to promote change;

is based on

dialogue; begins with an examination of people's everyday

experience; employs

a

highly participatory methodology; and

promotes action and reflection.
By examining the experiences of women who work as

popular educators, this study seeks to understand how women
have come to understand themselves as actors in the world
and their reflections on education as part of

radical social change.
research:

1)

a

process of

Two primary questions framed the

who are the women who choose to work as
what has been the nature of their

popular educators and

2)

everyday experience.

The study examines common themes that

emerged from the interviews, and draws out implications so
viii

that all practitioners of popular education
may reflect on
the potential for a gendered analysis of
their work.
The study was undertaken by conducting
phenomenological

interviews with an international sampling of ten
women who
have substantial experience working as popular
educators.
The information gathered from these interviews is
"re-

presented" here in four ways.

Autobiographical profiles

introduce the participants and provide contextual data on
the range of their experience and background.

Five selected

work profiles are then presented for the purpose of focusing
in on everyday practice and experience.

With this

information as background, the study then examines five
themes that emerged from the interview data: identity;
social and political activism; participation and

organization; power; and resistance and independence.

women's voices are then brought forward once more in

The
a

final

section entitled reflections.
The final chapter of the study looks at the

implications of the knowledge brought forward from the
women's voices, and posits some initial thinking regarding

gender issues in popular education, as well as the potential
for further research and study.
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CHAPTER

1

WOMEN AND POPULAR EDUCATION: INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY

This study reports on the results of

a

research project

designed to explore the everyday life experiences of women
popular educators.

Phenomenological interviews were

conducted with an international sampling of ten women who
have substantial experience working as popular educators.
The interviews were then examined to determine how women

have come to understand themselves as actors in the world
and how they reflect on education as part of a process of

radical social change.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide background

information on popular education and the roles and status of
women in popular education, the purpose, approach,
significance, and limitations of the study, and the

subjective view of the researcher.

1.1

Popular Education:

Conception and Characteristics

The context for this study is an approach to education

that challenges and seeks to radically change the status
quo.

Education in this sense is viewed as knowledge that

enables people to shape their world rather than to simply

negotiate it.

Giroux (1981,

and Apple

(1982)

refer to

Paulo Freire

(1970,

1973)

1983)

this as "agency" in the world.

uses the term "actors" rather than spectators.

1

Central to

this view of education is "consciousness,

Freire"s term,

"conscientizao

.

"

or to use

There is no English word

"

adequate to replace Freire's term of "conscientizao,"
implies a "coming to know,

knowledge in

a

which

an internalizing of new

"

way so powerful as to demand action in order

to transform reality

.

It

is a two

layered process that

involves "naming" the world and consequently "acting" to

change the world.

The name for the practice of this

approach to education and the term used throughout this
study is popular education.

In its simplest translation it

means education for the people.
The roots of popular education lie in the liberation

movements of the Third World; its primary growth has been in
Latin America.

Vio Grossi

(1986)

places its origins in the

development discourse in Latin America, and the ideological
shift that occurred as the theory of "modernization" was

replaced by the "dependency" theory of development that
focused on the deliberate underdevelopment of the third
world,

powers,

or "periphery nations,

"the center"

(Frank,

by the developed colonial

"

1966)

.

While popular

education has been used most extensively in Latin America,

because of its advocacy on behalf of the poorest and most
oppressed,

it has flourished in other liberation struggles

around the world, most notably in parts of Africa and Asia.
The publication of Paulo Freire's seminal work,

Pedagogy of the Oppressed in 1970 introduced liberation
2

pedagogy to the world.

Freire's approach was intended to

enable the oppressed to gain

a

critical consciousness that

led to an "unveiling" of their world of
oppression, the

ability to "name" that world, and a willingness to
take
action" to transform the world.

Although the term popular

education is not used in the English translations of
Freire

books,

s

it is clear that his work is rooted in the

historical times that spawned such

provide

a

a

movement.

His writings

theoretical framework for popular education, and

his work in literacy and in the cultural circles are

indicative of its methodology.

Arnold and Burke (1983)

specifically locate the origins of popular education in
Freire's work and even more specifically in Brazil.

Paralleling Freire's work in Latin America was also
that of Albert Memmi

Africa.

(1967)

and Frantz Fanon

(1963)

in North

Writing directly from the experience of

colonization, Memmi and Fanon echoed many of the same themes
put forth by Freire,

such as the intricate,

symbiotic

relationship between the oppressed and the oppressor, and
the colonizer and the colonized.

Considering its linkage with issues of development and
movements for liberation, it is understandable that the term
popular education has not been used widely in the US.
However,

in recent years the term has gained more

recognition and acceptance.

This is due to several factors

such as exchanges and solidarity work with Central and South

3

.

American projects,

a

.

growing interest in adult education

circles about popular education methodology,

literature

appearing in development and education journals such
as
C onvergence

,

and books such as Thomas LaBelle's, Nonformal

Education—and Socia l Change in Latin America and the
Caribbean (1976)
I

.

have chosen to use the term popular education because

it most clearly defines the context and the ideology of the

women interviewed in this study.

My working definition for

popular education as it is used in this document includes
the following characteristics:
1)

Education that is "openly ideological," to
borrow Patti Lather's term regarding
research.
This means education that resists
the status quo and operates from a change
agenda.
Education is not neutral, but works
on behalf of the poorest or most subordinate
people in the society.
1

2)

Education that is based on dialogue -- where
mutual learning is an expectation, and power
relationships are horizontal.

3)

Education that begins with everyday
experiences, and attempts to analyze those
experiences as an avenue to critical
consciousness

4)

Education that acknowledges the need for
action, and reflection on that action;
education that seeks to transform the world.

5)

Education that utilizes a highly
participatory methodology, engaging learners
and teachers in a process of
act ion /re fleet ion/ act ion

Acevedo

(1992)

lists another important characteristic

of popular education that also has significance to this

4

study,

and that is its location in popular organizations
and
movements
.

Popular education is integral to popular
organizations in the sense that organized groups
are the participants of its programs.
It has
developed methods for promoting participation and
collective action, and it encourages popular
organizations as a tool for the popular sectors to
become an autonomous social movement.
(Acevedo.
1992:17)

Popular education is inextricably linked with movements
and organizations for social change.

make decisions to act,

While individuals can

it is only when those actions are

done in concert with others that significant change occurs.

Many popular education organizations exist informally at the

community level; others are organized more formally at
community,

regional, national,

and even international

levels. The majority of these efforts are "outside" formal

educational systems, operating as part of the non-

governmental sector.

The Nicaraguan Literacy Crusade that

"turned the whole country into
Nicaragua,

1983)

a

school"

(Freire,

remarks in

is an example of an effort to use popular

education in nation building.

Cuba,

Guinea Bissau, and

Tanzania also initiated national educational campaigns after
their revolutions.
1983; Barndt,

2

1992; Arnold and Burke,

(Acevedo,

1990; Freire,

1970; Miller,

1986)

5

1985; Vio Grossi,

.

1.2

Living Contradiction: The Status and Roles of
Women in
Popular Education Organizations
Women have been active participants in popular

education efforts, either as the targeted recipients
(literacy programs,

income generation) or as the

educator /organizers who work as staff to carry out the
organization

s

goals.

Internally in popular education

organizations, however, women may experience another level
of oppression that is either not recognized or simply not

seen as a priority.

Occasionally, women may occupy

positions of power; more often they do not.

If they do hold

positions of power, it is often at an intermediary level,
where the day to day work of the organization takes place,
but not at a policy or decision-making level.
If the need to address women's issues is recognized at
all,

the "additive" approach is usually taken.

For example,

special task forces on the role of women in the organization
may be appointed, or special projects developed for women.
In general,

however,

a

consciousness of gender issues has

generally not changed these organizations in any significant
way.

They tend to remain patriarchal in both structure and

outlook (de Montis,

1992 and Ford-Smith and Thrasher,

Thus women popular educators find themselves in

contradictory situation.

1990)
a

They work for organizations and

institutions that promote change and empowerment, yet they

continue to experience resistance to change and to feel

powerless in their own work situations.
6

They work alongside

male colleagues in an effort to "empower" or
"liberate"

oppressed constituencies and the "oppressor" is named
as
persons or entities "outside" the community of solidarity,
i.e.

the "other."

Because women are committed to the

overall educational and social change goals of the

organizations they work for, they are often reluctant to
give priority to gender issues,

feeling that such "personal"

issues must take second place to the larger social project,
or issues of oppression that affect both men and women.

Indeed,

this very argument is often used against them, under

the claim that gender issues are divisive.
In addition to the everyday implications this

contradiction has for women's lives, it is also an
indication that popular education organizations have not yet
found a way to make gender issues an integral part of their

overall change agenda.

1.3

An Inquiry into Experience and Knowledge: Purpose and
Approach of Study
The purpose of this study is to bring forward multiple

voices of women popular educators, to hear what they have to
say about the everyday work of popular education,

to reflect

on what they have come to know from their experience,

and to

identify possible implications this has for the practice of
all popular educators.

7

.

.

The study is based on the following
assumptions:
1

)

The knowledge that women popular
educators
have gained as a result of their everyday
experience is often unrecognized and not
brought forward in a way that changes and
reshapes action.
Women educators have come
to know a great deal as a result of their
everyday experience as popular educators,
knowledge that comes from their wealth of
experience, and in part comes from their way
of "being in the world"
(Callaway, 1981;
Stanley and Wise, 1983; Smith, 1987)

2)

Women's visions of change needs to be
incorporated more fully into the broad based
movements for social change that popular
education serves.
Women have been a critical
part of popular education movements and
organizations.
In the literature, however,
their voices are not distinctive.
This study
will provide a way to look specifically at
how women reflect on education as part of a
broader movement for radical social change.

3)

Popular education organizations have not
known how to incorporate issues of gender
into their work. I have chosen in this study
to interview women who have worked as popular
educators for a number of years.
I have
looked for women "with a long view." My
assumption here is that women who are able to
look back in reflection will best be able to
articulate how, or if, popular education
organizations have incorporated issues of
gender into their overall agendas for social
change

4

Women popular educators are the carriers of a
great deal of knowledge about how to respect
and work with issues of difference. Women
have had to deal with the contradictions of
an "oppression" discourse, i.e., working to
end generalized or class oppression, while
feeling oppressed as women.
In addition,
women have most often dealt with issues of
difference inside their own organizations or
networks.
This is a critical issue for
popular education; listening to the voices of
women who have struggled in their practice to
address these issues will have significant
implications for practice.

)

8

Ten women who work as popular educators
were chosen for
lengthy phenomenological interviews.
The women come from a
variety of geographical and cultural contexts.
Two women
are from Philippines, two from Central
America, one from
Peru,

one from the Caribbean, two from rural
provinces in

Canada,

and two from the southern US.

(Philippines, Peru, and Caribbean)

Canada.

Three of the women

have immigrated to

They work for a range of popular education

organizations at the local, regional, and sometimes national
level.

These include

a

popular theatre women's group,

a

women's research and educational collective, popular

education centers concerned with research and leadership
development, an immigrant women's group, an ecumenical

church based popular education organization,

a

cultural

organization, an international radio collective, an

immigrant workers association, and an international women's

solidarity organization.
The voices of the women interviewed for this study are

presented in three ways:
each woman interviewed;

a)

b)

autobiographical profiles of
five selected profiles that

focus on the everyday work of popular education; and

c)

examination of consistent themes found throughout the
interview data.

In the final chapter,

I

look at the

implications of their reflections and knowledge for all

practitioners of popular education.

9

an

.

1.4

Significance of the Study
This is an exploratory study that will add to
the

literature on women in the field of popular education.

The

themes emerging from this study will provide further

guidance for ongoing research on women's epistemology as
it
relates to popular education.

Popular education literature in English is almost nonexistent.

True to its origins, the best writing in the

field continues to come from Latin America.

In the small

body of literature that does exist, there is little that

concentrates on the experiences of women.

This study will

allow women who have worked as educators to voice their own
experiences, and the knowledge they have gained from their

work
This uncovering of women's voices and women's knowledge

should encourage ongoing dialogue about gender issues and

popular education.

Specifically,

it should be helpful to

popular education organizations who are seeking to
incorporate

a

gendered perspective into their work.

It is

my hope that the insights and the collective knowledge of
the women interviewed in this study will be of value to the

organizational development of popular education
organizations, both in the vision they put forth of

a

new

society and in their day to day organizational operations.

Other women popular educators may gain the most from
this study,

since it should prompt either recognition or
10

.

disagreement.

In addition,

scholars concerned with feminist

epistemology and critical education pedagogy
should gain new
insights from the personal life experiences this
research is
based on.
And finally, while this study is not
study,

a

comparative

it is based on interviews with women from a range
of

contexts and geographical locations.

Thus,

it should

provide insight into how social and political contexts
affect individual women popular educators and the

organization they work for.

I

hope that this study will be

of interest to all practitioners of popular education,

and

that it will be used to generate further reflection and new

practice

1.5

Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to the reflections and

experiences of ten women.

While it probes in-depth the

experiences of these women, it is only reflective of their

experience and the context in which they have worked.

Thus,

it makes no assertions about the experiences of women in

popular education programs in general.

Implications for

future research that are suggested at the end of this study
are based on the qualitative data gathered for this project

and on the literature.

The study does,

however, delineate

certain patterns and themes that emerged from the voices of
the ten women participants.

11

.

Another limitation of this study is that the
data is
drawn solely from in-depth interviews.
I was not able

to

observe people in the context of their daily work.

The

interview data, however, has on occasion been supported
by

organizational and research materials pertinent to the work
of the participants.

1.6

The Writer as Subjective Researcher

This research project is about coming to understand

women and social change

women who in the act of making

change are themselves changed.

In a very real sense,

it is

an attempt to understand my own story by placing it in an

anthology of stories.

My adult life has been shaped by my

involvement in movements and organizations for social
change.
it,

I

considered this my "work" and my passion.

as Camus said,

then,

because

I

could do no other.

I

I

did

believed

and believe deeply now, that people and society can

change,

and that individuals acting in concert with others

can make that change possible.

My involvement in the

movements and work for social justice helped shape my
identity as an individual while holding forth
the common good that stretched beyond myself.

a

vision of
The

boundaries have shifted from time to time, but the personal
has always been political,

and the political has always been

personal

12

Feminist researchers have argued for
research methodology that begins with
women's "everyday" experiences.

Dorothy Smith 1987; and

a

a

new feminist

close examination of

(Stanley and Wise,

Lather,

1991)

1983;

In doing so,

they

have created a framework that encourages political
analysis

from a close examination of everyday personal

experience.
political,

"

In this scenario,

in which the "personal is

both terms are open for deconstruction.

research project was carried out in that spirit.

This

While my

own "personal" everyday experiences as a social change

educator were my beginning point,

contextualize my experience within

have sought to

I

a

larger community of

women popular educators in order to more fully understand
what we
As

(I)
I

know.

have engaged in this process,

I

have at times

recognized myself in the stories and words that were told to
me.

The feelings, the passion, the anger, and the stubborn

hope are all familiar.

I

have also been surprised,

challenged to see and think in different ways or to take
new look from

a

different perspective.

I

a

expected

similarities in this study, and indeed the emerging themes
that are presented in Chapter Six focus on those

similarities.

However,

there is also great difference here.

The everyday experiences of these ten women vary

considerably.

While

I

have sought to construct

a

group

photograph, the photograph is made up of ten distinct
13

individuals, with ten individual cultures,
histories, and
set of circumstance.
I

enter this story as

a

white,

Southern woman who came

to political consciousness in the Freedom
Movement of the

South

m

the early 1960s.

I

also enter this story as

someone who still does everyday battle with the
scar tissue
of class,

where the memory of life on

both sustains and disempowers.

a

small family farm

And most importantly,

I

enter this story as a woman educator who worked for
over

twenty years for social change organizations.

I

enter this

story as subject and co-researcher.

1.7

Organization of Study
In Chapter Two,

I

review some of the literature that

has provided a reference point for the study.

Chapter Three

places the approach of the study within the alternative

research paradigm and makes explicit my own approach to

working with personal narratives.

Chapters Four, Five, and

Six present and analyze the research data; and Chapter Seven

looks at the implications that might be drawn from the study
and suggests possibilities for future research in this area.
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ENDNOTES

1.
Openly ideological in this case means that education
takes its place on the side of the poor and dispossessed of
society.
I am aware that ideology can have
conservative as
well as radical implications, as the dictionary describes
it
"with reference to some political or social plan." The
intention of its use here, and what I believe is implied in
Lather' s use of the term regarding research, is that
education promotes radical change that seeks to change the
relations of power and promote equality.
I have used these examples here because
I think the
intent" of these campaigns would meet all the criteria
listed above.
However, whenever such efforts are linked
directly to political party affiliations, it is important to
look critically at the practice of such campaigns.
This
kind of reflection was undertaken in Nicaragua following the
elections in which the Sandinista Party lost.

2

.
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CHAPTER

2

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS AND REFERENCE
POINTS

Three bodies of literature provide
conceptual reference
points for the study.
These are critical education, which
includes Freirian liberatory education and
popular

education; the feminist critique of critical
education, much
of which is written through a postmodern
lens; and feminist

epistemology.
here

2.1

A review of this literature is presented

.

Critical Education

Building on the work of the Frankfurt School theorists
who focus on "critical" knowledge rather than "instrumental"
reason,

Brian Fay (1975)

outlines three main features of

critical social science.

It recognizes a)

interpretive categories,

b)

actions,

practice.

and

c)

a

the necessity of

the causal nature of people's

the explicit relationship between theory and

The theorists reviewed here are all characterized

by a certain stance toward education that looks beyond

scientific facts and objective reality, and acknowledges the

dynamics of subjective reality, consciousness, and the

historical moment. All of them consider the educational
process to be

a

dynamic one in which learners and teachers

engage in action to change their current reality and shape
new one.

Key words,

such as dialogue
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,

transformation

,

a

.

££axiS

/

-Xperience

of the writings.

reflecting,

/

and consciousness,

Education is

a

surface in almost all

process of thinking,

and acting rather than an accumulation
of

information
begin with Antonio Gramsci, an Italian
communist,
whose work precedes that of the Frankfurt
School
I

and the

neo-Marxists.

Yet Gramsci'

s

passionate writings on

political practice, his acknowledgement of

a

multi-layered

social world, and his analysis of hegemonic
relations

provide

theoretical foundation for much of the other work

a

reviewed here.

2,1,1

The Theoretical Foundations of Antonio Gramsci

Gramsci did most of his writing from

between 1926 and 1937.

a

prison cell

Published as The Prison Notebooks

,

these writings form the backbone of his theoretical
writings.

Carl Boggs,

1

a

Gramscian scholar, notes that

what is unique about Gramsci as a Marxist theoretician is
his focus on "purposive human action,

practice in

"

uniting theory and

way that demands passionate commitment to

a

everyday political struggle.
Gramsci

'

s

political writings are clearly the work of

person deeply engaged in his own historical and political
reality.

He writes as a theoretician and a practitioner,

intent on helping create and sustain movements that are

popular and organic.

Much of his writing appears
17

a

deceptively simple, but what appears to be
straight forward
quickly becomes complex.
The complexity is in the weaving the inter-relationship,

and perhaps more importantly, the

history of "the relations."
ensemble of relations" in
intersect and overlap.
formidable,

Gramsci speaks of society as an
a

multi-dimensional reality that

The resulting structure is dense and

fragile only if you know which juncture is the

most critical.

This ensemble of relations is so interwoven

that the struggle to change one is bound up in the
struggle
to change all.

The conquest of social power came to signify more
than transforming the means of production; it
meant a general reconstruction of civil society,
extending beyond the factory into every sphere of
community life.
Socialist politics, in other
words, would have to be completely redefined.
it
would have to pass through the multilayered
reality of daily existence, through the realms of
culture, social relations, and the family as well
as work -- into the deepest recesses of popular
consciousness.
(Boggs, 1984 :vii)
.

I

.

want to focus on three key Gramscian concepts that

think are particularly relevant to popular education:
his philosophy of praxis,

b)

his concept of hegemony,

I

a)

and

c)

his understanding of consciousness and revolution.

2.

1.1.1

A Philosophy of Praxis

Gramsci'

s

approach is dialectical:

knowledge is both

conception of the material world and at the same time
incorporates

the potential for transforming that world. In

his insistence on looking beyond the one-dimensionality of

18

a

s

economic determinism, Gramsci emerges as
theorist,

a

critical

fusing "elements of structure and
consciousness,

science and philosophy, subject and object."

totality of Gramsci'

s

it

is the

approach, the choice of the dynamic

over the mechanical, and the implications
for praxis within
this totality that distinguishes Gramsci'
s Marxism.
(Boggs,
1976:32,35)

For Gramsci,

"reality does not exist on its own,

in and

for itself, but only in an historical relationship
with the

men who modify it."

Praxis has both

a

historical and

methodological character -- we must know both the "ensemble
of relations" and the history of these relations. (Boggs

1976:28)

All of Gramsci'

s

writings reflect his belief that human

beings are major actors in shaping their world.

While they

may be shaped by objective social conditions, they also have
the power to creatively transform those conditions.
essay,

In his

"The Study of Philosophy," Gramsci portends much of

what is later developed by Paulo Freire:
To transform the external world, the general
system of relations, is to potentiate oneself and
to develop oneself .... For this reason one can
say that man is essentially 'political' since it
is through the activity of transforming and

consciously directing other men that man realized
his 'humanity' and 'human nature.' (From Prison
Notebooks as quoted in Boggs, 1984:139)
Boggs maintains that

a

key theme of Gramsci'

philosophy of praxis "was the inseparability of
consciousness

(thoughts,

feelings,
19

will)

and historical

reality"

(1984:136).

Throughout his prison writings, in

particular, Gramsci maintains that structural
reality is
given definition through human intervention.
This opportunity to engage with reality
was a

democratic process open to everyone.

Each person has the

ability to reflect, to take moral or political
positions.
Since philosophy and everyday life merged in
this
way,

all

human beings become "philosophers":
Gramsci'

s

concept of praxis is integrated into his

concept of ideological hegemony, the "ensemble of relations"
that shape people's historical reality, and are,

shaped by people's engagement in that reality.
reality has to be viewed as
finished,

always becoming.

2. 1.1. 2

Gramsci'

s

a

in turn,

Historical

dynamic process, never

Concept of Hegemony

The concept of ideological hegemony is,

according to

Boggs,

the most far-reaching and original construct in his

work.

In his insistence that

the dynamic relationship of forces at work in
any society during a particular time span should
be investigated as systematically as possible...
rather than derived from a set of universally
valid propositions. (Boggs, 1976:36)
.

.

.

Gramsci began to move away from traditional Marxism to his

conception of cultural hegemony.

Revolutionary theory meant

moving beyond economic determinism and looking at the total
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interplay of forces that might come
together in

a

"con junctural" period for social
transformation.

Boggs defines Gramsci's hegemony as,

—

the permeation throughout civil society
including a whole range of structures and
activities like trade unions, schools, the
c urches, and the family
of an entire system of
values, attitudes, beliefs, morality,
etc. that in
one way or another are supportive of
the
established order and the class interests that
dominate it. (1976:39)

—

Thus Boggs interprets that any crisis in the

established order must follow

a

crisis of ideological

hegemony in civil society -- the undermining of
traditional
social and authority relations,

cultural patterns, and life

styles that in most cases would involve an organic,

range struggle between "competing systems

...

long

structural and

ideological change would have to occur as part of the same
overall struggle."

However, the erosion of the ideological

hegemony only opens the possibility for social
transformation; "demystifying the old consciousness" does
not mean it is inevitably replaced with a revolutionary

consciousness.

(Boggs,

1976:40-41)

The struggle for ideological hegemony has two phases:
a)

to deconstruct the false world created by the dominant

belief system, and

b)

to create "an entirely new universe"

of ideas and values that open the way for human liberation.

Boggs argues that Grasmci never "denied the primacy of

economic factors," but that

a

framework based on economic

determinism could not "explain the critical transformative
21

phases of history."

Gramsci then sought to differentiate

between control by coercion (physical
force) and consent
(ideological domination)
The consensual nature of
maintaining the dominant hegemony is the
arena in which
Gramsci opens the way for human engagement
.

and

transformation through

a

consciousness.

1984:159)

2. 1

.

1

.

3

(Boggs,

systematic process of coming to

Consciousness and Revolution

Consciousness is the primary weapon for stripping away
the layers of facade of the dominant hegemony.

this process, however,

Parallel to

is the need to create alternative

systems of beliefs and cultural values.

Thus by "coming to

know" or "unveiling" the layers of oppression of the

dominant hegemony,

a

new kind of engagement is demanded, the

invention of another way of being in the world.

Repressive

consciousness, transformed into emancipatory consciousness,

begins now to develop a counter-hegemony that sees the world
in new ways.

Boggs notes that "Gramsci glimpsed the general

outlines of this problem but little else,

"

and cites Freire

beginning to build on these themes (Boggs, 1984:284).
Gramsci'

s

contribution as

new questions of inquiry within
framework.

In many ways,

theorist was that he raised

a
a

critical-dialectical

his concept of hegemonic control

was prophetic for a highly technological society in which

television is the main medium of communication.
22

His

philosophy of praxis

,

and the "searching, probing,

tentative" character of his work may well
be the best legacy
Gramsci could have bestowed.

2.1.2

Paulo Freire: Breaking the Culture of Silence
At a time in Brazil when the culture of
silence
was being exposed for what it is, I began,
man of the Third World, to elaborate not a as a
mechanical method for adult literacy learning, but
an educational theory generated in the womb
of the
culture^ of silence itself -- a theory which could
become in practice not the voice of the culture,
but one of the instruments of that still faltering
voice.

The fundamental theme of the Third World... is the
conquest of its right to a voice, of the right to
pronounce its word.... only the Third World itself
create the currently non-existent conditions
for those who silence it to enter into dialogue
with it. (Freire, 1970b:4)

Paulo's Freire'

s

writing on educational theory and

practice with the poor and the dispossessed helped break the
silence in Brazil and give voice to
movement,
world.

a

Third World liberation

and also had major impact in the rest of the

It is

possible that he has had more impact on

nonformal education and popular education than any other
major educational figure, especially since the publication
of Pedagogy of the Oppressed in 1970,

"before

I

Center,

12/87)

became a myth"

or as Freire puts it,

(remark made at the Highlander

.

Perhaps best known for his use of dialogue as
to critique "banking education,

"

a

means

his theory and his

methodology go well beyond this to explore the reality of
23

.

oppression and to put forth

a

praxis that will transform

that reality for both the oppressed and the
oppressor.
books,

His

journal articles, and recorded interviews have been

so consistently published and re-published as
anthologies

that it is often difficult to locate one'

works.

s

self in his

Clearly, his impact goes beyond the world that

Freire himself is careful to acknowledge he is from.
been

adopted

He has

in one way or another by almost every

progressive educator, community organizer, or radical
Christian attempting to transform their own little corner of
the world.

It is important,

however,

that an understanding

of his philosophy begin with a recognition of the world from

which he writes
began as

"I

Freire'

s

a

man of the Third World"

(1970b:4)

is

own naming of the reality from which he writes.

It

is this reality and his practice to transform that reality

that form the backbone of his work.

Thus any understanding

of his work must begin with an understanding of the cultural

and political context from which he writes.

Although born into the middle class in Recife, Brazil,
Freire did not escape the harsh realities of the 1929
depression.

The poverty and near hunger that his family

experienced during that time deeply affected him and was the
beginning of his commitment to work with the poor.

His

involvement with literacy projects began as early as 1947
and his doctoral dissertation in 1959 was an attempt to
24

analyze his own work in the favellas.

In the early 1960s,

as a professor of philosophy and
history at Recife

University, he launched the first cultural
circles which led
to his becoming Director of the National
Literacy Program
(Mackie,

1981)

In the culture circles,

debate
action
topics
groups

we attempted through group
either to clarify situations or to seek
arising from that clarification.
The
for these debates were offered us by the
themselves. (Freire, 1986:42)

The military coup in 1964 put an end to Freire'
of creating a national literacy program,

the one in Cuba.

s

dream

modeled in part, on

After spending some time in jail, he moved

first to Bolivia and then to Chile where he continued

working in adult literacy.
Chile was an important way station for Freire; it was
there he began writing his reflections on his years of work
in adult literacy.

published as

a

Education: The Practice of Freedom was

monograph in 1967; the following year

Pedagogy of the Oppressed was published (Portuguese
editions)

These two books constitute the basic framework

.

of Freire'

s

pedagogy,

and are the primary sources

used to describe his philosophy and methodology.

I

have

In light

of my comments above about understanding his cultural roots,
it is perhaps worth noting that these books were written

during the first four years of his exile from Brazil, and
following the trauma of successive coups in Brazil, and
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Bolivia and within the highly charged
political context of
Chile leading up to the election of Salvador
Allende.
Freire's writings, however, do not just
indicate an
understanding of Brazil or Latin America. When
Freire
states that he is a man of the Third World, he
is placing
himself in the context of all Third World revolutionary
movements.

For example, Freire's writings reflect many of

the same themes being developed in other parts of the
Third

World.

In the introduction to his book,

the Colonized,

The Colonizer and

Albert Memmi explores the relationship

between colonizer and colonized in much the same way that
Freire writes about the oppressor and the oppressed.
I saw then,
what help to fighting men the simple,
ordered description of their misery and
humiliation could be.
I saw how explosive the
objective revelation to the colonized and the
colonizer of an essentially explosive condition
could be.
It was as if the unveiling of the
fatality of their respective paths made the
struggle the more necessary and the delay of
action more desperate. (1967:x-xi)

Freire begins from the thesis that the oppressed must
"unveil the world of oppression" through their commitment to
a

praxis of transforming that world.

It is in the struggle

of the oppressed to regain their own humanity that the

oppressed open up the possibility for their own freedom and
humanization, and for the "restoration" of humanity to the
oppressors.

"This,

then,

is the great humanistic and

historical task of the oppressed: to liberate themselves and
their oppressors as well"

(Freire,
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1970a:28).

For Freire this twin act of acknowledging
the need for
praxis and the subsequent engagement in
that praxis

constitutes an act of love on the part of
the oppressed, an
act that opposes "the lovelessness
that lies at the heart of
the oppressor's violence." Only the
oppressed can engage in
this praxis, or as he puts it, "Who better
can understand
the necessity of liberation?" (1970a:29). This
"act of love"

by the oppressed is not merely an act of
forgiveness, but

rather an act that can only be consummated through
direct
and sustained engagement with day to day reality.

It means

overcoming the conditioning, fears, myths, and instincts
that are the result of living in oppression.

It means

reshaping one's own image into something other than the
oppressor and the willingness to not fear freedom itself.
To "eject" the oppressor means making one's way in life

without one's behavior being prescribed, to create rather
than to follow, to act rather than to watch.

It is only by

making oppression an "object of reflection" and from that
reflection engage in action to change their reality that the

oppressed can begin the process of transforming it.
first,

But

"they must perceive reality not as a closed world

from which there is no exit, but as

which they can transform"
As men

[sic]

a

limited situation

(1970a:34).

act upon the world,

transforming it by

their praxis, their consciousness about themselves in the

world and as actors in history changes.
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Beginning at

a

.

naive or "magical" conscience, it
is only through

a

process

of action/reflection/action that
human beings attain a

"critical" consciousness.

The danger lies in staying

submerged in an oppressive reality that
has become
internalized (naive consciousness) or moving

to a "naive

transitive" consciousness that is characterized
by the
belief that society can be reformed and that
the

contradictions are due to the aberrant behavior of
individuals.

It

is possible to get

"stuck" at this stage of

consciousness by compensating with an extreme over

identification with the culture of the oppressed and the
denial of anything good from the dominant culture.
sees this as a deadend,

however,

leading nowhere.

Freire

My own sense,

is that it may be a necessary or positive stage

that allows the oppressed to throw off the last vestiges of

mimicking the oppressor society.
If one can continue to steer the course of

action/reflection/action, it is possible to obtain
of critical consciousness,

a

state

characterized by an in-depth

interpretation of problems, causal principles rather than
magical explanations, the rejection of passive positions in
favor or participation, and the practice of dialogue.

This

stage of consciousness represents an understanding of the

systemic nature of oppression and the beginning of action to

transform

28

.

The stages of consciousness outlined
above are

deceptive in this oversimplified coding
framework.

The road

to critical consciousness is not an
inevitable progression;
at times it can be both illusory and
elusive.

The

successful progression through these stages of
consciousness
involves constant use of what Freire refers to as
"the

instrument" of critical discovery -- reflection on the
world
and engagement in the struggle to change the world.
The

"correct method" for this reflection/action is dialogue
(

1

970a 54
:

)

To best describe what he means by dialogical,

or

problem-posing eduction, Freire used its antithesis, banking
education,

in which it is assumed that learners are vessels

to be "filled" with content that is detached from reality.

The teacher is the fount of all knowledge,

responsible for

regulating and sorting what is appropriate for the learner.
This kind of education "attempts to control thinking and
action,

leading men to adjust to the world and inhibits

their creative power"

(1970:

64).

Freire notes that it is

often difficult to understand the "dehumanizing power" of
such education.
Dialogical,
hand,

or problem posing education,

on the other

is not a mechanistic concept of consciousness,

but

instead responds to the essence of consciousness, and
implies intentionality -- "consciousness as consciousness
intent upon the world"

(1970a:66).
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This kind of education

can only occur after breaking down
the contradiction of the

student-teacher relationship, in which the
teacher enters
into a relationship of equality with
the student.
Each is
taught by the other, thereby breaking the
vertical education
characteristic of the banking model, and enabling
the

teacher to "reform his reflections in the
reflections of his
students."
It is only this kind of education that
can lead

to a constant unveiling of reality.

Education thus becomes

the practice of freedom rather than domination"
because it

enables both learner and student to perceive critically
their own existence in the world, the dynamics of their
reality,

and the potential for changing that reality.

(1970a: 68-69)
In sum,

dialogue,

banking education mythicizes reality, resists

inhibits creativity, isolates and thus denies the

intentionality of consciousness.
demythologizes,

Dialogical education

finds dialogue indispensable, and is based

on creativity that stimulates reflection and action.

Dialogical education implies that people are always in
the act of "becoming" and that as long as they are

incomplete,

so is their reality.

is an ongoing phenomena.

Thus dialogical education

"The unfinished character of men

and the transformational character of reality necessitate
that education is an ongoing activity."
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(1970a:72)

It

is important to return here to
Freire'

s

use of

dialogue as an "instrument" of critical
discovery, i.e.,
reflection on the world in order to change

its reality.

To exist,

humanly, is to name the world, to change
Once named, the world in its turn reappears
to the namers as a problem and requires of
them a
new naming
it.

.

Dialogue is the encounter between men, mediated by
the world, in order to name the world.
(1970a:76)
When Freire lists the components he sees as essential
for dialogue -- profound love, humility,

faith in man,

hope -- it first appears that his source may have been

Corinthians

13,

locating him firmly within the Latin

American tradition of liberation theology.
component,

I

critical thinking, while also

a

His last

component of

liberation theology, moves him toward the critical
theorists.

Freire then develops

a

complex system of

"unveiling reality" through generative themes, usually
drawings that allow participants to engage in
about their world.

a

dialogue

Situations that are abstract are

"codified" by the presentation of concrete situations in

which people see themselves.

(1970a 92-104)
:

Generative themes thus provide

a

way to investigate

man's reality and his engagement with that reality.

Teachers and students become "co-investigators" in decoding
their situational reality, and as this reality becomes less
dense,

more penetrable, men and women are able to "emerge

from their submission" and begin to intervene in the reality
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they are unveiling. This process
of conscient ization,
however, cannot happen from simply
observing the world.
Conscient izao represents the development
of the
awakening of critical awareness.
It will not
appear as a natural byproduct of even
major
economic changes, but grow out of a critical
educational effort based on favorable historical
conditions. (Freire, 1986:19)
Here,

Freire is careful to place his educational

methodology in the context of historical conditions.
E ducation

for Cr itica l Consciousness

,

he notes that it was

the "climate of transition" in Brazil which

identify with our reality in

a

In

"led us to

systematic way"

(1986:38)

These periods of transition are generally favorable
to the development of a democratic mentality,
since periods of accelerated change are usually
attended by a greater flexibility in men's
understanding, which may predispose them toward
more plastic, democratic forms of life
(1986: 35)

Cultural Action for Freedom

.

Freire begins by

rooting himself firmly in the Third World

—

at a particular

moment in history when it is possible to challenge the
"culture of silence."

In the following section,

I

will

review some of the writings that have grown out of the

Freirian tradition, and have attempted to apply both his

philosophy and his methodology to the First World.
want to underscore here is Freire'

s

What

I

understanding of the

historical moment, and the potential it creates for

systematically unveiling and naming reality.

I

think it is

no accident that the revolutionary situation first in Chile,
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and later Guinea-Bissau,

allowed him the opportunity to

further reflect on what he had learned
in Brazil.
in
P edaqoqy in Process
(1978), Freire, in reference to the

Brazilian literacy campaign, states
categorically what is
only implicit in some of his earlier
writings:
Between acting in an area where popular
consciousness was still buried and in one where
popular rebellion was visible, we did not
hesitate
choosing the second. (1978: 111)

m

And even more explicitly,
In Brazil, as I said before, literacy
education in
rural areas, even without the alterations having
occurred, made sense only to those within the
peasant population who were involved in situations
of conflict and who saw within them one more tool
for their struggle. (1978:113)
I

end this section on Freire where

—

started

I

acknowledging again his place in the Third World at

particular moment in its history.
methodology he developed was

a

by
a

The educational

product of his social and

political reality, his own "ensemble of relations," and his
willingness to engage in the ensemble, thereby transforming
it

.

In a later interview,

Freire indicates in

a

very

personal way this same engagement:
I feel my incompleteness inside me
an
incompleteness that pushes me constantly,
curiously, and lovingly toward other people and
the world, searching for solidarity and
transcendence of solitude. All of this implies
wanting to love, a capacity for love that people
must create in themselves.
This capacity
increases to the degree that one loves; it
diminishes when one is afraid to love.
.

(1985 197-198)
:
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.

.

2.1.3

The New Wave of Critical Education
Theorists

Since Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the
Oppressed was

published in 1970, there has been

a

steady stream of writing

that has built on his critical philosophy.

While some

have

looked specifically at how his literacy
methodology might be
adapted (Brown, 1975, Literacy in 30 Honrs
most have
sought to come to terms with how his critical
philosophy is
)

.

applicable to the First World.
One of the most prolific writers to build on
Freire's

work is Henry Giroux.

Like his mentor, Giroux's writing is

often dense and repetitive, passionate and committed.
the preface to his book,
(1983),

In

Theory and Resistance in Education

Giroux acknowledges the risks involved in struggling

to transform society,

but insists that in the struggle there

is possibility:

The dialectic between the reality and the promise
cannot be escaped, it can only be ignored, and
then only by those who have the economic and
political power to close their doors and hide from
the carnage they create, but never actually see or
touch.
This is the age of clean killers.
The achievements of the critical theorists are
their refusal to abandon the dialectic of agency
and structure (i.e., the open-ended of history)
and their developments of theoretical perspectives
that treat seriously the claim that history can be
changed, that the potential for radical
transformation exists. (1983 :xiii, 5)
It

is within this "theoretical landscape" that Giroux

writes.

Having taught in public schools for six years, he

brings to this landscape the authority of

a

practitioner.

While Giroux is relentless in his naming of social and
34
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political reality ("the age of clean
killers"), he is
equally adamant in remembering that
the terrain is always
contested.
His "restless thought" (Freire in
introduction,
1 983 ix)
is always searching for those
spaces where power is
never total because it is in the
process of being
:

challenged
Giroux builds much of his work from the
body of
literature that named schools as sites of
reproduction,

typified by the Bowles and Gintis book, Schooling
in
C apitalist America

(1976)

.

His referents are the theorists

of the Frankfurt School because their
discourse "illuminates

the social, political,

schools develop."

and cultural totality in which

(1983:5)

"way of seeing" schools.

His critical departure is his

Because they are "cultural sites

that embody conflicting political values, histories, and

practices" they can also be seen as
wider society.

a

expression of the

Again and again, Giroux argues for the

potential embodied in the dialectic:
I want to argue that a more viable approach for
developing a theory of classroom practice will
have to be based on a theoretical foundation that
acknowledges the dialectical interplay of social
interest, political power, and economic power on
one hand, and social knowledge and practices on
the other. (1983:44)

Giroux uses as his starting point three basic insights
that "mediate between the discourse about schooling and the

reality of school practices":

schools must be viewed in

their socio-economic context; they are sites of dynamic
35
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discourse; and they are guided by social
constructions based
on political assumptions. (1983:46)
In his insistence that we see schools -and therefore

the broader society -- as sites of both
reproduction and

contestation, Giroux acknowledges the possibility
of
resistance,

and therefore transformation.

It is crucial that the notion of the hidden
curriculum also be linked to a notion of
liberation, grounded in the values of personal
dignity and justice. (1983:60)

Giroux goes on to acknowledge that existing theories of

resistance have focused on class domination and dealt

inadequately with issues of gender and race.

In Post Modern

Education (1991), Giroux and Aronowitz indicate there is
considerable evidence in the last decade that "in the
absence of powerful protest and contestation of these
issues,

racism and sexism have reinserted themselves in

public discourse."
in media images,

They note that while women are visible

it is more often than not as "objects of

the male gaze," not as active subjects in the world.
(1991 167)
:

Giroux also argues that current critiques of theory pay
very little attention to the structure of personality, or as
he puts it,

"there is little concern with the often

contradictory relation between understanding and action, and
why one does not always lead to the other"

(1983:106)

He

hints that part of the issue here is "uncovering ... socially

constructed needs" that are linked to the structures of
36

domination.

Having spoken of socially constructed
needs,

Giroux goes on to separate the issues of
ideology and
consciousnsss, needs and desires
What is needed is a notion of alienation
that
points to the way in which un-freedom reproduces
itself in the psyche of human beings .... The
question of the historical genesis and
transformation of needs constitutes, in my mind,
the most important basis for radical educational
praxis. (1983:106)

Giroux comments on this again in Ideology, Culture,
and
the Process of Schooling

,

when he refers to "how domination

reaches into the inner recesses of the psyche"

(1981:178)

He does not link these two particular issues, but their

inter -connectedness seems worth more exploration.
In outlining his own theory about resistance,

Giroux

also acknowledges the shifting nature of power, particularly

when it is engaged and challenged.

Power is never uni-dimensional; it is exercised
not only as a mode of domination, but also as an
act of resistance or even as an expression of a
creative mode of cultural and social production
outside the immediate force of domination.
(1983:108)
In the end,

Giroux's work is important because it

becomes what he has called Freire's work,

possibility."

experience as

"a language of

In his insistence that we look at human
a

dynamic process,

in which conditions of un-

freedom create the potential for freedom, Giroux moves

beyond

a

cynical naming of the world and invites us to

engage in the difficult "intellectual" task of critiquing
and transforming.

(1983,

1988a,
37

1988b)

"

.

Ira Shor and Donaldo Macedo
have,

like Giroux, been

responsible for popularizing Freire's
approach to education
in a North American context.
Shor, in particular in his
b °° kS

Mns

'

ritlc al Teaching in Ever y day Life

C-

(1986),

(1980),

and A Pedagogy fo r Liberation

Culture

(1987),

has

sought to understand Freirean concepts
such as dialogue and
transformation in the context of classroom
application.
There is an almost visible struggle in
his books to

understand the differing realities of Freire's
Third World
and his own.
Nowhere is this more evident
that Shor's

description of what happens to students in the "culture
of
silence
.

These students are silent because they no longer
expect education to include the joy of learning,
moments of passion or inspiration or comedy, or
even that education will speak to the real
conditions of their lives.
.Such student
withdrawal can be simply passive or can be a
smoldering, angry silence. (Shor, 1987:122)
.

.

Such students often respond with aggression to what
Shor calls the "symbolic violence" of the schools,

a

violence that is based in apparent neutrality, manipulation
and false promises.

Donaldo Macedo edited Freire's The Politics of

Education (1985) and co-authored Literacy: Reading the Word
and the World (1987)

In many ways,

Macedo'

helped bring the author of Pedagogy alive.

s

books have

He does not

limit himself to theorizing on Freire's work, but on the

contrary, continues to make new writings available and
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through interviews and recorded
dialogue allows the reader
to see an "engaged" Friere.
Both of these books are
important additions to any Freire
library.
Literacy brings
together under one cover some of
Freire' s reflections on
literacy and includes pieces about
his own work in Brazil as
well as his later work in Guinea
Bissau.
The Policies of

— UCation

-

<1985)

'

with an introduction by Giroux, brings

forth either new writings, or newly
available because of
Macedo's translations. My favorite part
of this book is the
dialogue with Macedo that ends the book.
Freire applies his
own philsophy and urges action from
the reflection.
In these complex societies we
sometimes find
ourselves living very much submerged in time,
without critical and dynamic appreciation of
history, as if history were flying over us,
commanding and relentlessly regulating our lives.
This is a fatalism that immobilizes, suffocates,
and eventually kills us.
History is nothing like
this. History has no power.
.We need to be
subjects of history, even if we cannot totally
stop being objects of history. And to be
subjects, we need unquestionably to claim history
critically. As active participants and real
subjects, we can make history only when we are
continually critical of our very lives.
(1985*
.

.

199)

2.1.4

Popular Education
Popular education, or "educacion popular,

"

is most

commonly identified with grassroots movements in Latin
America.
the 1960s,

Its origins stem from the liberation movements of

and are closely linked with the naming of the

dependency theory of development,
39

liberation theology, and

.

.

political organizing and education.

Although Freire does

not use this term in his English
translations,

it is clear

that his own work is rooted in the
historical times that
spawned such a movement.
In many ways, it is his

international voice" that has carried the message
to the
larger world about education that is purposefully
linked
with social change.
His writings provide a theoretical
framework for popular education, and his work in literacy
and in the cultural circles

methodology.

Handbook

of its

Arnold and Burke in A Popular Education

(1983)

specifically locate the origins of popular

education in Freire'
however,

are indicative

s

work and in Brazil.

is that Freire' s work,

My own sense,

and thus the work in Brazil,

is simply what became known to the world.

Similar efforts

were simultaneously evolving in other parts of Latin

America
Many of the writings on popular education, particularly

articles that have to do with developing

a

theoretical

perspective, as well as those that reflect on its practice
are written in Spanish.

Much of what is available in

English is descriptive or limited to how the concept has
been applied in other settings, e.g.,

India,

Canada,

Tanzania

Francisco Vio Grossi (1984), in an article on the Latin

American experience in popular education, maintained that
popular education was still in the process of being defined,
40

,

and that the definition was coming
from the practice of
hundreds of groups practicing it in
the region.
Vio Grossi
locates the growth of popular education
in the resistance to
the modernization theory of development
and the dominant
culture it represented.
Popular education, on the other
hand, implies that it is an education
"of the people," an

education by and for those who are dominated
as an act of
resistance.
The task of popular education "is to contribute
to the development of people's consciousness
concerning the

real cause" of their problems and to enable
them to mobilize

and change their situation.
The job is thus not only to generate new knowledge
but to integrate it into an existing structure of
causality.
In other words, the challenge is to
systematize the peasants' individual and
collective experiences and the new knowledge that
is emerging, and integrate it all in a process
that becomes ever more harmonious and precise.
The task of popular education, starting from
concrete practice, is to stimulate this process of
unveiling the peasant world and its causal
structure.
This must be a collective process,
with the objective of generating participation and
organization. (1984:308)

Pramad Prajuli

(1986)

also writing in Convergence saw

in popular education the potential of counter-hegemonic

struggle.

Because it is based in concrete experience,

popular education acknowledges and respects "popular"
knowledge, and builds collective knowledge in its attempts
to elaborate and systematize,

thus creating new knowledge.

Thomas LaBelle in Nonformal Education in Latin America
and the Caribbean: Stability, Reform, or Revolution? has
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produced the most academic text to date
about popular and
nonformal education.
LaBelle begs the question of
the

difference between popular education and
nonformal
education, apparently seeing them as a
part

of the same

continuum.

He does not,

however,

link nonformal education

with the modernization framework of development.
Grossi,

on the other hand,

grew out of

a

Vio

is clear that popular education

response to the modernization theory of

development, and links it specifically with the
emergence of
the dependency theory.

(See above.)

While LaBelle

acknowledges the impact of development and the response to
it in building grassroots educational movements,

he sees

popular education and guerrilla warfare as "using different
theories of change and strategy" within

a

nonformal

education framework.
Unlike many of the theorists in the section above who
are concerned with schools, popular education is generally

carried on outside formal institutional structures. It comes
from the bottom-up,

from the grassroots,

from people's

organizations, and movements for social change.
however,

the same kind of engagement,

It

seeks,

the same commitment to

reflect on reality and to "name" it, and finally to act in

order to transform it.
and "naming"

(i.e.,

it is an important

Because it has to do with "knowing,"

consciousness)

and with "the oppressed,"

link with the women's epistemology

discussed in Section 2.3.
42

2.1.5

Summary
The literature on critical education
reviewed above

provides

necessary grounding for this study with
women
popular educators.
The writings of Antonio Gramsci, while
not specifically directed at education,
and written
a

in a

different historical context, nevertheless provide

a

conceptual frame that is central to the work of
popular
education.

Three concepts that are evident in the

literature above are especially key to this study:
the interplay of cultural forces,

Gramsci

s

praxis,

and consciousness.

focus on praxis begins with the assumption

that human beings are major actors in the world.

While he

acknowledges that people are shaped by their reality, he
also maintains that people can also shape their reality.
This concept of praxis is one of the most important

assumptions of popular education.
Freire'

s

It is the

backbone of

approach to education, and is emphasized by the

cr itical education theorists.

The concept of actors making

their own history is particularly important for this study.
One of the themes explored in this study is the way women

popular educators think about praxis and how they translate
it to their personal lives.

The second concept appearing in this literature is the

acknowledgment of
context.

a

constantly changing, dynamic cultural

This is what Gramsci referred to as ideological

hegemony, maintaining that the total interplay of forces in
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society had to systematically examined,

Freire builds on

this concept when he speaks of "unveiling
the world of
oppression." Giroux, Shor, and others are
more specific in
their recognition of the need to look at
issues of race and
class in addition to gender.
This study will build on these
concepts by looking critically at how women
popular

educators have experienced the intersections of race,
class,
and gender, as well as how historical moment has
shaped
their lives.
The third concept extracted from the literature above
is that of consciousness.

Gramsci and Freire both indicate

that a critical reflection on the world necessarily involves

engagement in changing the world.

This study explores how

women have come to consciousness around issues of social
change and the subsequent ways they have acted on that

consciousness.

Consciousness is seen as

a

dynamic process,

in which the action/reflection/action cycle becomes a

spiral.

In this study,

I

have looked particularly at how

women's consciousness around issues of gender stands in

relationship to other moments of critical consciousness.

2.2

The Feminist Critique of Critical Education
The critical social scientist is one who seeks to
disclose how the historical process was such that
the social order which he is examining was
incapable of satisfying some of the wants and
needs which it engendered, and in so doing he will
have accounted for the structural conflict and
accompanying social discontent which he perceives.
(Fay,

1975:96)
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The overt ideological goal of
feminist research is
to correct both the invisibi
and the
St
tlQn ° f female experiencety in
ways relevant
r
°H
ton ending
women's unequal social position
(Lather, 1986:68)
1

i

Brian Fay may be forgiven for his
use of the male
pronoun in a book that was published
in 1975, but Lather's
point about women's invisibility is
clear.
Women are simply
not present in the literature on
critical education.
They
are not present as writers, and if
they are present
at all

in the content,

it is an added phrase,

paragraph,

that has to do with "women and other
minorities."

or section

Whether

such a gesture is meant to mimic affirmative
action policies
or political correctness, it inevitably
distorts the female

experience
In recent years,

however,

feminist educators have begun

to challenge the male centered view that pervades
critical

education theory.

Elizabeth Ellsworth fired the first shot in the Harvard
Educational Review in an article entitled,
feel empowering?

"Why doesn't this

Working through the repressive myths of

critical pedagogy."

Ellsworth's article, like many of the

books and papers that have followed, raises some postmodern

questions about voice, difference, and representation.
(Lather,

Gore,

1991; Luke,

1993)

1992; Wharton,

1991; Holvino,

1992;

Ellsworth's article was quickly challenged by

Peter McLaren and Giroux; McLaren noted her "self-professed
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.

lack of pedagogical success" and
Giroux dismissed her as
liberal. (Lather, 93:45)

Carmen Luke and Jennifer Gore published

writings in 1992 that is

a

a

a

collection of

chorus of women's voices rising

up to represent themselves and feminist
pedagogy.
Some might read this book as a disabling
betrayal
or the critical pedagogy discourse
which many of
us at one moment ... found appealing
.... Our efforts
in this are directed towards a re-thinking
.

and

visioning of subjectivity, identity politics andreformation, and knowledge from the standpoint of
feminist educators. As feminist educators, we
are
also women who stand hip-deep in cultures
saturated with phallocentric knowledges, in
institutional structures ruled epistemologically
and procedurally by men and masculinist
21*9^11 Is^rs
and in a discipline which, despite its
historical terrain as "women's work" -- a caring
profession -- remains the theoretical and
administrative custody of men. (1992:2)
,

Writing as women educators in "a patriarchal system of
knowledge,

scholarship,

and pedagogical relations" Luke and

Gore note that they began to see their absences in the

"master texts" and "their writings of us as others."

The

essays in this book, on the other hand, are written by the
sub ject /other
.by women whose identities are written for them
from the center and who live those identities both
inside and outside the center.
Our self /other,
insider/outsider dual positioning is not ambiguous
but real, inscribed as it is on material bodies
and in lived (not studied, not assumed)
subjectivity.
This is our standpoint here.
.

.

(1992:3)

The authors place the location of

their writings first

in the feminist tradition and secondly in poststructuralism

There is, however,

a

vague disclaimer regarding
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poststructural thought in that "we adamantly
resist the
hidden erasure that drives much of currrent
postmodern
theory and analysis" (1992:5).
They write from
a

poststructural position that focuses on the
... deconstruction of taken-f
or-granted historical
structures of socio-cultural organizations within
which various versions of the 'individual' have
been inserted.

Our poststructuralist feminist task is to go
beyond the desconstruction of the normative
masculine subject valorized as the benchmark
against which all others are measured, and to
examine how and where the feminine is positioned
in contemporary emancipatory discourses (including
feminist discourses). (1992:6)

Luke and Gore are also suspicious of theories that look

toward

a

universal subject or the fractured identities of

postmodernism. "We are not all convinced that men are giving
up their identity and authority,

even as they speak

a

good

postmodernist game of 'multiple narratives' and 'border
crossings'."

A poststructuralist feminist agenda,

for Luke

and Gore, must continue to challenge marginalization and

incorporation even in "liberal progressive discourses that
make vocal claims to social justice on behalf of

marginalized groups while denying their own technologies of
power.

(192:6-7)

Grounding their epistemology on the "foundation of
difference" they recognize that knowledge is "provisional,

open-ended and relational," and therefore there can be no
finite truths.
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So, for instance, while we might
claim that male
rule oppresses women in a near seamless
historical
and global patriarchal regime, the
specificity of
women s oppression as it intersect with
class,
color, nationality, history and culture
implies
t at one theory, one method of
analysis, or one
concept of subject cannot unproblematically be
applied to all women in all contexts. (1992:7)

Luke notes that critical education

education)

(emancipatory

has been articulated in the "epistemic relation

to liberal conceptions of equality and participatory

democracy

...

located squarely in (male)

constitutive of the public sphere"
sphere

individualism

(1992:29).

The "public

belongs to men, and the discourse of critique and

action that takes place there regards law, policy, academic
texts,

editorial pages or corporate memos.

Women's

discourse of critique and action can be found in what is

considered the private realm -- dealing with issues such as
childcare, welfare,

rape,

or equity.

Luke notes that

"critique and action are not generally available to unwaged

housewives"

(1992:30)

.

Luke's concern here is with liberal

theory that now wishes to incorporate women into the public
sphere,

while still retaining their "natural" caretaker

positions in the private sphere.
the masculinist public position,

However,

it leaves intact

"which is where the

politics of universal, common, and androcentric 'human'
interests are inscribed."

Such conceptual approaches do not

begin to address the more fundamental problems of the

gendered requirements of citizenship or of "democratic"
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"

.

participation within the social relations
of school
settings
.without a rewriting of the masculine
public
subject, women end up doubly inscribed
in marginal
public positions and in 'natural' caretaking
positions in private.
.

.

Once the gender-neutral concept of
citizenship in the democratic liberal state
is
recast as gender specific, then 'female
citizenship' reads as a double positioning: a
guaranteed right to a location in the public, and
yet the responsibility to sustain the private
p
,

,

(1992:32)

Her point is that the critical pedagogy project
ignores

gender by

a

failure to systematically engage with specific

feminist theoretical and practical concerns, and by

a de

facto erasure of women altogether, through appeals to

patriarchy's exclusionary grand narratives as the
cornerstones for

a

new educational rationality.

The

"ideals" of democracy and participation represented by these

metanarratives cannot provide the theoretical cornerstones
for liberatory pedagogy.
It is a serious political problem of practice
through theorizing, of writing text that promises
transformation while it silently rallies around a
re-formation of untenable and invalid founding'
principles.
Such a discourse points to an
idealist and gender-blind valorization of master
discourses which promise and legitimate the very
social relations and subject positions for which
critical pedagogy claims to provide a language of
critique, of critical reflection and
understanding. (1992:35)
'

As to where her post-modern, post-structuralist

critique leaves feminist theory, Luke argues for what she
calls a "strategic essentialism
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.

This is the time to stand firm on
those
certainties that we can provisionally claim
are
essential to our shades of otherness: our
skepticism of the kinds of certainties
modernist discourses, the irreducible promised by
fluidity and
complexity of our identities and locations,
our
insider /outsider locations, knowledges,
and
visions.
The multiplicity of our differences as
Fraser and Nicholson (1988), Hartsock
(1990) and
Probyn (1990) warn us need not degenerate
view from everywhere and thus from nowhere.into a
The
key for theorists and feminist teachers
is to
avoid slipping into a relativism of endless
difference by standing firm on contextual and
theoretical limits.
These limits to difference,
uncertainty, partiality, the local and location,
are commitments to locating perspective,
experience, and knowledge in historical,
political, and cultural contexts. (1992:47)
Xll®

—Struggle

f or

Pedagogies (1993)

,

Jennifer Gore

(co editor with Carmen Luke of the volume Feminisms
and

Critical Ped agogies

)

looks at two distinct strands of

critical pedagogy and feminist pedagogy.
My concern is that when discourses of critical or
feminist pedagogy present themselves in a fixed,
final, 'founded' form, that form soon 'protects
them from rethinking and change.
It turns what
was once 'critical' in their work into a kind of
norm or law -- a final truth, a final
emancipation. (1993:11)
In looking at the strand of feminist pedagogy that grew

primarily out of women's studies departments, Gore gives

a

sharp critique of the way this strand has ignored and made

invisible the knowledge of educators and thinks this stems
from elitism on the part of Women's Studies scholars who

"valorize their disciplinary backgrounds over professional

training in education"

(1993:23).
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This lack of knowledge about or
refusal to validate
educators puts Women's Studies
pedagogues in the

contradictory position of denying the
experience of teachers
and educators.
Gore notes that this may be a
"strategicseparation from schools and educational
discourses, meaning,
I assume,
that it builds their own credibility
within the
patriarchal academy, in an odd turnaround,
Gore finds that

feminists representing Education, are prone
to engage with
the feminist pedagogy put forward by
women's studies rather
than education.
Gore also notes the cursory way that Freire's
work has
become the exception to any reference to male
or female

educational theorists:
Despite Freire's location in a patriarchal culture
and his general neglect of gender issues, his work
has been embraced within much feminist pedagogy
discourse. (1993: 22)
She posits this is because Freire embodies "Third World"

identities and that his politics are comfortable with those
of feminist pedagogy that see the need to liberate women and

minorities from white male patriarchy.
Gore sees two strands of critical education pedagogy,
one represented by Giroux and McLaren and the second that of

Paulo Freire and Ira Shor.
me,

This division seems contrived to

since Freire has written with both Giroux and Shor.

However, her point is about pedagogy as practice, and she

maintains that Giroux/McLaren have not developed
pedagogy, but have,

rather,

developed
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a

a

critical

critical educational

.

theory.

Freire/Shor, however, make pedagogy the
central

concern

Kathleen Weiler (1988) was one of the first
writers to
look at critical education theory and
feminist /cultural
theory.

Weiler maintained that critical theorists were

concerned with production and reproduction of
class through
schooling under capitalism, and feminists were
concerned
with production and reproduction under patriarchy.
Women researchers and theorists have come to see
that in the dominant Western intellectual
tradition, male experience is taken as the norm,
as what is truly human
Women therefore by
definition are either insignificant or incomplete.
Thus women know who they are through a double
process
On the one hand, women know themselves
through the male hegemonic vision of reality, in
which acting subjects are men and women are
something other
On the other hand, women as
human beings are subjects, and have the ability to
act and to critique their own experience, even if
that c apacity is denied in structures of knowledge
and i n the language itself
Therefore women exist
in a peculiar tension of both being subjects and
being denied as subjects.
(Bold emphasis is
Weiler; underlined emphasis is mine, 1988:58)
.

.

.

.

.

In a 1991 article,

of Freire's pedagogy,

Weiler acknowledges the limitations

and questions his generalized naming

of the oppressed and the oppressor,

arguing that such terms

must be placed in multiple contexts.
Weiler'

s

critique of Freire is indicative of how the

feminist critique of critical education adds to the

literature on popular education.

Two important concepts

from this literature have helped guide this study.

One is

the recognition of "difference" and the need to acknowledge
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multiple identities.

This is especially important to the

overall intent of this study.

While there has been

similarity in the experience of the women
popular educators
interviewed, I have been careful not to
gloss over the very
specific ways that history, culture, nationality,
class, and
^^ce have impacted their experience
Secondly, this literature raises important issues
of

power and marginalization.

Luke and Gore note that even

though progressive male educators "make vocal claims
to
social justice on behalf of marginalized groups,

"

they

continue to deny their own positions of power and authority.
This study looks at how women popular educators experience

power and marginalization on

2.3

a

daily basis.

Feminist Epistemology
In this section,

I

look very briefly at some of the

writings in feminist theory that attempt to get at the basis
of gendered identity and ways of knowing.

grouping of writing that
knowing.

I

I

first look at a

simply call here, women's ways of

Included in this is the early work of Carol

Gilligan and Jean Baker Miller, and the groundbreaking book
by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, Women'

Knowing

.

I

s

Wavs of

then turn to the writings of Dorothy Smith,

Nancy Chodorow, Jane Flax, Nancy Hartsock, and Sandra
Harding.

The bulk of this section is an attempt to

understand as precisely as possible what is meant by
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a

"feminist standpoint" as it is put
forth by Nancy Hartsock
I have lingered over
her essay, trying to get inside it
enough to undertand this complicated
piece.

2.3.1

Women and Knowing
The publication of Carol Gilligan'

Different Voice (1982) was

a

s

book,

turning point in the literature

on women and psychological development
and,

women and learning.

in A

by inference,

on

Building on her work with Lawrence

Kohlberg on moral development, Gilligan came to the
conclusion that women think and learn more contextually than
men,

but that learning theories are all based on the male

experience.

This disparity between how women learn and what

is generally agreed on in the psychological literature has

often been interpreted as

a

problem in women's development.

Gilligan speaks eloquently about the "silence" of women and
the need to look at their different mode of experience and

interpretation as

a

way of increasing our understanding

about both women and men.
As we have listened for centuries to the voices of
men and the theories of development that their
experience informs, so we have come more recently
to notice not only the silence of women but the
difficulty in hearing what they say when they
speak.
Yet in the different voice of women lies
the truth of an ethic of care, the tie between
relationship and responsibility, and the origins
of aggression in the failure of connection.
The
failure to see the different reality of women's
lives and to hear the differences in their voices
stems in part from the assumption that there is a
single mode of social experience and
interpretation. By positing instead two different
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modes,

we arrive at a more complex rendition
of
human experience which sees the truth
of
separation and attachment in the lives of
women
and men and recognizes how these truths
are
carried by different modes of language and
thought. (1982:173-74)

Jean Baker Miller in her book. Toward
of

Women

a

New Psychology

recognized the "two-sidedness," of women's

,

psychological development by pointing to the strengths
of
such qualities as cooperation, creativity, and
participation
in the development of others while at the
same time

acknowledging how these very same characteristics can lead
to subservience and to complex psychological problems

Wanting to build on the qualities that are more highly

developed in women, she goes on to say:
On the other hand, the dialogue is always with the
future.
These same characteristics represent
potentials that can provide a new framework, one
which would have to be inevitably different from
that of the dominant male society... I have labeled
these characteristics 'strengths' because this is
a point I wish to emphasize.
They have been
called 'weaknesses' and even women, themselves,
have so interpreted them. (1976:27)
In 1986,

four women in the New England area published

a

book entitled Women's Wavs of Knowing: The Development of
Self,

Voice,

and Mind that built on the work of Gilligan and

Jean Baker Miller.

Their process of writing the book also

reflected Miller's characteristics of cooperation,
creativity,

and participation in the development of others.

Women's Ways of Knowing by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and
Tarule is

a

major contribution to the field of women and
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learning.

They begin by building on the contextual
and

connected modes present in Gilligan and Miller.
is likely that the commonly accepted
stereotype
women s thinking as emotional, intuitive, and
personalized has contributed to the devaluation of
women's minds and contributions, particularly in
Western technologically oriented cultures, which
value rationalism and objectivity.
It is
generally assumed that intuitive knowledge is more
primitive, therefore less valuable, than so-called
objective modes of knowing. (1986:6)
It

o

Belenky,

et al

.

interviewed

a

total of 135 women; 90

from six academic institutions in the New England area, and
45 from family social service agencies.

Building on William

Perry's research in epistemological development, they

grouped the resultant perspectives on knowing into five
major categories:

silence; received knowledge; subjective

knowledge; procedural knowledge; and constructed knowledge.
The authors found that women repeatedly used the metaphor of

voice to speak of their own development, and that finding

their voice and their sense of the self and the mind were

intricately linked.
Silence in their scheme represents the extreme in

a

denial of the self and dependence on an external voice for
direction.

Women in this category often felt that words

were "weapons," used to diminish and disempower.

The women

in this category tended to be obedient to any perceived

authority; maintain role stereotypes, to see life in

polarities, and to be passive, subdued, and subordinate.
effect,

In

they had a difficult time conceiving of the self as
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.

illustrated in the aching words of one
woman when asked to
describe her self: "I don't know
No one has told me yet
what they thought of me"
1986 31 ).
:

(

Received Knowledge is characterized by
"listening" as
way of knowing
listening to friends and authority

a

—

figures.

There is still no confidence in the self
or in

one's own knowledge.

These women believe there is

answer and a wrong answer.

a

right

They are prime examples of

banking" education -- facts and knowledge are
poured into
one's brain from a voice of authority.

Subjective Knowledge recognizes the inner voice, or the
inner authority.

There is trust in the self and an inward

listening and reflection.
Procedural Knowledge begins to challenge the subjective
and move into the objective and rational realm.

The authors

make the distinction here between "separate" knowledge

(characterized by reciprocity, doubting, reason, adversarial
in nature,

knowledge

and the absence of self)
(access to others,

and "connected"

interested in other's lives,

collaborative, and use of personal knowledge)

Constructed Knowledge represents

a

reclamation of the

self and an understanding that "all knowledge is constructed

with the knower being an intimate part of the known."

Constructed knowledge represents an integration of the
various kinds of knowledge; it is
heart,

of commitment and action.
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a

combination of mind and

As ground breaking as this study is,
the reader is left

with many questions.

The five modes of learning appear to

be stages in which one arrives at the
height of constructed

knowledge.

Yet clearly the schooling system encourages
the

procedural over the subjective.

It

is difficult to get a

grasp of how formal and nonformal education intertwine
in
this process.

More importantly, however, is the question of

class differences in the women in the academic institutions

and the family agencies

.

Many of the women interviewed from

the family agencies appear to be "silent" knowers

.

The

cultural implications of this are not explored further in
this book.

Part of the problem with all of these books is that

women are looked at in

a

uni-dimensional way.

The issue of

class difference comes up very clearly in the Belenky book
but does not seem to have affected the overall findings.
For all of their shortcomings, however, these books have

been

a

very important part of the dialogue about women, ways

of knowing,

2.3.2

and experiential knowledge.

Dorothy Smith
"Men appear in this world as necessary and vital

presences,

"

says Dorothy Smith in reference to afternoon

soap operas.
It is a women's world in the sense that it is the
relevances of the women's places that govern. Men
appear only in their domestic or private aspects
or at points of intersection between public and
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.

Vate * S doctors in hospitals, lawyers
in their
!?^
office discussing will and divorces.
Their
occupational and political world is barely
present.
They are posited here as complete
persons, and they are but partial -- as
women
appear in sociology predicated on the universe
occupied by men. (Smith, 72:7)
This "partial" view of women and how to
perceive the
fullness of women's experience becomes Smith's
problematic.

Her entry point into this discussion is the
discipline of

sociology because it is the lens through which she view
the
world.
This particular view in which she searches for
a

sociology for women, rather than of women has ramifications
far beyond the parameters of sociology.
She is not looking for women'

addendum," however.

s

sociology to become "an

Her interest is in exposing the

"disjuncture between how women find and experience the world

beginning

.

.

.

from their place and the concepts and

theoretical schemes available to think about it."

Even if

women can claim this knowledge and experience, however, it
is still not equal to the dominant base of knowledge and

experience
The world as it is constituted by men stands in
authority over that of women.
It is that part of
the world from which our kind of society is
governed and from which what happens to us begins.
The domestic world stands in a dependent relation
to that other and its whole character is
subordinate to it. (Smith, in Harding, 1987:86)

Dorothy Smith speaks of the world of sociology, but
just as Giroux maintains that schools are indicative of the

broader society, her critique goes far beyond the
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discipline.

Smith is reluctant to opt for a sociology of

women, because women immediately become the
objects to be

studied; sociological discourse is such that women
cannot

enter into it as "subjects" or "knowers."

In order to be

subjects, women must shift their attention away from
the

discourse,

and to the problem of analyses, descriptions, and

understanding their own situation.

"This shift in the

location of the knower discloses the everyday world as

problematic"

(1987:15).

this everyday world,

a

When the knower begins to examine

she sees that the organization of

social relations originate "elsewhere":
like a dance in which the subject
participates or in which she is placed. The
shapes taken by the dance and the part she plays
in it bring into being the dance as an actual
organization of social relations through time.
This dance, however, is one that extends beyond
the boundaries of her sight.
She cannot recover
its form or assess its character or movement.
She
picks it up as it moves its patterns into her
scope and she must be moved by or move with them.
It is

(1983 92)
:

Smith'

s

concern is how to know, how to describe "the

dance as an actual organization of social relations through
time."

To do so,

it is necessary to go outside sociology's

measurements in order to find the "underlying organization."
Only then will women transcend the "partial" view in real
life that men are relegated to only in the soap operas.
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2.3.3

Nancy Chodorow, Jane Flax

Nancy Chodorow and Jane Flax enter the
discourse of
understanding social relations and persistent
patriarchy
through the door of psychotherapy. Their
framework is the
object relations theory, the "relational other."

for

Nancy Chodorow begins her work by attempting to
account
the reproduction within each generaton of certain

general and nearly universal differences that characterize

masculine and feminine personality and roles"

(1989:45).

She suggests that in large part this is because women are

responsible for early childcare and later socialization.
very early,

Thus,

female children internalize personality

aspects that are relational and connected.

Feminine personality comes to define itself in
relation and connection to other people more than
masculine personality does.
(In psychoanalytic
terms, women are less individuated than men; they
have more flexible ego boundaries.)
Moreover,
issues of dependency are handled and experienced
differently by men and women. (1989:46)
For boy children,

issues of individuation and

dependency have to be negotiated with
which,

for the most part,

a

masculine identity,

is non relational and connected.

For girl children, relational and connected ways of being

continue as part of the socialization of female identity
that involves mothering and childrearing.

Chodorow

maintains that women's activities in the home involve
continuous attention to concern for others, requiring

connection to rather than separation from.
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"

:

In her article,

"Political Philosophy and the

Patriarchal Unconscious: A Psychoanalytic
Perspective on
Epistemology and Metaphysics," Flax builds on

the work of

Chodorow by examining the repression of early
infantile
experience and its relationship to gender roles and
patriarchy.

She sees individual male development and

patriarchy as "partially rooted in
and autonomy of women

a

need to deny the power

.

This need stems from the organization of social

relations in such

a

way that "only women mother."

The

social world is immediately gendered as well as stratified.

identity can only be obtained at the cost of negating
or turning away from the mother,

the primary caretaker,

thereby repressing the part of himself that he has been most
closely identified with.
not neutral.

In a patriarchal world,

gender is

For the male child, becoming aware of gender

is to recognize that men and women are not equal,

and that

men are more esteemed and more powerful than women.
The task of feminist theory has two steps according to
Flax:

to determine the extent to which patriarchy has

permeated our concept of knowledge, as well as the content
of our knowledge.

Secondarily,

feminist epistemology must

use this knowledge to transcend gender issues in order to

penetrate human nature and politics.
following as the beginning pieces of
knowledge
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Flax includes the
a

feminist theory of

,

recognizing that human knowledge is
defensive, prone to domination because
of
rr St d devel °Pment" or what
Hegel
called
n
^?
?
the
unhappy
consciousness" behind knowledqe
^
and rpAQnn-

overcoming dualism -- sub ject/ob ject
inner/outer, mind/body, reason/sense;
women's experience is not in itself
adequate;
it must be incorporated and
transcended;

feminism is a revolutionary theory and
practice, requiring a transformation of
human
history;
forms
social relations must be
rethought and reformulated;
all concepts must be relational and
contextual;

history and inter-relationships should be
thought of dialectically;
knowledge and method must be self-reflective
and critical;
claims of objectivity or neutrality are not
necessary for evaluating knowledge and
experience. (Flax, 1983:269-271)
In a later essay entitled "Postmodernism and Gender

Relations in Feminist Theory,

"

Flax continues to locate

feminist theory in an analysis of social relations, but also
moves to place it within the perspective of postmodern
philosophy, where it contributes "to the growing

uncertainty" about how to explain and interpret human
experience. The relationship of feminist theory to

postmodernism is ambivalent because feminists would prefer
that their claims are "rational," because this is what those
in power demand.
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If there is no objective basis for
distinguishing
between true and false beliefs, then it seems
that
power alone will determine the outcome of
competing truth claims.
This is a frightening
prospect to those who lack (or are oppressed by)
the power of others. (Flax, 1987:55)

However,

about self,

she maintains that feminist theory notions

knowledge,

and truth are too contradictory to

fit comfortably into traditional Enlightenment
categories

and therefore more properly fit into the postmodern
framework.

Flax goes on to say in this essay that any

feminist standpoint will necessarily remain partial because
"women" themselves are so differentiated.

Still,

we are

called upon to explore the ambivalences, and the

multiplicities of our realities, as well as the "need for
imposing order and structure" regardless of how oppressive
these needs may be.

2.3.4

Nancy Hartsock's Feminist Standpoint

Nancy Hartsock in "The Feminist Standpoint: Developing
the Ground for a Specifically Feminist Historical

Materialism,

"

argues that the "sexual division of labor"

makes available to women

a

vision of the real social

relations that cannot be seen by men because they benefit
from the exploitation of women.

She searches for a

"specifically feminist historical materialism" in order to
gain a more thorough understanding of the construction of

patriarchy.

In this article,

she addresses the

epistemological underpinnings such
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a

materialism would

s

require,

specifically

domination.

a

s

feminist "standpoint" for opposing

(1987:158)

There is much that is problematic in
Hartsock'

feminist standpoint.

Because it builds on the historical

materialism of Marx, it brings forward the notion
of dualism
that later feminist epistemology moved away
from.
However,

Hartsock'

s

work in the late 1980s was critical for opening

up the dialogue in feminist scholarship about
precisely what
is included in the "nature" of women.

theory,

Her standpoint

and the response to this theory, was one of the

theoretical pieces that enabled feminist scholarship to move

beyond an

essentialist " feminist discourse.

Hartsock'

contribution to this discourse is enormous.

Her feminist

standpoint theory, building on the historical materialism of
Marx,

dissects in detail the relationship of women to the

concrete, everyday world.

Hartsock adopts Marx's distinction between appearance
and essence,
concrete,

circulation and production, abstract and

and uses these "dual levels of reality" to work

out theoretical forms that are appropriate to a specifically

feminist standpoint rather than

a

proletarian standpoint

.

She expands the Marxian argument that "socially mediated

interaction with nature in the process of production shapes
both human beings and theories of knowledge,

"

and maintains

that Marx's position here helps feminists cut through the

dichotomy of nature and culture, thus avoiding the "purely
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:

natural" or the "purely social" and recognizing
we are

inextricably both.
Hartsock builds on Marx'

metatheory" of
divisions,

a

s

methodology by adopting his

capitalist society with only two major

and from this explores the epistemologial

conseguences of claiming that women'

lives differ

s

structurally from those of men.
...like the lives of proletarians according to
Marxian theory, women's lives make available a
particular and privileged vantage point on male
supremacy, a vantage point which can ground a
powerful critique of the phallocratic institutions
and ideology which constitute the capitalist form
of patriarchy. (1987:159)

Having referenced her thesis to

Hartsock proceeds to

a)

a

Marxian perspective,

summarize the nature of

as an epistemological device; b)

a

standpoint

raises the question of

specifically feminist historical materialism;

c)

a

suggests

that the sexual division of labor forms the basis for such

standpoint; and

d)

a

argues that one can begin the

construction of such an epistemological tool by looking at
the structures which define women's activity as contributors
to subsistence and as mothers.

2. 3. 4.1

The Nature of a Standpoint

A standpoint contends that the real relations of humans
with each other and with the natural world are not visible

because
1)

Material life structures as well as sets
limits on the understanding of social relations;
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If material life is structured
differently
for two different groups (i.e. class
or
gender differences) the vision of each
will
represent an inversion of the other, and
the
vision available to the dominant will be
both

2)

partial and perverse;
3)

The vision of the dominant structures the
material relations in which all parties are
forced to participate and cannot be dismissed
as simply false;

4)

The vision available to the oppressed group
must be struggled for and requires both
science to see beneath the surface of the
social relations in which all are forced to
participate, and the education which grows
from the struggle to change those relations;

5)

As an engaged vision, the understanding of
the oppressed is a historically liberatory
role because it exposes the real relations
among human beings as being inhuman and
points beyond the present. (1987:159-160)

A standpoint structures epistemology in
way,

approaching reality as

a

a

particular

"duality of levels" in which

the deeper level or essence unveils the surface level, thus

showing how appearance inverts and distorts the deeper
reality

.

A standpoint must be rooted in what Marx called

"sensuous human activity, practice."

Thus if humans are

what they do, defined by their sensuous human activity,

each means of producing subsistence should be
expected to carry with it both social relations
and relations to the world of nature which express
the social understanding contained in that mode of
production.
That is, each division of labor,
whether by gender or class, can be expected to
have consequences for knowledge. (87:160)

Having outlined these general characteristics of the
standpoint of the proletariat, Hartsock notes that it means

different things for women and men.
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The "proletarian" --

.

2

generally male in Marxist terms

—

is immersed in the world

only during the hours of labor.
If, to paraphrase Marx, we follow
the worker home
from the factory, we can once again perceive
a
change in the dramatis personae
He who before
followed behind as the worker, timid and holding
back .. .now strides in front while a third person,
not specifically present in Marx' s account of
the
transaction between capitalist and worker (both of
whom are male) follows timidly behind, carrying
groceries, baby, and diaper. (1987:164)
.

Hart sock begins the development of

a

feminist

standpoint with an examination of the sexual division of
labor

2. 3. 4.

The Sexual Division of Labor

Hartsock argues that women's work in the home as well
as that for wages keeps her continuously in contact with the

concrete realities of the world and that women are more

immersed in this concrete reality than men.

Thus the

vantage point available to women allows for "an

intensification" of the materialist world view and therefore
an intensification of class consciousness.

The female contribution to subsistence represents only
a

part of women's labor; women also "reproduce/produce"

children,

involving them on

changes and growth.

a

daily basis in processes of

Unlike the male proletarian's

production of an object, the female experience in bearing
and rearing children "involves a unity in mind and body more
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profound than is possible in the worker's
instrumental
activity" (87:167)
The fact that women,

and (generally) not men, are

primarily responsible for young children
means that
(separating the I from the other) reinforces
boundary
confusion in female egos and boundary strengthening

in

males.
male,

The Oedipal crisis creates a clean break for
the

because it requires repressing the first love relation

and negating the mother. The female, on the other
hand, is
likely to retain both parents as love objects.

But a girls'

love for the father is less threatening because it
occurs

outside this unity" and at

a

later stage of development.

Hartsock notes Nancy Chodorow conclusion that
girls gradual emergence from the oedipal period
takes place in such a way that empathy is built
into their primary definition of self, and they
have a variety of capacities for experiencing
another's needs or feelings as their own. Put
another way girls, because of female parenting,
are less differentiated from others than boys,
more continuous with and related to the external
object world.
They are differently oriented to
their inner object world as well. (1987:168)

Hartsock maintains that this complex relational world
of females is reinforced by a process of socialization in

which girls learn roles that embody more interpersonal and
relational skills, while boys must identify with "an
abstract set of maxims only occasionally concretely present
in the father."

Femininity,

in effect is concrete;

masculinity is idealized.
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.

This early female experience of challenging
boundaries
and differently constructed relations
with both inner and
outer worlds is an important grounding for
the female sense
of self as connected to the world and the
male sense of self
as separate, distinct, and even disconnected.
In sum, girls enter adulthood with a more
complex
layering of affective ties and a rich, ongoing
inner set of object relations
.As a result,
women define and experience themselves
relationally and men do not.
.

.

.

This experience of two worlds, one valuable, if
abstract and deeply unattainable, the other'
useless and demeaning, if concrete and necessary,
lies at the heart of a series of dualisms -abstract /concrete, mind/body, culture/nature,
ideal/real, stasis/change ... are overlaid by
gender
only the first of each pair is associated
with the male. (Hartsock, 1987:168)
:

Hartsock argues that the female construction of self in
relation to others leads away from dualisms and values
concrete, everyday life, and

a

sense of connection with

other people and with the natural world.
experience,

The male

on the other hand

when replicated as epistemology leads to a world
conceived as, and ... inhabited by, a number of
fundamentally hostile others whom one comes to
know by means of opposition (even death struggle)
and yet with whom one must construct a social
relation in order to survive. (1987:170)
For Hartsock, the fact that women's bodies can be

instruments of production inevitably means that women can
achieve "a more profound unity of mental and manual labor,
social and natural worlds, than is experienced by the male

worker in capitalism"

(87:171)
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This is her first claim of

.

standpoint: that women's material
life activity has
important epistemological and
ontological consequences for
both the understanding and
construction of social relations
Her second claim returns to Marx's
concept that
unveiling the deeper reality leads
to an understanding of
the surface reality.
Thus female experience "inverts,"
exposing "abstract masculinity as both
partial and
fundamentally perverse," in that it reverses
the proper
valuation of human activity." Hartsock
claims that its
partiality lies in its confinement to one
side of the
dualism (the abstract)
but that its perverseness is in the
substitution of death for life.
a

,

Because men have the power to structure social
relations in their own image, much of "women's work"
is

constructed to express this abstract masculinity, e.g.,

motherhood as defined as being alone with children;
isolation of women from each other in domestic work; and
what she calls "the female pathology of service to others."

For Hartsock, these characteristics mark
the transformation of life into death, the
distortion of what could have been creative and
communal activity into oppressive toil, and the
destruction of the possibility of community
present in women's relational self-def inition
(1987 173
:

)

In summary,

provides

a

Hartsock claims that

a

standpoint not only

means of going beneath the surface to understand

social relations, but also

a

way of offering a different

construction that moves away from the forms of abstract
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.

.

masculinity to embrace the concreteness
of everyday life and
the continuities both with other
persons and the natural
world
While there is much to be wary of
in Hartsock's
feminist standpoint, I have presented
it here because it
wrestles with the issue of women's
concrete daily reality
and how that differs from the male
reality.
As stated
earlier, other feminist scholars,
especially those concerned
with a post st ructuralist view, have
moved the feminist
discourse forward regarding multiple realities
and multiple
identities.
However, Hartsock's feminist standpoint,

examined alongside Chodorow'

s

and Flax's assessment of

gender roles and patriarchy, and Dorothy Smith's

presentation of the "problematic" of the everyday world,
attempts to dissect some of the complex issues of precisely
what is "different" in

a

woman's experience of the daily

world
On the surface,

the interviews conducted for this study

do not specifically address the issues raised by Hartsock,

Chodorow,
however,

and Flax.

A deeper analysis and unlayering,

of the multiple levels of a woman's experience of

the daily world might build on the themes presented here.

2.3.5

Sandra Harding
Sandra Harding's approach to feminist issues is from

the perspective of the natural sciences.
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She is,

therefore

concerned about issues of objectivity
and subjectivity.
On
the other hand, Harding asks how
a science "so deeply
involved in distinctively masculine
projects can possibly be
used for emancipatory ends." (1986:29)
In search of a scientific ground
that can increase the

objectivity of politicized research, she looks
at feminist
empiricism, the feminist standpoint, and feminist
postmodernism.

Her concern to be "maximally objective"

seems oddly out of place in light of the critical
theorists
who argue for subjectivity and partisanship.
If problems are necessarily value - laden, if
theories are constructed to explain problems, if
methodologies are always theory-laden, and if
observations are methodology-laden, can there be a
value-neutral design and interpretation of
research? This line of reasoning leads us to ask
whether it is possible that some kinds of valueladen research are nevertheless maximally
objective.
For example, are overtly antisexist
research designs inherently more objective than
overtly sexist... or 'sex blind' ones? And are
antisexist inquiries that are also selfconsciously antiracist more objective than those
that are not? (1986:22-23)

From Harding's perspective, feminist standpoint

epistemologies "simultaneously privilege women

epistemically " while claiming to overcome the dichotomizing
that is characteristic of the Enlightenment /bourgeois world
view.

My initial reading of Hartsock's article left me

feeling that it was basically essent ialist

,

in that women's

role as producers of children and their subsequent

caregiving and nurturant roles determined what they "knew."
Thus the "advantage" of the standpoint was biology.
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Harding

.

contends, however, that the epistemic
advantage comes
because the standpoint is "engaged"
or "interested."
"The
subjugation of women's relational activity
enables them to

understand aspects of nature and social
life that are not
accessible to inquiries grounded in men's
characteristics,"
yet this vision that is available to
women must be

"struggled for."

it is in this engagement,

this struggle

that makes the feminist standpoint an act
of commitment to

understanding the world from the perspective of the
subjugated, thus opening the way to struggle for
the
transcendence of gender. Sandra Harding challenges whether
there can be

a

feminist standpoint.

"Are women a 'group'

the sense required by the standpoint epistemologies

women

s

identities in

a

.

"

Do

variety of groups undercut the

standpoint assumptions?

2.3.6

Summary
The literature reviewed here on feminist epistemology

revisits many of the themes discussed in earlier sections:
difference, consciousness, and the organization of social

relations.

In this literature,

addressed with

a

feminist eye.

however, these themes are
As Jane Flax notes,

it is

important to determine the extent that patriarchy has

permeated both the concept of knowledge and the content of
knowledge
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in

.

The literature in this section
begins to move beyond

the dualism evident in the
critical education theorists to
question the nature of oppressor/oppressed
in multiple,
contextual terms.
Nancy Hartsock's work suggests that
the
sexual division of labor forms the
basis for a feminist
standpoint, and raises the question of
how women see

themselves in relation to others.

However,

it becomes

immediately important to see this within
the context of
class and cultural difference.
What is important about the feminist
epistemological

literature in relation to this study is that it
demands
going beneath the surface to understand the reality
of
social relations.

In doing so,

it questions the abstract,

generalized "male" subject, and digs into the detail of
everyday concrete experience

2.4

Conclusions
My search for

a_

conceptual frame for this study began

with an Italian Communist whose writing reflects his deep

engagement in his own political and historical reality.

It

continues through the Third World eyes of Paulo Freire, one
of the most significant contributors to recent educational

theory,
work.

and to the writers and theorists who build from his
I

have then looked at how women theorists have

critiqued these writings in

a

way that begins to question
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the universalized male subject,

And finally,

review

I

a

small body of literature on feminist
epistemology.
All of this literature has been
important to my

understanding of how to approach this
study with women
popular educators.
The writings of Gramsci,
Freire,

and

other critical education theorists are
an important backdrop
for understanding an approach to
education that is based in
social movements and encourages action.
The literature

reviewed here on women's epistemology is also
an important
backdrop for a study that seeks to understand how
women come
to know and how they build on their everyday
experience.

Several themes appearing in this literature have

particular relevance for this study.

The political,

committed writings of Gramsci and Freire embody many of the
theoretical constructs that underlie the practice of popular
education.

These include dialogue, praxis or action in

response to naming the world (or analyzing the particular

conjuncture of forces present at any given time)
learning from everyday experience.
praxis,

,

and

Linked to the issue of

is the concept of deconstructing the everyday world,

explored in Freire and also explored in

a

different way in

the literature on feminist epistemology, particularly Smith

and Hartsock.

The feminist critique of critical education

theory calls for

a

different way of "seeing" and analyzing

the world, themes also explored in the literature on

feminist epistemology.

The work cited here on feminist
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standpoint calls to question precisely
how women's
experience may differ, and seeks to unravel
and posit some
hypotheses about this thorny issue -- an
issue that has

particular relevance to this study since
it looks only at
the experience of women.
However, while the concepts presented in
this

literature review are relevant to this study,
they do not
provide a road map for looking at the narrative
data

presented in the following chapters.

If we think of the

literature here as ongoing dialogue and theory building,
then it is possible to think of the personal narratives

presented in the following chapters as adding to the
dialogue and helping construct the theory.
All of the theorists reviewed here begin from the

assumption that education is not about objective fact, but
about subjectively dissecting historical reality.

All are

committed to an engagement with the social world that seeks
to unveil unequal power relationships.

And all of them

acknowledge the necessity of reflecting on concrete everyday
experience.

The same is true for the women popular

educators whose everyday lives constitute the research data
for this study.
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CHAPTER
HEART
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3

EXPERIENCE, METHOD

have often thought of this study
as a project that
allows me to locate my own experience
as a popular educator
within a larger group of women popular
educators.
I wanted
to hear their stories, and I also
wanted to share mine.
More than anything else, I wanted the
research process to be
about dialogue.
I

From my own experience as

a

popular educator and my

desire to reflect on certain things,

I

brought a very

personal, subjective frame to this study.

experience as an oral historian.

I

also brought my

In Section 3.1 below,

I

attempt to clarify my passion to know certain things, and
my
own subjective criteria about how to do this with integrity.
In addition to my subjective criteria,

however,

I

wanted to find an appropriate way of collecting and

analyzing the data that would make it accessible to other
researchers and popular education practitioners.

Two things

have been consistently important to me in this process:

a)

to operate from my own sense of integrity regarding the use
of personal narrative data; and b)

to locate this study

within the theoretical foundations of the alternative

research paradigm.

Section 3.2 recounts my experience of

doing the research and analyzing the data.
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Section 3.3 of

this chapter places this work
within the theoretical
writings that support the
alternative research methodology.

3

.

1

Heart
I

deeply value people's stories.

I

want to know "who"

people are, and how they organize
their own story. Within
that organization, in the details
they choose to share, in
the small stories they think are
important, the questions
they raise for reflection, and the
incidents they choose to
re-tell
is a larger story.
This study was a search to
find the "larger" stories of ten women
who work as popular
educators, and to find out how they organized
their stories.

—

Subsequently, my search has been to reflect on the
story
that has emerged from the sum of these stories.
I

began with the desire to interview women who work as

educators for social change.
what

I

was doing,

When

was really honest about

would say more explicitly that

I

to talk to women like myself.

meant exactly, but

I

I

I

did have

a

I

wanted

was not clear what this

bottom line.

I

wanted to

talk to women who did what they did because they were deeply

committed to progressive social change.

I

wanted to talk to

women who worked as educators, regardless of whether they

called themselves community development workers, organizers,
or activists.

And

I

wanted to talk to women who had done it

long enough to come to

a

point in their personal and working

lives where they were already in
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a

process of reflection and

thinking and perhaps even re-thinking.

I

what drove them to do the work they
did.

wanted to know
I

what kept them going when it got
difficult.

know what it had cost them.

wanted to know
And

also wanted to get

I

wanted to

I

a

clearer

image in my head of exactly what the
work looked like on a
daily basis. What did it really mean
to be a popular
educator and work for radical social change?
What was the

work of women in popular education?

That seemed like enough

of a starting point.
I

knew,

however, that if

would also get more, that
individual stories

.

I

I

got all of this,

that

I

would get the sum of the

The sum of these ten stories

constitutes the research data for this project.

My job as

the researcher has been to find the story that lies within

the sum of the combined stories.

3.2

Experience
My process for gathering the data for this study has

been one of the most rewarding projects

engaged in.

I

have ever been

Under the guise of an academic researcher,

I

have had the privilege of sitting and talking with women

popular educators about the details of their life and work.
The stories have been inspirational; they have sustained me
in moments when this project seemed overwhelming.
In the sections below,

I

outline my process of

gathering and analyzing the data, and my attempt to involve
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9

.

the women being interviewed as
co-researchers.

Additional

information about my approach to
narrative data can be found
in Section 3.3.

3

-

Gathering the Data

2 -i

The interviews were conducted over
years.

I

began in 1992 and completed the final interview
in

the winter of 1996.

m

1992 and

scope,

period of three

a

1
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The majority,

however, were conducted

Because the sampling was international in

.

realized from the beginning that one of the major
restraints would be accessibility.
I developed a
I

list of

potential candidates that

I

knew,

and then asked other

educators in the field for suggestions.

I

was especially

lucky to have access to the wide network of women involved
in the Women's Programme of the International Council on

Adult Education (ICAE)

.

The list "snowballed" as some of

the women in the study suggested others to be interviewed.

Lynda Yanz was particularly helpful in arranging Canadian

interviews

that

I

began with

I

felt were strong candidates for the study.

a

list of people that

I

had access to and
I

conducted eight interviews, transcribed them, and then
thought about the collective profile.

decided that
In each case,

I

At that point,

I

wanted to interview at least two more women.
it was because of the particular combination

of feminist thought, popular education work,
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and

.

geographical location that the final two
interviews
represented.
I had initially thought
to do between eight to
twelve interviews; the final study
profile consists of ten.
The structure of each interview
was determined by
circumstance.
For example, in two cases, I had
access to
women as they were briefly passing
through the United States
or Canada.
In one case, I interviewed in the
afternoon, and

completed the interview the following morning.
case,

I

did

five hour marathon interview with several long

a

breaks built in.
however,

I

For the majority of the interviews,

was able to interview in at least two,

three sittings.
interview,

in another

I

sometimes

Before returning to do Part Two of the

was generally able to transcribe and return

Part One to the participant and have it to look over for

myself.

In the end,

I

worked from 1,560 pages of

transcribed narrative.

3.2.2

Working with the Data
I

hoped that certain themes would emerge naturally from

the data.

But

I

also knew that during the interviews

I

had

been careful to let each interview go in its own direction.
I

"felt" that the interviews had been good,

and that the

conversations between us had stirred up some thought

provoking reflections.

I

was curious to return to the

transcripts and see what in retrospect our conversations had

generated
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.

.

I

began by taking each interview as

With no pre-set categories in mind,

I

a

separate piece.

approached the

material and began taking out themes
that were there.
This
was done rather meticulously.
I noted page numbers and
interview sections. When I came to what
I considered a
new" theme, I generated a new category
for that.

result of this process was

transcribed data.

a

The

virtual "indexing" of the

The important thing, however, was that

each interview had spoken its own organization.

The result

of this phase of the work was a substantial
volume of

notes

quite useless in their detail, but rich in what

they told me about the data.

For example, by letting the

organization emerge from each interview,

I

was able to see

similar patterns, but often with a very different approach.
In some of the interviews,

inseparable.

the issues of race and class were

Work was often difficult to separate from

organizational structures.

Gender was intertwined with

issues of organization and participation, or did not appear
at all as a category,

subsumed instead under religion or

work

Another theme difficult to "break out" into its own
category was the issue of cost.

My recollection was that it

had been addressed in several of the interviews.

It had,

but often as a thread woven in the narrative and subsumed

under another topic.

Seldom was it addressed straight

forwardly
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.

had originally thought of this
process as "quilting"
taking pieces of stories and
piecing them together into a
pattern.
But as I worked with the material,
it became clear
to me that the material did not
go together in that
I

—

way.

Pieces overlapped.

believe

Merged and then separated again.

have now is something akin to

I

a

What

Panamanian mola

I

—

layers and layers of narrative that
create a final intricate
pattern
The mola is unique to the native
population of Panama.

Small pieces of fabric have intricate
designs cut into the
cloth.
This piece of cloth is then placed on top of
another

piece of cloth with another intricate and sometimes

overlapping design.

Five or six layers of fabric may be

used to create the final design.
final cut of the patterns,

beneath.

The top of the mola, the

is dependent on all the layers

Like the mola, the ten narratives presented here

have some overlapping patterns and some that are distinct to

each story.

3.2.3

Organization of the Data
My initial organization of the data started with very

broad "chunks" of material.
"who" the women were,

them as whole persons

a
.

I

knew that

I

wanted to address

brief profile that would introduce
I

also knew that

I

wanted to talk

about what they did -- their work as popular educators.

Beyond that,

I

wanted to see what cross cutting themes
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emerged from their narratives.

One of the issues

I faced
here was how to separate out
the "who" in the individual
profiles from themes and patterns
emerging from the sum.
For example, gender, race,
class and other identity issues
go to the heart of "who" a
person is, but in the final
organization I chose to look at
the these themes

in

reflective rather than descriptive
ways.
themes are explored in-depth:

D

Five reflective

Identity, which includes gender,
race/color,
class, regional or national identity,
and

feeling different."

2

)

3

)

4

)

5

)

Participation and Organization
Power
Social and Political Activism

Resistance and Independence.

^ Personal View: Integrity and Narrative Data

Having done
over the years,

a
I

great deal of oral history interviews

have developed strong opinions about the

use of personal narrative and what it means to work with

other people's stories.

I

knew that the use of the data for

dissertation purposes had to be clear and that it also
needed to be clear that it was my dissertation, that
be the one writing it up,

I

would

and taking final responsibility

for what appeared within these pages.

But

I

could think of

no good reason to invest the time and effort in doing the
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interviews,

and then limit their use to

a

dissertation.

I

had two things in mind here.
One,

wanted the participants in the
study to be able
to freely use anything that
I
"gathered" from them under the
guise of research.
if they were interested in
writing
articles, working on personal
biographies, or participating
in book projects, then I hoped
that the full copy of my
transcribed interview would help them.
In other words, I
considered their words to be theirs,
to be used in any way
they saw fit.
In keeping with this, after each
interview
was transcribed, I returned to the
participant a full copy
of the transcript, a computer disk
with a full transcript,
I

and copies of all the interview tapes.
Second,

I

conducted, that

hoped that once all the interviews were
I,

and perhaps some,

P ar ti c ipant s in the study,

if not all of the women

would be able to build on the

material for publication in

a

different form.

This had

ramifications for the way the interviews were conducted.
I

said earlier,

organization to

I

As

believe that most people bring their own

a story.

I

felt that my job as an

interviewer was to bring that out, and then to probe further
if there were questions

act as a strict guide,

I

still wanted answered.

I

did not

keeping us on track, and therefore

limiting the interview to what

I

wanted to know.

I

was

careful to let our talk develop its own form and shape, and
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.

to listen for what the
person being interviewed wanted
to
tell me.

The result,

of course,

own time and pace.

The

was interviews that had their

majority of the interviews are

approximately four to five hours.

One is about seven hours,

done in three sittings; another
slightly under three hours
done in two sittings.
I

was certain from the beginning
that

I

wanted the

participants to have maximum control of
any personal
material they might share with me.
In an interview
situation, particularly if rapport is

established, and there

is personal dialogue,

things.

people will often say very vulnerable

From the beginning, and usually on tape,

made a

I

commitment to all the participants that they would
see

a

full copy of their transcripts before they were
asked to

sign a release form okaying the use of the material
for this

dissertation.
researcher.

women who

I

I

knew that was risky for me as the

also knew that it lessened the risk for the

was interviewing to be as forthcoming as they

I

could in the interviews

Because
their words,
P ar ticipant

.

I

wanted the participants to know how

I

circulated pertinent material back to each
This gave them

a

I

used

chance to dialogue with me

further about my interpretation or their words, and to
correct any mistakes that might have occurred in the
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.

transcribing.

material did

I

Only when the participants had
seen this
ask for a signed permission form.

This was an extremely risky
procedure for me as the
researcher.
However, I felt it was in keeping with
my own

principles about using personal narrative,
and with the
tenets of alternative and feminist methodology
outlined in
the following section.
In the end, the "data"
for this

research project has come from the myriad of
daily hurts and
small victories of women who work out of
great commitment to
make change happen.
I have approached this data
with
respect and with

a

great sense of responsibility.

I

feel

very privileged to be the recipient of these stories,
these

reflections

3.3

Method: Finding a Home in the Alternative Research
Paradigm and Feminist Methodology
This section explores the alternative research

methodologies that have guided this study.

Sections

1

and

2

look at some of the guiding principles of alternative and

feminist research; Sections 3-6 address some of the specific

methodologies employed in the research.

3.3.1

The Alternative Paradigm Continuum

Bogdan and Biklen (1982) define paradigm as "a loose

collection of logically held-together assumptions, concepts,
or propositions that orient thinking and research."
see theory in much the same way,
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They

referring to it as "a way

.

.

of looking at the world, the
assumptions people have about
what's important, and what makes
the world work." They
argue that all research is guided
by a

theoretical

orientation
Torbert

(1981)

speaks of new paradigm research as

"collaborative inquiry" notes that it
begins from the
assumption that research and action are
inextricably
intertwined in practice, and that to
question the validity
of social knowledge is to question,
not how to develop a
re flective science about action,
but how to develop
genuinely well-informed action
how to conduct an action
science

—

Patti Lather (1986) notes that the positivist
approach
to social science remains the orthodox approach,
but finds

that its inadequacies fuel

a

new discourse and vision.

Joining into the discourse, she recommends an "openly
ideological" approach.
Feminist research, neo-Marxist critical
ethnography, and Freirian 'empowering' research
all stand in opposition to prevailing scientific
norms through their 'transformative agendas' and
their concern with research as praxis. Each
argues that scientific 'neutrality and
'objectivity' serve to mystify the inherently
ideological nature of research in the human
sciences and to legitimate privilege based on
class, race, and gender.

Within this frame of reference, research which is
openly value based is neither more nor less
ideological than is mainstream positivist
research. Rather, those committed to the
development of research approaches that challenge
the status quo and contribute to a more
egalitarian social order have made an
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'episteraoiogicai break' from the
positivist
insistence upon researcher neutrality
Q
Y and
objectivity
(1986:64)
.

Critiques such as these of positivist
approaches to
social science research have resulted
in a range
of new

approaches all falling under the rubric
of alternative
paradigm research.
I think of this range
as an alternative
paradigm continuum. At all points along
the
continuum,

researchers espousing alternative approaches
question the
positivist premise that there is one, true,
measurable,

objective truth.

Along the continuum, however, researchers

vary considerably in their approach to
methods, the role of
the researcher to the researched, and the
end result of the

research itself.
Shulamit Reinharz found the instruments used in

positivist methods to be "vague, ambiguous, condescending,
culture and class biased" as well as "annoying."

She

maintains that:
The language of positivist research has become an
obfuscated jargon which mystifies and puts-off the
public, hides common sense under thick
terminology, and forces social scientists to
communicate primarily among themselves .... The
development of an alternative research paradigm
involves a continuous effort to work through the
blinders of mystification. (1981:423-24)

Michael Patton, on the other hand, simply views an

alternative methodology as
given situation.

a

more appropriate method for

a

He opts for the qualitative approach when

it is deemed practical,

but also leaves open the possibility

of moving between paradigms depending on the situation.
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Lincoln and Cuba, however, begin
their embrace of a
post -positivist approach by
listing seven challenges to
positivism.
They initially question positivism's
conception
of science in which the purpose
is prediction and

control,
and go on to include issues of
validity, ethics, and the
notion of one single truth. Building
on the same critiques
of positivism, other social
scientists have pushed for a
post -positivist approach that is less
defined by the "other"
and more concerned with the premise
of how knowledge
is

generated, and how it can lead to change.
1981;

Torbert,

and Fischer,

1981; Popkewitz,

(Rowan

1984; Morgan,

&

Reason,

1983; Marcus

1986)

Particular methodologies and approaches to data

gathering may vary only slightly along the continuum,
but
the slight variation may well indicate
of thinking about the world,

to the researched,

be used.

a

very different way

the relationship of researcher

and the ends for which the research will

It is important to note,

however, that

a

critique

of the positivist paradigm is at the heart of alternative

paradigm research.

Patton,

as well as Bogdan and Biklen,

are possible exceptions here,

since Patton maintains that it

is possible to make a "practical judgment" about which

paradigm is most appropriate; Bogdan and Biklen maintain
that qualitative researchers attempt to "objectively study
the subjective state of their subjects."

However, most of

the alternative researchers reviewed for this study share
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a

belief that acknowledging
subjectivity in the research
process is essential. (Lather,
1986; Torbert, 1981; Heron
1981; Rowan and Reason, 1981)
Rowan,

for example,

warns of self-deception:

If we are to be more involved
with our research
and more personally committed to
it, we need to be
about our prejudices and assumptions
and beliefs as go into a piece of
research.
To
the extent that we avoid this we
shall be guiltvY
of evasion of important issues -and more
importantly, we lay ourselves open to
self
deception. (1981:105)

Two issues of particular significance
in alternative

paradigm research and to this study are the
relationship
between the researcher and the researched, and

the impact of

the research in creating change.

Rowan

(1981)

views research traditions according to

a

hierarchy of "alienation" -- both in terms of the research
that is done and the self as researcher.

Not surprisingly,

topping the alienation hierarchy are pure research, applied
research,

and basic objective research.

objective research tends to

Rowan argues that

"mechanize" and to "measure,"

to treat human subjects as if they were inanimate,

objects.

static

"A snapshot at one point in time is made into a

general truth"
in this study,

(1981:96)
I

.

As

I

reviewed the narrative data

became aware of precisely how true Rowan's

warnings in this regard are.

It

became clear to me, and

often to the participants when they saw the transcripts,
that reflection is indeed a dynamic process.
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.

The research approaches that
Rowan finds least

alienating "explicitly involve
the researcher in the process
of change, " demanding that the
researcher and the researched
become co-researchers, both open
to change. Change is
an

important element here because he
finds

consistency

a

between the relationship to alienation
and social change.
a continuum extending right
down the
llhlt
table, from beginning to end, it
turns out to be
not only a continuum of alienation
but also a
continuum of social change. (1981:96)
.

At the beginning of this section,

terminology "finding
paradigm.

a

I

used the

home" within the alternative research

Two thing have been critically important
to me as

approached this study: to acknowledge and make use
of my
own subjectivity, and to acknowledge my own
agenda for
I

change

3.3.2

Feminist Methodology
In addition to alternative paradigm methodology,

this

project reflects feminist perspectives and methodologies

developed by feminists outside of mainstream social science.
(Fonow and Cook,
1981; Rosaldo,

1991; Macguire,

1987; Mies,

1980; Stanley and Wise,

1983;

Oakley,

1983)

Feminist perspectives are sorely lacking in alternative
research literature.

In fact,

alternative paradigm

methodology literature puts forth

a

new vision of engaged

research in the same old white, male voice.
has shifted,

The paradigm

but the spokesmen remain the same, becoming
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what Pat Maguire (1987)

calls "another male monopoly."

MAguire found that in participatory
research, women are
either "peripheral" or "hidden":

From my experience, it is possible
to read the
ajor arguments for alternative
paradigm
t0 SOcial science research,
including
DarHH^^ research,
participatory
without encountering
substantial feminist arguments or
eadmg the mainstream literature theories.
alone, I would
never have known that feminists have
played a
major role, in fact, any role in
challenging the
dominant social science paradigm. (1987:91-92)

Maguire notes that in alternative research
the focus on
contradictions of class in broad, general terms
has resulted
the submersion of gender issues.
Women may or may

m

not be

included in such terms as "the community,
or "the villagers,"

intact.

"

"the oppressed"

thus leaving the "patriarchal filter"

Maguire calls this submersion "quiet" collusion

with patriarchal structures, and sums up how the male
hold
on knowledge production is sustained by its circularity.

Men talk amongst themselves, even about women's
problems They treat what other men, not women,
say as significant.
They check with each other to
validate their theories of the social world, even
those about women.
They legitimize each other's
view of the social world.
They generalize
conclusions from all-male studies to all people.
They trivialize or exclude women, and our
experiences and perspectives, from this circular
process.
Then, they call what they have
constructed human knowledge instead of male
knowledge. (1987:101-02)
.

Rowan and Reason'

s

book Human Inquiry

primary sources used here, is
of feminist voices.

a

,

one of the

good example of the absence

Filled with excellent articles that

helped shape the alternative discourse, women (and other
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specific voices of change) are
scarcely mentioned. At the
end of the foreword in their
remarkable collection, they
raise the absence of gender issues
by defending their use of
"unreformed" pronouns. Out of thirty
five contributing
writers, only five are women.
When told by one of the women
contributors that their book was another
version of male
inquiry rather than human inquiry,
the authors reflected on
their own practice and acknowledged
that they "just didn't
think about it
.

Obviously this was a mistake: we are just
beginning to see the relationships between
feminist scholarship and new paradigm research,
and just beginning to learn about the
wealth of
research of a new paradigm character carried
out

by women.

(1981:xxii)

They go on to note that there are references
throughout
the book to alternative paradigm research representing
a

move toward

a

"female" approach to inquiry, which could

still hold intact the male filter:
So there seems to be a real danger that in new
paradigm research men will take a 'female' way of
looking at the world, and turn it into another
'male' way of seeing it:
men may understand the
words, but do they know the music? (1981:xxiii)

I'm not sure what Reason and Rowan mean by a "female"

way of looking at the world because

I

think there are

multiple female ways of looking at the world, and there are
mu ltiple "feminist" ways of looking at the world, depending
in part on one's class and race in addition to a myriad of

other factors.

Coming to terms with exactly what is

"different" about

a

feminist approach has been one of the
96
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primary subjects of discourse
in feminist social science
writings

Kathleen Weiler (1988) argues that
this process must
begin with the feminist researcher,
that before women can
understand the experiences and
consciousness of other women
"we must come to understand
ourselves and the ways in which
we know."

:;-“

en must develop that critical
consciousness
or good sense that Gramsci spoke
of; we must
interrogate our own consciousness, language,
and
ways of knowing in order to come to
see the
realities of our own relationship.
way,
emmism asks for a radical reappraisal this
not only
of practices, but of consciousness
itself
(1988:59-60)

m

*

Stanley and Wise in their ground breaking book,

Breaking Out

,

argue that feminism offers

of seeing the world,

a

"different" way

an "entirely different ontology,

"

a way

of being in the world and a way of making sense
of the

world
...feminist consciousness makes available to us a
previously untapped store of knowledge about what
it is to be a woman, what the social world looks
like to women, how it is constructed and
negotiated by women.
We need a woman's language, a language of
experience. And this must necessarily come from
our exploration of the personal, the everyday, and
what we experience -- women's lived experiences.
(1983 117, 146)
:

Stanley and Wise were also suspicious of earlier
versions of alternative research, maintaining that it was
still concerned with

"one true reality".

They were more

critical, however, of the relationship between researcher
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.

and researched,

feeling that the researcher
continued to
always stand "outside, " both
literally and figuratively
d

e
1
e c ntroversie s and debates
about
the place
p r a e °off values'? in ethnographic research
C
ent
truth non-involvement and all
their
h ®rt? ^?
3
and Wel1 and fre ^ently
to be met
U983 Jsg,

M^

'

'

:

Dorothy Smith (1978) also argues
for a methodology that
begins by looking at women's everyday
experience of the
world, because we must do so in
order to understand women's

world as constructed by men.
It means that our experience
has not been
represented in the making of our culture.
There
is a £a£ between where we are and
the means we
have to express and act.
It means that the
concerns, interests, experiences forming
culture are those of men in positions of 'our'
dominance
whose perspectives are built on the silence
of
women (and of others)
(Smith, 1978)
.

While Stanley and Wise, and Dorothy Smith make

a

case

for a new way of approaching social science
research that

starts with the everyday experiences of women, they
are also

quick to acknowledge that this necessarily means using

language and conceptualizations that are entrenched in
patriarchy.

Even with this caveat, however, its impact on

the social sciences stands to be far greater than the

additive approach:
It isn't enough for us to supplement what already
exists, and to add women into fundamentally sexist
social science.
Doing this not only isn't enough,
it also leaves us unable to account for the
important disjunctions that exist between women's
experiences within the world, and the concepts and
theoretical schemes available to conceptualize
these
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We need to reclaim, name and
rename our
experiences and our knowledge of
the social world
e
I d
Construct
(Stanley
and Wise,
1983 .i 63^165
2;

*

)

The feminist methodological
literature discussed here
makes the case for the legitimacy
of women's voices in a way
that is not simply an after thought.
However, it was only
with the postmodernist feminist
writings that the

multiplicity and diversity of women's
voices began to be
acknowledged
This research project begins with my
own feminist way
of looking at the world.
Its origin is my own everyday

experiences and the opportunity to look back
on those
experiences with a different lens. As the

researcher,

I

have been very present in this project, examining
my own

everyday experience as
way

a

popular educator in much the same

have asked the participants to do.

I

Most often, that

examination was done in dialogue with them.
My assumptions as a feminist researcher are linked to

my subjectivity as a feminist researcher.

study of women popular educators,

In focusing on a

have assumed that the

I

experiences of women working in popular education are
somehow different from that of men.
reasons

I

That is one of the

wanted to focus on the daily work.

While

attempted to bring the voices of women forward,
assumed that these voices would be
voice.

a

I

have

have also

chorus and not one

In all three chapters that analyze the data,
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I

the

.

and

it

n

0 f 1 0 c t iions
o q of
n'F the

women participants are

acknowledged in their
particular context.

3.3.3

Context

erVieW aS Dlal ° gue:
Subjectivity and

Phenomenological interviewing
is perhaps the most
appropriate way to describe the
interview process used
during this research. However,
I
also used elements of indepth interviewing techniques
and dialogical interviewing.
(Seidman, 1991; Massarick,
1981; Patai, 1991; Randall and
Southgate, 1981)
The phenomenological interview
according to Massarick
(1981) intensifies the relationship
between the interviewer
and her subject.
it is

characterized by maximal mutuality of
trust
a nin
experienced caring
h^ o ?K a genuine and3 deeply
a" d a 3°int commitment to
' h™ S^i®
search' for
f
search
shared understanding.
Interviewer and
interviewee respond to one another as total
persons, ready to actively examine and
both remote and accessible aspects of disclose
their lives
including experiences, present responses,
and
imageries
The relationship involves fundamental
equality and concurring commitment to the guest
at

hand.

(1981:203)

In addition,

frame,

the phenomenal interview has a fluid time

little question and answer, but rather "free-form

modes of communication" and repeated opportunities for

review and clarification.

In this style of interview,

the

interviewer is willing to join the process and to have an
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impact on the interview;

here

There is no hint of objectivity

.

I n ter view er and
interviewee
shared commitment and mutual aspire to enter with
caring,
experienced worlds' .. .the dynamic! each others
of the
er are ex P licitl Part of the
y
process.,
thi! interview style recognizes
this
the
inherent
U
SS
f
s
and indeed the
?
a
enuTnt relevance
genuine
of the total interpersonal
(as
ell as non human) environment
within which the
process occurs. (Massarik, 1981:204)
'

ff

-

^

,

This description of phenomenal
research is very similar
to other calls for "dialogicalresearch, research that is
not neutral and questions the unequal
power relations.
(Randall and Southgate, 1981/ Marcus
and Fisher, 1986;
Lather, 1986/ Oakley, 1981; Patai,
1981)

tend to think of this in the Freirian
sense, of
dialogue as a horizontal relationship. When
I first
I

encountered the term in regard to interviews,

was struck

I

by the possibilities.
was especially interested in the materials on

I

phenomenal research interviews because of the previous work
I

have done in oral history.

the perspective that

entered into

a

I

In each case,

would only get

a

I

worked from

good interview if

relationship with the respondent.

did the interviews because there was something

I

In fact,

I

I

needed to

know in order to make more sense out of my own work.

I

developing lasting and deep friendships with many of the
people

I

however,

interviewed.
I

After conducting the interview,

would go to great lengths to "take myself out" of
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the process.

The final product always
looked as if the

respondent had simply spoken in
narrative fashion.
there, but in the shadows.

Another factor that became obvious
to me as
doing oral history interviews,
was the power

had,

I

interviewer and editor.

I

I

I

was

proceeded
both as

could direct the interview if

chose in a certain direction,

ignoring what

I

i

knew: that

each person has their own organization
to their story, and
that the job of a good interviewer
is to allow that to come
forth.
i opted for the latter,
but this inevitably meant in
the editing process I had to continue
to "find" and stay
with the respondent's internal organization.
I had enormous
power in what I chose to leave in and what I
chose to take
out as

I

took the oral process into a written publication.

In contrast,

there was another topic regarding

interviews to which

I

was oblivious.

my subconscious, but since

I

I

think it lurked in

didn't know what it really

meant in terms of its implication for the work,
didn

t

deal with it

rent

,

.

The people that

and guite often,

I

I

interviewed told

an untold story

—

a

their involvement in movements for social change.
stories were not

a

simply
a

story about

Their

part of mainstream historical literature,

thus the need to collect their stories in the first place.

What

I

never acknowledged, however, was the fact that their

stories were of their own construction, and products of

their cultural and social environment.
102

I

never questioned

s

s

.

«hat they didn't question.

Put another way,

I

didn't

challenge or try to understand
the impact of hegemony on
their consciousness. Marcus and
Fisher carry this one step
further by noting Lacan's notion
of a "third party":
Within the deceptively simply
notion of dialogue
are more sophisticated ideas
relevant to
ethnographic practice, such as Gadame
r'
dialectical perspective on dialogue,
Lacan'
notion of. 'third parties' present in
any two way
conversation or interview. (1986:30)
The interviews that provide the
research data for this
project are not life history interviews;
it is, however, an
important component of the material gathered
for this study.

Because

I

wanted to know "who" the women popular educators

are in the fullest sense of that word,

it meant that

contextual information about family, cultural,
and economic
backgrounds was an important part of their overall
story.

Gareth Jones

Method

,

(1983)

in his contribution to Beyond

notes that the data for

a

life history approach can

either be accounts of individuals about their lives or about
specific—segments

of

their social world

,

(emphasis mine)

These accounts not only describe the relationship between an

individual and her social reality, but also how an
individual interprets and defines the contexts of their
lives and the meaning they make of it.

(1983:152)

The

challenge for me as researcher was to engage participants in
such

a

way that they spoke both about their world as

constructed reality and their actions to change that
reality
103
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3.3.4

Participatory Process: Researcher
as Subject
The issue of the relationship
between researcher and
researched is a critical one within
the alternative
paradigm, and a good example of
why

I

introduced this

section by talking about an
alternative paradigm continuum.
Irving Seidman (1991), for example,
who has developed a
structure for in-depth, phenomenological
interviews,
disapproves of the "we" relationship
in interviewing.
He
believes it upsets the balancing act
of what constitutes
appropriate rapport, and calls into question
"whose
experience is being related and whose meaning
is being
made.... The rapport an interviewer must
build in an

interviewing relationship needs to be controlled "
mine,

1991:74). Other researchers, however,

(emphasis

see the

developing relationship between the researcher and
the
subject as a possibility for strengthening the
analysis.
(Heron,

1981; Oakley,

and Reason,
Heron,

1981;

1981; Weiler,

for example,

Stanley and Wise,

1983; Rowan

1988)

speaks directly to the "reciprocal

relationship" of an interview.
This knowledge of persons is most adequate as an
empirical base when it involves the fullest sort
of presentational construing; that is, when
researcher and subject are fully present to each
other in a relationship of reciprocal and open
inquiry, and when each is open to construe how the
other manifests as a presence in space and time.
(1981:31)
In addition.

Heron raises the important issue about how

knowledge is generated, and the relationship between
104

knowledge and power, noting
that persons have a moral
to participate in decisions
that claim to generate knowledge
about them.

rW

Y thlngs
(1) it honours the
fulfillment
e"t
th
their need for autonomously
„"
“i,
°f
acquired knowledge; (2) it
protects them from
1 " 9 accessories
to knowledge-claims
that
thatTmav
he'T?
may be
false and may be inappropriately
or
harmfuliy applied to others;
(3) it protects them
from being excluded from the
knowledge that purports to be formation of
about them and so
from being managed and manipulated,
acquisition and in the application both in the
of the
knowledge, in ways they do not
understand
and so
cannot assent to or dissent from.

J

:

Knowledge fuels power; it increases
the
icacy of decision-making.
Knowledge about
persons can fuel power o ver persons
or fuel power
shared with persons. And the moral
principle
of
respect for persons is most fully honoured
when
power is shared not only in the application
of
knowledge about persons, but also in the
generation of such knowledge. (1981:35)

Kathleen Weiler (1988) also believes that
"the need for
the researcher to locate herself in terms of hPr own

subjectivity is fundamental to
that

a

a

feminist methodology,

"

and

different kind of relationship is necessary between

the researcher and the researched.

Weiler states that one

of the primary goals of feminist research is for women

researchers and women as objects of research "to come to

understand and explore their own consciousness and material
conditions of existence through dialogue."

(1988:63)

The practice of collecting oral histories is a good

case in point.

collections

I

In my long involvement with oral history

saw too often someone's "story" taken from
105

them.

Interviewers were taught to
be cagey about the
questions they asked, and in
many cases to "lead" people
mto telling stories they might
well have wanted to bury.
Consent forms usually led
to the interview transcript
being
the "property" of the
interviewer.

During the ten years that

I

was actively engaged in

collecting, editing, and
publishing interviews, I saw the
field change from a methodology
that was available to anyone
to an academic discipline
that was only legitimate if
done
by "experts." Moreover, it
moved away from what it was best
suited to do
recovering voices that had no
access or
power.
Earlier writing published on oral
history was
overwhelmingly concerned with technique
and validation.
Recent writings on oral history and
interviewing, however,
reflect broader concern with the nature
of the research and
the relationship between researcher
and researched.

—

(Gluck

and Patai,

1991/ Oakley,

1981/ Personal Narratives Group,

1989)

The question of a "feminist practice of oral
history,
as explored in Gluck and Patai,

raises questions about every

step involved in the process including learning
to listen,

interpretive conflicts, issues of ethics, class, race, and
culture,

as well as relationship to the communities from

which the interview is drawn.

"

A feminist approach also

means listening for what it is not said in an interview
We need to refine our methods for probing more
deeply by listening to the levels on which the
106
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To

“

3

3
WeU as t0 our
questions
We nee/tf^f h
suggested, and started £o
a
H
We need
to interpret their Dau <?*»«*
C
thein unwillingness^ojfinability^to
£,£5T“'
(Anderson and Jack in Gluck
and Patai? l^li 17,
Patai and Oakley directly
confront
'

L^ut”'

the issue of the

relationship between the interviewer
and the woman being
interviewed.
Oakley (1981, challenges the
practice of
conducting an interview as a
conversation in which "it is
not really a conversation," but
where
the job of the

interviewer is to elicit as much
information as possible
from the person being interviewed
(1981:32).

Thus,

perceived conversation is not real; the
interviewer
engaging in a pretense because she is

the
is

unable in this

situation to disclose her own biases.
the paradigm of the 'proper'

Oakley contends that

interview appeals to such

values as objectivity, detachment, hierarchy,
and 'science'
which takes priority over individualized response"
.

.

(1981:38).

Seen within the frame of gender stereotyping in

which women are characterized as sensitive, emotional,
intuitive,
'proper'

and subjective, women could not possibly conduct

interviews.

Oakley found that when she was asked

question by the women she was interviewing, she needed to

respond directly and honestly.

myth of distance,

Nor did she maintain the

instead developing personal relationships

with the women she interviewed over time.
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Patai raises somewhat the
same question as an ethical
issue

mln
ha Challen9ed
P° se of
eutrality
nIStrllitv
frhhas forced us to the
it
scrutini
practice as scholars. One result
is
pr ° blems of using other women that the
as the
subipri° Ur researc ^ become an
immediate
son rrp of tension.
source
For it is 3
r ° nted
ith dUal alle 9 iances, within
whicl^we
muqf
H if we are
must succeed
to have an impact on the
0'°!^® °> er hand if We take femi nism
serious
S US t0 a transf °™ative
politics
a 991 3 V
.

.
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And yet Patai'

'

experience in Brazil mirrors my own
in
demonstrating another side of this dilemma.
She found
s

the

people she interviewed willing and eager
to talk because her
"wanting to know” affirmed their lives
in a very real way.

By the time I had completed several
dozen
interviews I became convinced that... the long
opportunity to talk about one's life, to reflect
on its shapes and patterns, to make
sense of it to
oneself and to another human being, was an
intrinsically valuable experience.
1991 142
(

In the end,

fair exchange

:

)

however, Patai is unwilling to call this

a

and "continued to be struck by the

'

inequalities inherent in the situation, both materially and

psychologically

.

The nature of my relationship to the women participants
in this study was one of utmost importance for this project.

While

I

did not set out to establish friendship,

into the interviews as a popular educator peer.

I

did enter

I

began

each interview by talking at length about my own experience
in popular education,

project.

I

and explaining how

I

had come to this

also did not "disappear" during the interview
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process.

Very often, parts of the
interview involved a
ogue between us. At
appropriate moments, I responded
to
their stories by telling my
own.
while it remained clear
that I was the researcher, I
wanted the participants to
become invested in the pxojecr,
Droiprt"
and co-researchers at
whatever level they felt able.
,

3.3.5

Validity

Positivist paradigm research has paid
an exorbitant
amount of attention to issues of validity.
This assumes
that there is a "true measure" which
can validate findings.

Alternative paradigm researchers maintain
that no true
measure is possible, and that validity is

always relevant to

the specific project.

(Reason,

1981; Torbert,

1981;

Lather,

1986)

Peter Reason argues that the traditional ways of

determining validity are not appropriate to alternative

paradigm research because they are about methods and not
about people.

He believes the primary strength of

alternative paradigm research,

being—a—valid process

"

its fundamental claim to

(emphasis mine)

,

lies in its emphasis

on personal encounter with experience and with persons."

He

maintains we have to begin by looking at our notion of truth
while at the same time moving away from the idea that there
is one truth.
So we have to learn to think dialectically, to
view reality as a process, always emerging through
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C
t
ry develo P men t, always
becoming;
reality is neither
neithpr
subject nor object it
u 77
hnt-h
d
e
f
and wholl y dependent on
me° This
is means that any notion
of validity mimtr
Self both with the knower and
with ^hat
s to be
is
h.iknown: valid knowledge is a matter
of
r elationship
And of course ?his validity may
enh ® nced if »e can say we know,
rather”fha
y^hher
than simply I know: we can move
towards an
ly
alld knOWled9e which is beyond
tne
the limitaMons
v
limitations of one knower.
(1981:241)
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While alternative paradigm research
cannot offer the
equivalent of validation used in the
old paradigm. Reason
lays out eight processes that he calls
"heuristic guides"
that can be used to increase the validity
of alternative
paradigm research. I list his eight
processes here, along
with notes on how they are pertinent to
issues of validity
in this study.
Hiph quality awareness by the co- researchers
which can only be maintained if
the co-researchers engage in a systematic
method of personal and interpersonal
development to actively explore the
unconscious; (1981:245-46)
I

believe this was done in the interview process.

Reason is writing here from the perspective of re-evaluation
counseling, but acknowledges this is not the only route to

self-awareness.

It strikes me that this is one instance

where feminist researchers may be ahead of the game.

I

say

this not to disparage co-counseling, or to argue that

feminists are exempt from the need for self awareness, but
rather to acknowledge the many ways that feminists have had
to move toward this consciousness in order to deal with
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p atriarchal attitudes

.

For years,

women have been involved

m

consciousness raising groups, support
groups, and as
Oakley so clearly indicated, have
almost necessarily
developed different relationships
with those they interview.
Reason's caution here about
self-awareness is good,
particularly given the level of engagement
and dialogue that
developed during the interviews.
I was challenged
to

reflect on my own experience with

while

a

different lens.

And

tried to encourage as much reflective
thinking as
possible by the participants, I also
respected boundaries
that the participants wished to make.
I believe
I

that

succeed in establishing

a

I

did

horizontal relationship between

myself and the participants and that the participants
are
invested in the outcomes of the research project.
3)

valid research cannot be done alone;

4)

validity is enhanced by systematically using
feedback loops, and by going around the research
cycle several times; (1981:247)

I

engaged the participants as much as possible.

I

submitted drafts of any direct quotes and accompanying
material to all participants for their feedback and
approval.
5)

I

I

have also worked with several peer debriefers.

involves a subtle interplay between different
forms of knowing; Reason uses the metaphor of
several layers of laminate as opposed to
'single sheet' knowing; (1981:249)
have used the interview process as an "unlayering."

This has been done in individual interviews, and in the

accumulated layers of the combined data base.
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In my search

.

.

for emerging themes,

I

looked for similarities among
the

participants as well as material
that resonated with my own
experience
systematic use of contradiction;

6)

(

1981 249
:

)

Reason uses this in much the same
way traditional
researchers use falsification; it
is a way of "testing" or
trying to disprove the data.
I have used contradiction
in
another way, however, searching in
the data for material
that revealed the contradictory ways
that women must live
and work

convergent and contextual validity -- drawn
from traditional research paradigms -can be
used in new paradigm research;

/)

I

used

a

sample of ten women.

nature of the interviews,

I

believe

Given the in-depth
I

gathered sufficient

data to compare information from the different
sources.
the research can be replicated.

8)

As stated above,

I

(1981:250)

believe that the ten interviews

provided sufficient data for this research project.

The

research outcomes, however, only reflect the views of these
ten participants.

Another research project undertaken with

another ten women could replicate this study, build on its
findings,
I

and perhaps find new areas to be explored.

want to end this section by quoting Judi Marshall and

the validity she gives to her own biases.

My feeling of rightness is important, my feeling
that this is what I can do, it's my_ translation,
what I have found and interpreted from the data.
My bias is something I appreciate, it's part of me
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and it' ^coherent' and it's Y
felt and
these other qualities which
make
me
vaaiiae
n^ it mor e than a
detached attempt
to
be
F
objective
(1981:399)
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3.3.6

Theory Building:

Data Analysis

c ° nstructe(3 as music
is composed. It
as meant to obey its own laws
of tone, pitch
rhythm, and repetition.
(Michael Lesy, 1973
Wi sconsin Death Trip Pantheon
Books, New York)
'

,

Lesy's approach to his historical
research based on
archival photographs is a much more
poetic way of
introducing a qualitative or grounded
theory approach to
data analysis.
it is also riskier.
I have stated earlier
my belief that within each person's
story there is an

existing order and

a

tentative or intuitive analysis.

job as a researcher has been to bring that
forward,
do an initial exploration and positing of
what

I

My

and to

have found.

Judi Marshall acknowledges that she also works from
an

assumption that she will recognize some sort of order in
the
data,

and that her job as researcher is to be "an open and

receptive medium."
I'm trying to understand what's there, and to
represent what's there in all its complexity and
richness.
Trying to portray what I've been given,
what's been put into my custody in a way that
other people will recognize because it is more
human, more full of some sort of rich portrayal
than just a word or a table of figures. (1981:395)

Marshall confesses that she feels excitement at the
early stages of the data collection, excitement that
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"something" is there, but also
"nothing" is there except

a

corollary fear that

a

pile of tapes.

have known from the beginning
that "something" was
there in my data
something wonderful, and powerful,
and
with the potential to develop
into a chorus of voices.
My
ongoing "fear" has been whether
I could find what
the
material is telling me in a way that
the integrity of the
material remained intact, that in my
haste to find themes
and patterns I would not "look again"
at what was before me.
Rowan and Reason also encourage
alternative paradigm
researchers to relate to people and to data
in non-linear
ways.
They advocate "an ability to 'unfocus'
from the
I

-

person or group or data we are studying, and
to allow
of communion to emerge,

a

kind

such that we are at one and the same

time in touch with our own process and with the
other.
The whole trick is to suspend thinking and to
stay
aware of your experience in the ever-flowing
present. .without [this state of consciousness] we
are condemned to repeat the existing social
categories as if they were the limits of what
could be true.
Tramping around the circle of
existing preconceptions takes us out of contact
with reality. (1981:122)
.

I

have included these theoretical approaches to data

analysis here because

I

think my "approach" to understanding

the data is more significant than the "mechanics" of what

then do in order to dissect it.

I

think of this as working

from both ends of the alternative paradigm continuum as

discussed in Section 3.3.1 above.

At the end of the

continuum are the guidelines for making meaning from the
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I

data

(Rowan and Reason, Marshall,
Massarik,

1981

)

and at the

beginning of the continuum
are the nuts and bolts of
how to
structure the process of data
analysis. (Taylor and Bogdan,
1984; Patton,

research,

I

1982)

In the process of conducting
this

have "wandered" the continuum.
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CHAPTER

4

A GROUP PORTRAIT OF TEN
WOMEN POPULAR EDUCATORS

In this chapter,

introduce the ten women popular
educators who participated in this
study,
Brief
I

introductory profiles are presented
below
*

*

*

*

Carol Anonuevo grew up in the
Philippines in Quezon
City.
Her father was a military officer
under Marcos, but
retired from the military before martial
law was declared.
Her mother was a teacher.
It wasn't until
she was in

college that she began to think about the
politics of the
Philippines under Marcos.
I lived in Quezon City which
is supposed to be the
capital of the country now.
For a long time, ten
years I think, I grew up in the military camp.

She recalls later returning to the military
camp to visit

her brother-in-law who was imprisoned there.
He was imprisoned in Camp G.
And whenever I would
visit, it was like this contradiction in me
I
grew up in this place, this was where my roots
were.
But on the other hand, it had this harsh,
oppressive conditions, no?
.

At that time political dissent was not so much.
My father was so anti-communist, anti-politics,
that in my third year of high school we had to
move to the province, because my father did not
want us to grow up in Manilla where it was so

political
Carol became actively involved in political work when
she was a student at the University.

Her first

organizational experience was with the Campus Crusade for
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Christ.

Although she grew up

a

staunch Catholic, and was

always very religious, she
began to move away from the
Church in college because of its
"passive" nature.
She
recalls that as senators and
political detainees began
speaking out at the university against
martial
law,

it

slowly began to dawn on her that
something else was going
on.
Her first political involvement
came through the
student movement at the University.
For

a

brief period in the early 1980 S/ she moved
with

her husband to the US, where he worked
on
in Denver.

a

graduate degree

When they returned to the Philippines,
she very

quickly became involved in teaching at the
University and
working with the Centre for Women's Resources.
When the interview was conducted, Carol was
teaching

Sociology at the University of the Philippines and was
the

Director of the Centre for Women's Resources.

In her

capacity as the Director of the Centre, she facilitated
workshops on gender issues, coordinated research studies on
issues of concern to women, and networked with other non-

governmental groups in the Philippines.

She currently works

with the Institute for Educational Research at UNESCO in

Germany
*

*

*

*

Joyce Dukes grew up in Knoxville, Tennessee, the town

where she lives today.

She is the Coordinator of the

Southern Appalachian Leadership Training Program (SALT) at
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the nearby Highlander
Research and Education Center.
She
first came to Highlander
as a temporary "Kelly Girl”
to help
Prepare fundraising mailings.
The temp agency was having

difficulty finding "girls" willing
to work at what was known
locally as "the communist training
school."
Joyce needed the money, and she
wasn't afraid.
Before
the week was out, she had been
asked
1

to stay and work

fulltime, primarily as an assistant
to Myles Horton.
Her
skills as a secretary were indispensable,
both to Highlander
and to the Commission on Religion
in Appalachia (CORA)

where she worked next.

It was only when she went to
work

with the Coal Employment Project,

a

project servicing the

needs of newly hired women coal miners that
Joyce was able
to put her considerable administrative
skills together with

organizing and programmatic skills.

Finally,

in this all

women's organization, she was able to move out of
the

secretarial pool.

2

Joyce returned to work for CORA as their Northern

Appalachian field staff before coming to Highlander in 1990
to run the SALT program.

When we did the interview at

Highlander in 1993, Joyce noted that her life tends to be
circular
Even coming back to Highlander is a circular
movement for me, in that people usually start out
and go in a straight line from one thing to
another.
I seem to make circles and just keep
coming back.
*

*

*
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Honor Ford Smith is a woman
of mixed race from Jamaica.
She grew up in a culture
defined by the complex and dynamic
interplay between race and class.
As one of the founders
and directors of the Sistren
Theatre Collective, much of her
adult life and work has been
shaped by her efforts
to

deconstruct and confront issues of
race, class, and gender.
Honor left Jamaica for the US in the
late 1960s,

seeking

a

college degree at Marquette University
in

Milwaukee, as well as some respite from
what she believed to
be a stifling colonial environment.
Among other things she
learned that Milwaukee was more provincial
than Kingston;
this was the beginning of a growing sense
of appreciation
and interest in her own culture.
I think probably when I left,
I was
seventeen.
I was certainly glad to get away
from
the restrictions of the society.
I'm not sure
whether I planned to go back; I can't remember.
But I know that I was looking forward to this time
in the US as freedom from the restrictions of
class and color, and the "smallness" of the
society, because it is a small society.
And I was
looking forward to learning more about the world,
i didn t know that Wisconsin was to
be much more
provincial than Kingston even.

By leaving the country, I got a much
greater respect for things Jamaican than had I
never left. And I think that often happens to
people who leave their country and come out, that
it is somehow thrown into sharper relief and you
have a stronger respect for it when you go back.

When she returned to Jamaica in 1974, she found

different country than the one she had left.
was the President,

a

Michael Manley

and the country was alive with discovery.

She remembers the sense that anything was now possible.
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She

began working at the National
Drama School, teaching
acting
to prisoners, teacher aids,
and unemployed workers.
A call
from a group of women,
formerly street sweepers, who
were
being trained as teacher aids,
was the beginning of her
involvement with what later became
known
.

as Sistren,

a

theatre collective now known
around the world.
She left Jamaica and her full
time work with the

Sistren organization in 1990.

She was burned out,

and
seeking some space of her own to
write and think.
Jamaica
and Sistren had undergone many
changes.
The "possibilities"
of Marley and Manley's Jamaica
were no longer the driving

vision of the society.

She is currently completing a

doctorate in Education and Curriculum at
the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education at the
University of
Toronto.
She continues to write and do theatre
work.

Ruth Lara grew up in Lima, Peru, the youngest
of 14
children, only five of whom survived.
Her father took the

position that women had to have the children that God
sent
them,

so no birth control was allowed.

for his daughters to go to school.

married,

He also saw no need

["Women are to be

and to have children, and nobody is going to go to

school."]

Ruth escaped some of her father's strictness,

partly because she was born when he was in his 50s, and her
mother had learned to fight for her daughters.
it,

"I was

lucky,

I

was the last one."
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As she puts

The responsibility fell to
her mother to provide food
for the family, and she did
so by doing piece work at
home.
Each day she picked up sewing
from the factory, brought it
home, and sometimes worked
from 9am in the morning until
3am
the following morning to earn
enough for food. Her father's
work was more sporadic. He was
a craftsman, who built his
own small machines to make the
metal brackets from scrap tin
cans for suitcases. A traditionalist
at home, her father
was an anarchist in politics.
I have the image of my
father as a strong
man.
He was an intellect, too.
He was an
anarchist, and he was the old kind of
involved in unions, and all that stuff.anarchist
always had. meetings and discussions about My house
political issues. But, when it came to daily
life
with the wife and with the children, he
was very
traditionai, and very dominant in controlling
the
life of all my sisters, and my mother.

Ruth's political involvement came early,

first through

the radical wing of the Catholic Church that
practiced

liberation theology.

By the time she was sixteen,

she

joined a clandestine Marxist party, but left it for awhile

because she didn't like the way she was being treated as
the
only woman among men.

She rejoined the party when she was

student at the University, but left it

a

second time because

they didn't "allow women to work on issues that affect us,
and organize around us."

During her last year of college, Ruth began working
with

a

popular education center that was working with women

in two shanty towns.
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I was working in two
different
trying to use popular education.shanty towns and
C
lq e bUt i,: is a Philosophy it's not only a
of getting
in n?
H in the
^
involved
community..
'

.

.

I think my conscienc
e/ as a woman
developed verv
very quickly, very fast....
We ar4 using popular
Xt W3S f ° r a year that 1
Earned a
lot
lot.
Also
Also, Th
the contact with the people.

She quickly moved from teaching
three literacy classes,
to being the coordinator of
all the classes, and then began
working in a community development
project that involved a

whole town.

But the sweeping political changes
influencing

Peru began to impact her life.

The party work ended

abruptly,

"working with women's issues... it couldn't

happen

She decided to leave Peru for a year
and move to

.

Canada where her brother was living so she
could learn
English
Ruth's life since that time has been largely
defined by
the Latin American immigrant community in Toronto.
She

married

a

Salvadorian, which "got me into

struggle."

a

different

She still dreams that someday she and her family

will return to either Salvador or Peru.
She works now at the Center for Spanish Speaking People
in Toronto.

Through her work at the Center, she has become

very involved in issues of violence against women, and
sexual abuse of children.
Center,

Prior to coming to work at the

she worked at the International Council on Adult

Education (ICAE)

,

coordinating the plans for the World

Congress in Thailand.

Her primary extra-curricular
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activity, however, has been
working with the Latin American
women's collective to establish
La Casa Dona Juana, a center
for Latin American women that
seeks to offer both personal
and systemic support to Latin
American women.
*

*

*

*

Lorraine Micahel was a nun for
thirty years.
She was
teacher, a school principal, and
then the founder and
coordinator of a Diocesan Social Action
Commission.
The
Church, and the community of women
she was

part of in the

a

church, defined her life.

a

She is also a Newfoundlander,

and
her commitment to working to change
Newfoundland was just as
powerful as her commitment to the Church.
In late 1988,

nearing the tenth anniversary of the

Social Action Commission she had founded, she
was among
small group of people summoned to the Bishop's
office,

notified that

a

major arrest of

a

a

and

priest on multiple charges

of sexual abuse was about to be made.

Seven priests were

charged initially, and several months later

a

boy's

orphanage was closed, again with sensational charges of
sexual abuse surfacing.

The ensuing chaos in the Diocese,

and especially the handling of the issue by the Bishop, was
the beginning of Lorraine's re-examination of the church's

approach to power and patriarchy.
I started more and more getting in touch with all
my oppression as a woman in the Church.
And it
just kept coming up, and coming up, and coming up.
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She worked one more year,
trying to do her work with
the Social Action Commission,
but acknowledges that the

overriding issue in the parish
was the sexual abuse.
As she
sees it, the church finally
had to say publicly that it
was
willing to deal with issues
of justice inside the structure
of the Church,

She took

as well as those outside
the structure.

year off, moved to Vancouver,
and went into
an intense period of therapy
and journaling.
She decided to
leave her religious order.
a

eall ed at was a11 gone, it was
just all
US J
6 ° nS decision after another.
As
I wnninV me t
a realiza tion, I would
realize I
2
2
6 thS deCisi0n
1 DUSt Said it OUt
?nnHd
£
know
So
1 just took it Step by
y step
P
along the way. And that's it.
1

aone

^

^

*

'

*

'

It wasn't until the spring of
1991 that she felt ready

to re-surface and look for work again.

that fall for the

She began working

Ecumenical Coalition for Economic Justice

on issues of women and economic justice.

She is actively

involved in the National Action Committee on
the Status of
Women,

a

national coalition of Canadian women's

organizations.

3

She is also a representative to the

National Action Alliance, an organization of trade
unionists, women's groups, and others involved in looking at
the repercussions of the free trade agreement in

collaboration with groups in the US and Mexico.
Neither the Church nor Newfoundland is any longer
part of her daily life.
*

*

*
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Malena de Montis is
aptly described as

a

Nicaraguan woman, perhaps more

a

Central American woman.

Her father

worked as an engineer on the Pan
American highway and her
residences include Guatemala, Costa Rica,
and Panama as well
as Nicaragua.
She is a member of the Frente Sandinista
Liberacion Nacional (FSLN)
As a child growing
up in

.

Nicaragua, her world was one of privilege and
comfort.

The

powerful and wealthy Somoza family were part of
her extended
family and social circle.

After studying in the US at

a

small Catholic College in

Pennsylvania, she moved to Panama with her family, and

within

a

year married

a

Panamanian businessman.

period of time, she had three children.

In a short

Both she and her

husband became very involved in "Cursillos de
Christianidad,

"

bible study groups that were very popular in

Central America and Panama at that time.

She became a

teacher of the courses and began studying theology.
recalls that it was
in my life

a

"very,

very intense religious period

.

Religion, however, quickly became
her,

She

a

contradiction for

when she elected not to have more children, and the

Church maintained she could not use birth control

.

Her

study on theology had also made her notice the lifestyle

around her, both the privilege and the shallowness of the
discussions.

getting to me.

She remembers that "all of this started really

That was for me my breaking point."
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At the same time she began to

question her life, a

friend arrived from Nicaragua and
began to tell her stories
about the Sandinista Front.
The death of "El Che" and the
expressions of happiness from the wealthy
community around
her, created a "catharsis which
completely changed my life."
At this time I am twenty three
years old.
I got
my three kids. And I decided that
my life had to
change completely. Because for me it was
a matter
o
suicide or doing something different.
It was a
matter of making sense to life.
One day, I decided that that's it.
break with the Church.

I

am going to

She became involved in a group working on
transactional

analysis,

and met

a

new community of people who were

musicians, artists, and writers.

At this moment,

which she

describes as being "overwhelmed with poetry" she also began
to learn more about Sandino,

and began to read

Marx.

Her

next step was to begin doing solidarity work with the

Nicaraguan resistance.
Her increasing involvement with the FSLN inspired

decision to move to Costa Rica and enroll in

a

Masters

Degree program through the University of Costa Rica.

worked on her thesis,

Nicaraguan resistance.

She

but her real work was with the

Her new partner in life, an

Argentinian, was serving as
this time,

a

a

courier for the FSLN.

During

she met and worked with many of the top leaders

of the revolution.

The day after the triumph, July 20,

1979,

she and other

members of the FSLN in exile arrived in Managua by chartered
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plane.

.

She began working with the
Ministry of Planning, and

became increasingly concerned about
the issue of
participation at the base level. For the

next few years,

Malena moved through several Ministries
and government
organizations, always concerned with the issue
of

participation, and with
issues.

a

growing concern for women's

Her work during this time included the
organization

and implementation of a community participatory
research

project with the Ministry of Education, work with
small
farmers and growers in the UNAG, and with the
national

women's organization, AMLAE.

4

Malena left Nicaragua in 1987 to become
scholar at the University of Massachusetts.

a

Fulbright

She completed

her degree in 1993, after spending one year at the Bunting

Institute at Harvard/Radclif fe

director of Cenzontle,

a

.

She is currently the

popular education center in

Nicaragua
*

Jane Sapp is a singer,

cultural worker, educator.
time.

*

*

*

songwriter, youth worker,
She is all of these at the same

Performer could also be added to the list, but it

would also need all the adjectives.

She does not perform

without educating; singing, songwriting, and paying

attention to young people are also an important part of

performing
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Her roots began in Augusta,
Georgia, one of five
children in an African American
family.
Education, family,
music, and the Baptist Church were
all important.
Her
father worked as a baggage handler
at the

local bus station;

her mother was a teacher until the
children started to come.
Her grandmother was one of the primary
influences in her
life.

A powerful woman in Augusta's black
community, it was
to Jane's grandmother that the white
politicians
came

seeking her approval in order to get the vote
of the black
community.
At a time when voting rights were routinely
denied to African Americans, her grandmother just
as

routinely registered all the young black people at
the high
school when they turned eighteen.
From her father,
Jane

learned the importance of knowledge; each day he quizzed
her
on what she "knew".

From her mother,

she received the gift

of looking for the potential in people,

rather than what was

immediately apparent
Jane came of age in the early 1960s, the very moment
when the South was afire with the notion of freedom and

new day.

As she recalls,

"it was in the air."

And so I often tell people it was already in the
air that you weren't going to take this stuff. I
mean it was just already in the air. We used to
go through the white park.
They didn't want you
to go through that park but it was a short cut to
school.
And every morning we'd go through this
park, we knew there would be a group of white kids
waiting for us with bricks and whatever else, and
there would be a fight.
But we didn't care
because it was just time.
It was time!
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Jane left Augusta to attend Marymount
College, a
Catholic girls school in Salina, Kansas.
She went with many

scholarships and the collective effort of
the community.
For the first two years she was there,
she was the only

black person on campus.
ignorance,

She endured racial insults,

loneliness and homesickness, and the wrath of
one

teacher who could not bring himself to acknowledge
her
music.
She found one teacher who taught her about world
politics, a steel core inside herself that enabled her
to

hold on to her music, and her voice to speak up and
say what
she thought.

She ran for class president,

learned to play

music their way while keeping her gospel traditions, and
went head to head with the racist teacher, and won.

When it

was over she returned to her community.

Here's what was clear to me when I was in
Kansas -- I knew I would be going back to the
black community.
I knew I wasn't going to be
living in any other world but the black community.
So it seemed to me that it didn't make sense to
get lost in European music.
And that was my
biggest battle when I was in Kansas, was the music
within the music department.
I was a good music
student but it was also clear to me that I had to
maintain and practice the musical tradition that I
had grown up with, because I knew that was where I
was going to return.
There was a lot of pressure to let that
tradition go -- to learn to sing another way, to
learn to play another way, whatever.
I had a real
battle around that.
I was almost put out of the
music department. But finally, I found some people
who appreciated me and what I was trying to do.
So, I struck a deal with the music department.
I
would learn and do well the European music, but I
wanted to keep and be able to practice and sing
and do my own music.
I wanted no more
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rest rictions on my trying to
maintain what
That was our deal.

I

did

It was always clear to me that
I was goinq to
go back to the South, that I
wanted to be a pa?t
of changing things, and that the
music had to
travei with me. What was not clear
was what my
g ° ing t0 be
A11 1 knew was that there
had to be a connection between music
and this
movement that was going on out there.
That's all.
*

I knew that whatever I
was going to do
my music had to be a part of this movement. with
I knew
would not be happy and my soul wasn't going
to
rest easy unless the two got joined somehow.
I
hadn t really thought yet about what it
meant in
terms of work.
It was just that, somehow, this
had to make sense to me. It had to come together
for me.
.

It was many, many years later I began to
think about this as work. At first it was just
sort of for my own soul's satisfaction, and what
msde sense to me about how I wanted to live my
life.
And what made sense to me about how I
wanted to live my life was that I had to make
these two things reconcile
that the political
part of me and the artist part of me had to be at
peace together.

—

Jane returned to the South, married her high school

sweetheart, and the two of them went off to Birmingham,

Alabama to work in an innovative program at Miles College.
The black cultural revolution was in the air,

quickly became

a

and she

part of it. Her music merged, became a part

of the struggle for liberation.

She later studied for a

Master's degree in Folklore at the University of North
Carolina,

and spent

a

year at the historic Penn Community

Center on St. Helena Island, South Carolina.

During the

year she was at the Penn Center, Jane established
museum,

collecting historical artifacts and crafts
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cultural

representing the rich cultural heritage
of the South
Carolina "low country." She also began
an annual folk
heritage festival, which still continues.
When Jane returned to Alabama,

it was to the Eutaw

campus of Miles College, which her
husband, Hubert, had been
asked to direct.
Eutaw is located in Greene County, a

predominantly black county in the heart of the
Alabama black
belt.
The county has long been a site for cultural
and
political resistance against the white power
structure, and
during the time Jane lived there, the power of
the county

government shifted, and Greene County became one of
the
first counties in the nation to have a black government
in a

majority black county.
Still working to bring the artist side of her nature
into reconciliation with the political side,

working on

a

Jane began

massive project to document the cultural

heritage of the Alabama black belt

.

She established a

collection that includes over 350 tapes, hundreds of
photographs, and

a

large collections of craft items.

The idea was to take the material and develop an
educational program that was part of the
curriculum of the college, to give back to the
community their cultural heritage, so that they
would not forget the cultural traditions that the
all black county government was built on.
It was during this time that Jane began doing solo

performances as a singer/musician

.

She continued, however,

to work with a number of singing groups that she had

started,

and participated in the Southern Folk Culture
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Revival Tour. The political part
of her and the artist part
of her merged into a cultural
worker.
For the past ten years, she has
performed, recorded
solo and with other artists,
conducted workshops, worked
with the cultural program at the
Highlander Research and
Education Center. Recently, she
developed her own
organization, the Center for Cultural and
Community

Development
What we are trying to do is help people
understand
their own culture.
To understand what they have
rather than what they don't have.
We try to encourage people to create.
To create
is to understand your possibilities, what
you've
got to give.
Creating is a process of analysis.
Creating is making meaning.
if people are
creating, they are doing analysis and making

meaning

We work with everybody.
We work with church
groups, community centers, mental health groups,
children's groups, environmental groups, and so
on.
We work with the people who work in
communities, and we also bring the process
directly to people in communities who are
struggling around issues of daily life. The
difference, I think, between our organization and
others, is the piece about respect and honoring
human potential and dignity.
If an organization or individuals -- cannot see the human, social,
and cultural capital of a community, they cannot
help to change it.

While her work is primarily based in US communities,
Jane is also interested in international linkages.

She has

recently began working with the Popular Education Institute
in Mali to develop cultural exchanges between popular

educators in the African American community in the US with
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popular educators in Mali.

she also travels to Scandinavia

periodically to work with folk high schools.
*

*

*

*

Maria Suarez grew up next door to

a US

military base,

"the daughter of the cold war in Puerto
Rico,

which is not

the daughter of the cold war in any place
in the world."
useci to wake up to the

1

soldiers with their
1-2-3 exercises. And I used to go out and
hang by the fence, and some of them would even
give me the candies that they had in their
pocket
1

2-3,

Her childhood reality,

shaped by the "Red China" scare and

the Cuban missile crisis,

led to a recurring nightmare of

Soviet and Chinese soldiers coming into her house and taking

members of her family.
Maria attended

a

Catholic school where "all of a sudden

the teachers were Cuban."

To her,

the anti-Castro Cubans

looked down their noses at Puerto Rico, and considered the

Puerto Ricans ungrateful for the presence of the US

military

.

She decided that if the Cuban teachers were

against Castro,

she would be for him.

To the surprise of her family -- and to the nuns in her

school -- she decided to join the convent when she graduated

high school.

In retrospect,

she thinks her decision was

indicative of the limited choices available to her as
woman at the time.

a

She was certain that if she stayed home

and went to the University, she would be expected to find

boyfriend and marry.

She wanted to be a teacher.
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She arrived at Mount St. Mary's
College,

a

Dominican

convent in Newburgh, New York, shortly
after Vatican II
and at a time of tremendous upheaval
on campuses in the US.
While she "loved" studying to be a teacher,
5

,

she also

continued her independent tradition of breaking
rules when
she was in disagreement.

open conspiracy."

She refers to her stance as "an

When the Kent State students were killed,

she and other friends at the college organized
a successful

march,

but "all hell broke loose" when the police informed

the Mother Superior.
It was the prospect of her teaching career being

channeled into middle class, white Catholic schools in the
US that provoked her decision to leave the convent.
I wanted to go back to Puerto Rico. And I wanted
to go back then.
I didn't want to wait five,
six
years doing this kind of teaching in schools where
I thought ... other people could do it.

But, at that time I was so rebellious that the
position of the Mother Superior was that if she is
that rebellious here, when we have supervision of
her, if we let her go to Puerto Rico, and to live
in an apartment and to teach in the school, you
know.
So, I decided to leave because I wasn't
going to be able to fulfill the kind of teaching
that I wanted to do. And my leaving the convent
was a very simple decision.
Very simple.

Maria returned to Puerto Rico and immediately became

a

bilingual teacher, and became so immersed in her teaching
that she decided to apply for a new Master's degree program
in bilingual education at Albany University in New York.

She finished her Master's,

the program,

stayed to teach another year in

and became engaged to a man from Costa Rica.
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When they returned to Costa Rica, she
immediately began
teaching at the University preparing student
Headstart
teachers who were establishing centers in some
of the

poorest communities in the city.
Her increasing involvement in politics eventually
led
to the dissolution of her marriage.
A summer program doing

literacy work in an indigenous community in

the mountains

of Costa Rica became a watershed event for her
when she

realized she had now found an alternative to formal
education.

She remained at the University, however, until

she took a leave in 1980 to go work with the Nicaraguan

Literacy Crusade, where she worked in the Research,
Investigation, and Training Department of the Ministry of

Education
Maria has not yet returned to formal education, nor is
it likely that she will.

From Nicaragua,

she was invited by

the Teachers Union in El Salvador to train literacy workers
there,

and she spent several years teaching in the liberated

zones.

Health reasons sent her back to Nicaragua, where she

began writing

a

book about the experiences of women in the

Frente in El Salvador.

She returned to Costa Rica and spent

the next two years developing a literacy project with women
on a former banana plantation.

"Because popular education

is such an integral process" she discovered "the dimension

that had never become visible to me,

women
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the self esteem of

.

She worked next for the Central
American Organization
for Human Rights,

and established a groundbreaking
precedent

regarding violence against women as

a

human rights issue.

She was then asked to join Radio
Peace International to

develop

a

feminist international radio program.

When this

interview was conducted in the summer
of 1995,
Maria was
preparing to go to Beijing and build a
"fireplace"
an
open booth where women delegates from
around the world could
come by and chat and develop their own
fifteen minute
programs for their countries

—

*

*

*

*

Fely Villasin grew up in the Philippines.
eighteen,

At age

she received a scholarship to study in Paris,

where she spent the next four years.
the Philippines,

She then returned to

and began working with the Asian

Development Bank and living with
became her husband.

journalist who later

She describes this period as "my more

unconscious time of life.
night and having fun,

a

a

.

.going to the press club every

very uninvolved type of living."

We thought we would live happily together ever
after.
And suddenly something like this happens.
AH of a sudden, one fine day, you don't find any
newspapers in the streets.
That was my main
picture of martial law. No newspapers in the
street.
.there is a point in your life where you
thought you were on one road, you know, you were
going on one path, and all of a sudden just
everything closed down.
It had something to do
with that, looking up and being surprised that
there are no newspapers. That was martial law.
.

.
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Her husband was in one of the
first groups to be picked
up and imprisoned.
Even though they "were not particularly

political

m

any way,"

her husband had traveled to China.

He was released after two months,

but the newspaper he

worked for, which was in the Tagalog
language, was closed.
An overwhelming sense of insecurity
set in.
"I started to
realize that we were not going to be safe,"
that my husband
would be re-arrested whenever there was an
alert
They decided to leave, but

ban on travel prevented

a

them from leaving for one year.

Finally, when

a

family

passport was issued which included her husband's name,
he
left immediately; she stayed to close out their
affairs and

then followed him to Canada with their six-month-old

daughter
In Canada,

immigrant.

they were confronted with the life of an

He could not find work.

immediately with

a

She found a job

multinational corporation.

That was interesting because if I look back, it
also began a change in our relationship, in my
relationship with my spouse. And the life of an
immigrant, it began very quickly to be
it began
to be senseless.
Life began not to have a sense.

—

Wanting to give their life some reason, they began
thinking about what they could do

.

They got in touch with

a

Filipino senator who was in the United States and invited
him to speak.

At one of their first events, they prepared a

short "skit" about

a

woman being tortured by the military,
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which led to the formation of a
popular theatre group, which
still stages an annual production.

Their involvement in the anti-Marcos
movement
escalated.
She continued to work during the
day as

a

secretary, using all of her vacation
time to attend
conferences and workshops. Her own
leadership skills were
recognized inside the movement, and she
was asked to join
the Executive of the KDP-CAMD, the
anti-Marcos, anti-martial
law group with headquarters in San
Francisco.
She worked
there until the end of the Marcos dictatorship
in 1986.

The

wear and tear on the relationship, however,
was substantial;
her husband felt that she made a "choice"
when she moved to
San Francisco.
In 1989,

Fely became the Director of Intercede, an

organization devoted to working with domestic workers in
Toronto,

the majority of whom are Filipino women.

She

remains actively involved in the Filipino community and
works on many policy and legislative issues.

She also

remains active in the popular theatre group and is a member
of the Executive Committee of the National Action Committee
on the Status of Women,

a

coalition of over 500 hundred

women's organizations in Canada.

When

I

talked with Fely,

she was struggling with her desire to return one day to the

Philippines, but finds herself moving more and more deeply
into her work in Canada.
*

*

*
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Lynda Yanz appears to thrive on hard
work. Good
management and organization are routine,
daily occurrences
in her life.

Her first job was as a car hop at

a

drive-in

restaurant; within five weeks she had been
asked to be
manager
She was born in Winnipeg,

the youngest child in a

family of five; the next sibling was seventeen
years older.

Married at

19,

she was widowed by 21.

In those two years,

her life had changed drastically in many other ways
as well
She began university,

discovered the women's movement, and

became actively involved in the NDP

,

Canada's Social

Democratic Party.
All these things were happening at the same
Getting involved in the women's movement.
Getting to know lefty, social democratic
intellectuals. And getting involved in the NDP.
All of that kind of crashed at the same time in a
sense.
Dennis died. And I got more involved and
more committed to the NDP, saw the way that it
screwed around with belief-s that I had, and had a
growing sense that I couldn't honestly support
that
time.

That time, between 19 and 21, was when I was
getting married, getting involved politically,
becoming a widow, and dealing with grief. And not
knowing how to do that in a very good way.
I
think all of that had a really big impact on me.
At the university,

she discovered the writings of

Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith, and wrote asking her to
come speak in Winnipeg.

She then arranged to do independent

studies with Smith at the University of British Columbia,
and a year later followed her to the University of Toronto

where she enrolled in

a

Master's program in Sociology.
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Her academic career increasingly
played second fiddle,
however, to her work in the Canadian
Women's movement.
She

helped organize International Women's
Day, and began coediting C ayenne a women's journal.
She also knew how to
make a living as a secretary. And she
was very good at it.
A friend of hers mentioned a job with the
Participatory
Research Group (PRG) ; she interviewed and was
,

hired.

At the time she came to work with PRG,

it was

just

beginning to separate from its parent organization,
the
International Council on Adult Education (ICAE)
There
.

was

little money; staff needed to be cut, and tensions were
high.
work,

Over time she developed a plan, got some project
and breathed life into the organization.

She was then

asked to coordinate the Women's Program of the ICAE,

a

program that subsequently became sheltered under the
Participatory Research Group (PRG)
in an office doing mailings,

Programme into

.

From

a part time

person

she developed the Women's

global network of women popular educators.

a

In the past several years,

on Mujer a Mujer,

Lynda has focused her work

an organization based in Mexico devoted to

exchanges and educational work with North American and

Mexican women.
finished

a one

When

I

last talked with her,

she had just

year term as interim director of the National

Action Committee on the Status of Women.
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ENDNOTES
1.

The Highlander Folk School was founded by
Myles Horton
and Don West in 1932.
It operated near Monteagle, Tennessee
until it was closed by the state in 1961, after
a
sensational trial where it was proven beyond a shadow
of a
doubt that Highlander was actively involved in the
civil
rights movements and supported integration.
This was enough
to
have it branded a "communist training school" by
2.
southern
segregationists. When its land and buildings were seized at
Monteagle, Highlander re-incorporated under the name of the
Highlander Research and Education Center and moved its
headquarters to Knoxville, Tennessee, and continued its
active involvement in the civil rights movement. The Center
is now located in New Market, Tennessee.
The Commission on Religion in Appalachia (CORA) is a
regional, ecumenical organization of church groups.
The
Commission works on community development issues throughout
the southern Appalachians.
The Coal Employment Project
(CEP) was founded in the late 1970s to assist newly hired
women coal miners
The National Action Committee on the Status of Women
is a coalition of women's organizations across Canada
that works to influence federal policy issues regarding
women.
Lorraine Michael, Fely Villasin, and Lynda Yanz work
with the NAC and mention it in their interviews. A lengthy
description of the work of NAC is provided in the profile of
Lynda Yanz in Chapter Five.
3.

(NAC)

UNAG was the cooperative association of small
landowners, ranchers and growers, organized after the
revolution. AMLAE was the national women's organization,
also organized by the FSLN.
4

.

5.
The Vatican II Ecumenical Council was convened by Pope
John XXIII in 1962 for the purpose of updating and renewing
the church.
After his death in 1963, Paul VI continued the
Council and added dialogue with the modern world to its
mandate.
By the time Vatican II ended in 1965, the Council
had made sweeping changes in church litury, encouraged lay
participation and ecumenism, and made clear its position on
behalf of "the grief and anguish of contemporary humanity,
particularly the poor and afflicted."
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CHAPTER

5

FIVE WOMEN SPEAK OF THEIR EVERYDAY
WORK

Five profiles are presented in
this chapter as a way of
examining more closely the daily work
worlds of women

popular educators.

From the descriptions presented here,

it

is possible to see the wide range
of educational approaches

to popular education, the multiple
"connections" that women

maintain,

and the organizational housekeeping that
all are a
necessary part of the work.
Their days are made up of

personal negotiations,

"back breaking work," attention to

detail and circumstance surrounding them,
constant learning,
and sometimes, inspiring and rewarding moments.
Due to space consideration,
all ten participants.

The five

I

I

was not able to profile

present here gave lengthy

descriptions of their organizational work during the course
of the interviews and

their detail provide

popular education.
part,

5.1

I

a

believe both in their range and in

window to understanding the work of

The stories below are told,

for the most

in the women's own words.

Joyce

When

came to Highlander for the first time,
my youngest child was still in diapers, maybe ten
I

to twelve months old.

And

I

really didn't know

anything about Highlander.
I had been working for
Kelly Girl services, and they called and asked if
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would consider a job as a special
favor for them
because they couldn't get anybody
else to go.
Back then, when Highlander asked
for money
and sent out appeal letters, Myles
felt very
strongly that they deserved a personal
letter, and
a personally typed envelope,
that you didn't send
them a messy, addressograph kind of thing.
So, I
just went there to type envelopes for a
mailing
that was going to go out
I

really didn't know that much about it.
There had been a lot of stuff in the papers,
because they had had the raid on the North/South
camp and all that stuff in the papers about
Maryville.
And somewhere in the back of my mind,
I knew that something was going
on here and that
I

there was a lot of furor about it, and that Cas
Walker was up in arms about it. But I didn't
really have everything in place.
I went there and met Myles.
We got to
talking about the second day I was there, and he
said,

let me show you around.

And then he wanted
me to stay.
If he hadn't come in that day, if I
had never really met him, I don't think I would
have stayed.
Because there wasn't that kind of

communication or that kind of click with the
person who was the administrator at the time.
The thing that did impress me is that we had
lunch, and that was very different, working for a
place where lunch was prepared. There were black
people and there were white people. And what a
switch from having been fired from sitting down at
a

table with black people.

To suddenly come into

this room where it was perfectly alright and

everybody just sat down and talked and people were
just people.

So that immediately drew me to the
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whole idea, and I wanted to know
more about
Highlander.
Of course, everybody was from
somewhere else! And I was the local
person from
Knoxville

that's how it started, and I did
work in
the office for awhile and then
Myles had work that
he wanted done at his house.
He had all the files
there; he was gathering them in from
different
places around the country where they had
been, and
beginning to assemble materials. Plus,
he did
dictation every day and wanted his letters
to go
out.
Aimee [Horton] was working on her
dissertation so he asked me if I would come and
do
that.
So most of the time, I spent really working
at Myles house; the whole basement of his
house
So,

was his archives and his office 2
I was Myles'
assistant. Whatever he needed
assistance in, I did it. Whether it was typing
his correspondence, taking minutes of meetings,
.

cooking for people who came, whatever needed to be
done.
And the telephone, we had two telephone
lines.
So, it was just like a regular office
there
*

*

*

kept doing secretarial, clerical kind of
things because the jobs were available; you could
do that.
Usually, you could get telephone calls.
And with little kids, it is really important to be
I

able to get telephone calls. And there were so
few jobs;
women's work and men's work was just so
different

After Beverly was born and up until the time
she went to high school, I always was working part
time on the side.

typed all night.

There have been nights that
There was a psychologist
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I

I

used

.

to type for,

and I would do papers for students
at
UT (University of Tennessee)
And I have sat and
typed all night at my dining room
table, and then
gone to work the next morning.
So, I was so busy
all the time.
There was not a lot of time to
analyze things because of being so busy,
and so
dog tired all the time.
.

remember that on Sundays I would take the
kids to church; early on I took them
to church,
later on we didn't go. Everything had
to be ironed
back in those days. And I would put dinner
on,
and try to cook up enough so there would
be stuff
during the week. And then I would iron from
the
time I got the lunch dishes done; I would iron
I

until dark every single Sunday.
And that's the way I spent my Sunday
afternoons, because I had three kids in school.
AH those clothes had to be ironed, and I had to
have something to wear. And that's just the way
it went.

You had to sprinkle those clothes and
roll them in a towel.
Yeah.
Sprinkle them down
Saturday night or before I would take off for

church on Sunday morning and then start in on
them
*

*

The reason

from Kelly Girl]
I

I

*

was temping

I

got the call

had lost another job.
freight company that had

is that

was working for a

[when

I

headquarters in Atlanta.
I think there were some
power struggles within the company, and they were
in financial trouble because there were too many
freight companies going back and forth between
Knoxville and Atlanta.
So competition was very
keen,

and they sent up this young hot-shot in his

early twenties who was supposed to be
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a whiz.

And (laughs) he brought his family,
wife and
two young children. And out
on the freight dock
one day, he just exposed himself
to me.
And he
said, "Well, what do you think
about that?" And I
said, "Well, I think you ought
to keep it in your
pants." And he explained to me that
no woman
worked for him that he couldn't go
to bed with.
And I laughed at him. He had already
bedded down
the woman at the bank; and he was bragging
about
that.
And he said, "I am really serious, no woman
works for me that won't give me some. And

sure
there went another job!"
(laughter)
I was getting $25 less
on the week than the
person doing the very same job. And it was
because I was a woman. And that was the reason.

enough,

There was this myth that women worked for "pin
money." I never figured out what the hell is pin
money.
But you would hear that from people who
supposedly had good sense
that women worked
for pin money
And that men worked to support

—

.

their families.
That their work was serious.
They had a wife and children to support. But that
women, who worked outside the home, were working
for pin money.
*
I

*

knew that this was

*

a

big work, that it was

very important, and that it needed to be done.
But at that particular time, I saw Myles and the
young men that were on the Program staff as being
the people that would do that, and me just
assisting.
(laughs)

Sometimes

was Myles'

because he was not

would drive, and
things,

I

I

a

driver,

good driver.

And

I

was just always taking care of

you know, being the grease on the wheels

that made them turn.
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Joyce began doing some work with
another Highlander
staff member, to help organize senior
citizens, and then
became a member of the Goddard faculty
to help supervise
students
their field program. Myles suggested she
apply
for a Ford Foundation Leadership Program,
a program that the
current SALT program that Joyce now directs
was modeled

m

after. She was awarded the leadership fellowship,
and for
the next year traveled around the country
visiting

educational projects and looking at issues of leadership
development.

At the end of the year,

she returned to

Highlander, but found that things had changed.

She then

went to work with the Commission on Religion in Appalachia,

and after that with the Coal Employment Project.

There was

a

five year period when

the Coal Employment Project.

I

I

was with

was the Assistant

Director of the office in Oak Ridge, which dealt
with the Women' s Miners Support Groups and the
national conference and that sort of thing.
The
operation was split, and the legal part of the
organization was in Washington.
I

went there as Training Coordinator; we were

putting together a training program for women who
wanted entry level jobs in the mining industry.
There's certification that you have to go through;
you go through

a

program to become

state and federal training
a miner.

It

is geared toward

safety and that sort of thing.
But women were having such a hard time.

Nobody wanted them in the mines, and they were
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being taken advantage of. We
needed something
around tool identification; something
around
sexual harassment, something about
knowing your
legal rights.
Plus they would always isolate the
women; they would maybe have three
women, and put
one on each shift.
And women were always given
the really crappy jobs like shoveling
the belts,
and couldn't get on the machinery and
the
equipment. Those jobs were reserved for
men, and
the women were given the shitty jobs.
Plus they
were harassed to death.
This was the first time that

I really got
totally out, of being a support staff.
I
took a salary cut in order to take the job
there.
It was a scary thing to do.
But I just had to get
out of being a support staff person.
I just had
to make that leap!
And it really provided just so
many experiences.

out,

We did a yearly conference;

worked on

I

planning the conference. I was the editor for the
monthly newsletter. We did several training
programs.
The first one was in Tennessee, and
then we did one in Illinois and one in Kentucky.
And we organized local support groups. And one of
the real highlights for me was organizing a
support group for women miners in Utah.
So there
was a lot going on.
We were invited to speak different places,

and during this time
the Steelworkers.
to the West Coast

been

a

toured Canada as

a

guest of

From Winnipeg all the way over
.

I

took with me

a

woman who had

coal miner in Kentucky and was now

inspector.
stuff,

I

a

mine

could talk about the organizational
like forming support groups, but she knew
I
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the real work.
we were there.

And we toured several mines while

That project was something that
happened at
the right time.
That wouldn't happen now.
But it
was the "sexiest little project in
town."
Somehow, people were fascinated by
the whole idea
of there being women miners.
And we were running
around in circles. We were very popular.
People
would call us up and want to fund us!
We involved women miners in every
single
decision that was made. When we put together
the

training program, we went to women who were
working in the mines, and said, "what did you need
to know?
What would have helped you? What would
have made your job easier? What would have made
your life easier? What was it that you needed to
know that you didn't know when you took this job?
And what is bothering you the most? What is your
biggest problem here?
So we always used that information.

We

didn't sit there and decide what it was they
needed to know, but we asked the questions. And
we gave, we always gave women a forum.
Each
support group had a column in the newsletter.
They were being invited to talk shows and all
kinds of things. And we passed this around. And
women were getting attention and they were meeting

other women.

It was their turn to shine.

And we

tried to make that just as fair as we possibly
could, and really give them an opportunity to tell
their stories and to be on center stage.
was a very exciting time.
k

I

k

*

have always been interested in SALT.

leadership program that

I

it

So,

The

was in with the Ford
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Foundation pulled out of the leadership
business,
but one of the things that they
did was give the
first grant to set up an Appalachian
leadership
program, which is SALT. And it began
at

Highlander.

At that time, Highlander already had
a Ford grant, so it was funded
through the Center
for Community Change in Washington.

And I had
always known about SALT.
I had known a number of
people who had been SALT fellows.
So when SALT came back to Highlander,
and
when the other staff person left, I became
interested in the SALT program. And of all the

things at Highlander that were going on, SALT was
the thing that I was most interested in.
Because
SALT is really the -- I think it is the only
program anywhere in the region that is open to
people regardless of their educational background,
or their occupational history.
The only requirement really is that people
have shown an interest in working for social

change in their community by being part of a
group; we don't take people and try to jump start
them.
It can be a very small community group that
has already begun to take some kind of action,
where they have begun working on changes, and are
committed to staying in that community, and

working on those issues.

They define the issue.

It is one of the most
I

know of.

democratic things that

The workshops are planned very

democratically.

There is an orientation session

for the first workshop,

and then thereafter the

participants, the fellows themselves, actually
plan the agenda for every workshop. And they

decide what we are going to focus on.
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During the orientation, they develop
a
learning plan for their fellowship.
And then it
is up to the staff to work as
facilitators and
coordinators and to help them realize the goal.
At the end of every workshop, we do
an evaluation,
and then we plan the agenda for the next
workshop.
We usually work with between ten and
twelve
people at a time, because everybody is allowed
to

bring at least one visitor with them. And, of
course the facilities here are limited.
If the
workshop gets too big, we can't have the kind of
discussion that we need to accomplish what we want
to accomplish.
And by the time you get everybody

—

visitor with them
and there is a
real reason for that
It helps the process of
making it something for the community, rather than
s

.

just for the individual's enlightenment,

or an

individual going off and doing something and
coming back to a community where nobody else has
had that experience.
You cannot make a leader in
isolation. And doing it this way helps to share
the knowledge and spread the learning process
around.
If you have two people coming
well, on
a very practical level, there is someone to help

—

drive,

and someone to process the workshop out in
your mind on the way back home. Also, the Fellow
has made commitments to do certain things.

Persons from that community have heard those
commitments, so they are probably much more likely
to follow through on their plans.
They get support from the person that they

bring with them.

Sometimes,

a

Fellow chooses to

bring the same person every time they come, and it
is almost like two Fellows going through the
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program.

.

But sometimes,

they choose to bring a
different person from their community
group.
The workshops all deal with
specific subject
matter; a lot of them are skills
development type
things.
Some examples would be how to hold
a
meeting.
what you do to set up a good, successful
meeting.
What are the elements of that.
How do
you build a group.
How do you get people
interested. How do you keep them interested.
How
do you share leadership so that you
don't have
charismatic leaders, so that you have a shared

leadership where everybody feels ownership in
it
Where you get the best out of your people because
no one person has all of the qualities that
you
would like to have in your leadership, so, but a
number of people do. And you build on those
strengths
Public speaking. People get invited to come
and speak before a group, and they have never done
that before.
So, we use video tape, so people can
make speeches on video tape and play it back. How
you write a letter to the editor of a newspaper
and get it published, because that is one way of
getting your opinion out, if you can get a good
letter together.
How to fundraise for a

grassroots group.
directors

How to build a board of

.

Recruitment is my job. Working on the
selection.
Putting the workshops together.

Finding resource people that are not people who
are going to come and lecture to the group, but
people who also see themselves as learners. And
it is very heavy!
When an evaluation is done,
they always say they learned the most from other

people in the program.

So,
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to facilitate the kind

of workshop where this actually
happens.
Where
people see themselves as having the
answers to
their problems, and giving people time
to work

out
the solutions to the problems.
Allowing people the space to make their
own
discoveries. Not telling them what to do.
I

remember

went to

meeting down in Alabama; a
group had started there, and they were
having a
real problem with drugs.
Some young woman had
been shot, a young mother caught in a crossfire
between two drug dealers
And they were having
real problem with that.
I

a

.

a

They were meeting in this church sanctuary,
the meeting got pretty heated.
Even one of
the people who had actually pushed drugs in the
community came
And there were some there who
.

wanted to throw him out, and some wanted to hear
him out for what he had to say. And they were
getting pretty agitated.
was there as the staff person from SALT,
and the SALT Fellow was the staff person for this
organization. And at one point, they turned to me
and said, "Tell us what to do." And I said,
I

"Well,

first

would meet downstairs in the
basement, and put the chairs in a circle." Here
we were in the sanctuary sitting in rows.
When
anybody would speak, everybody would have to turn
I

around and crane their necks, you know. There was
no way to tell them how to solve their problem

because that was definitely not my job.
Well, later on they did move down to the
basement, and they began to go to Council
meetings.

And they got

together.

They organized a foot patrol in the

community.

a

neighborhood watch

Citizens would get together and walk
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at a certain time of night.

They had flashlights,
and armbands or something that
would identify
them.
They were able to get more street
lights,
so there weren't so many dark
places for drug
deals to happen.
This was in an inner city.
I think once they
could make eye contact, they could figure
out some
of these things about what steps
to take next.
And they did swell. They got a big grant.
They
got a youth program going.
I don't think all of
that happened just because they sat in a
circle,
but they were able to work on those issues
and
come to some conclusions on their own, and take
some action.

Each SALT cycle is different. The selection
is just critical, and
you can never be sure.
But
if you can get a group together that believes in
the participatory learning process, that are
willing to spend time, strategize and learn from

people like themselves
happens

—

that is when all of this

In the very beginning when we do the

orientation,

tell people that we realize that
there is a lot of knowledge in the room. And that
I

regardless of your position
housewife, a school teacher,

—
a

whether you are
farmer

—

a

you have

learned an awfully lot.
That you have a whole lot
that you can share with other people. And we
spend large blocks of time where people talk about
themselves, the group, their family, their
community, the work that they are doing. And we
just spend a lot of time.
And this is a very open
process where anybody in the group can ask

questions.

So,

by the time that we have gone
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around,

and everybody has had an
opportunity to do
a bonding thing kinda of
sits in.

this,

And people really keep up with
one another.
And, when they come back together
for the next
workshop, they'll ask questions.
Okay,

well what

happened when you went down to City
Council.
Did
anything happen? Did you accomplish
your goals.
Did anything change? What about your
teen center.
Did you get that grant that you needed?
Did you
get your equipment?
So people really keep up, and
they get very interested in what goes on.
Sometimes the communities exchange visits,
people working on similar issues, one will go
visit the other community to see how they did
it.
So there is that kind of peer education taking
place.

Then,

they are the experts. They are
teaching somebody else.
They are comparing notes,
or discussing or strategizing

think that SALT is very basic to what
Highlander's historical program has been, and that
is to work with emerging grassroots community
leaders around issues that they have identified
that are important to them to make their lives
I

better.

And to make their communities better.
make it more equitable.
To bring about social
change
SALT does those things

To

.

think about it as helping provide a way for
people to come into their own. Helping make it
I

possible.

With the fellowships, that makes it
possible for them to gain strength by sharing with
other people.
By having their voices heard.
By

having

a

forum where they can test their ideas.

And with SALT, those things are possible.
k

k
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I've been doing some thinking
about the way
we work with people. I did a
lot of thinking about
how we sometimes decide what a
person should be
and try to fit them into our mold
instead of

allowing that person to unfold and to
understand
them in their total environment. Are
we working
with people on their terms, and where
they are at
this time, and allowing people to find
their own
answers, or are we manipulating them, pushing,
and
molding.
I was trying to figure that
out, and the
whole thing about education, and how it needs
to
really happen organically. And be something
that
builds and continues in a person's life.
It is
not something that you run off to a school
somewhere, and you are doing education for three
months,

and then you are not doing education.
Education is a living, breathing thing that just

travels forward.
It travels with you on your
life's journey. And life is a journey where we
are not going to reach our destination.
So, we
have to focus on the journey rather than focusing
on the destination.

5

.

2

Honor
Honor Ford Smith encountered political theatre at the

University of Wisconsin by studying the works of Brecht, and
the political theatre of the Chinese revolution.

helped produce

a

women's play about the trials of

Cinderella, and was

After spending

a

She had

"interested to do that kind of work."

few months studying in Britain,

returned to Jamaica.
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she

.

went home with this decision
that I had
made in my head which was to do
this kind of
popular theatre. By popular theatre
what I meant
was that there was a political
content.
I wasn't
exactly sure what form it was going
to take, but I
had looked at a bunch of different
models, and I
had gotten a lot of ideas from that,
and that was
what I wanted to do.
I

I

I

think

thought

I

wanted to be socially responsible;
should play my part in the social
I

development of the country.
I am trying to use a
word that I would have used at that time.
I felt
that I owed the country something.
I mean,
it had
after all given me a very good education up to
secondary level, and
something

I

felt that

owed it

I

had also discovered during the year that I
was in Madison that I wasn't an American. And try
as hard as I could, I would never fit into the US.
At a certain point I got tired of expecting all
the time a reality that was completely outside of
I

what

I

was.

I

don't know if what

resolved that problem;
that was an issue that
confront in

I

went on to do

a

large extent

I

think to

I

am just now beginning to

different way, but that was one of
the reasons why I wanted to go home.
I think I
thought that certainly the place where I could

make

a

contribution was at home, you know.
I felt also that I had a lot of unfinished
business there, with the society, I think. That
a

I

wanted to make some sort of a contribution in the
society.
And that is why I went back.
I think it was a lot about identity.
I
Yes.
mean I realized. .that I wasn't a typical Jamaican
.

because

I

look white.

I

don't fit in there
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either.

think though at that time in the
70s,
felt that I could somehow fit
in there.
And I
also felt very strongly that being
a Jamaican,
albeit a rather strange one, and
certainly a
minority, although a privileged
minority group,
felt that being Jamaican mattered.
I actually
still feel that way.
The fact is that it is
Jamaica that formed my whole identity
I

I

I

The other thing that happened in 1972
was
that Michael Manley came into power and
it began
one of the most interesting periods of
Jamaican

politics.

By the time

I

went back,

74, he had
made the announcement of democratic socialism,
and
it was the height of the alliance with Fidel
and
the nonaligned movement was very active. Big
major reforms were on the way. So that when I
returned to Jamaica, it was a very wonderful time

to be going back.

In 1976,

of Drama,

Honor began working with the Jamaican School

part of the Cultural Training Center.
It was

everything that I was looking for to
work in at that point.
I worked with a fantastic
team there.
It was a great team, and I think of
the years of working with that team as really some
of the best years of my working life.
It was just
wonderful
Getting the institution set up and on
.

its feet.

And

years there.
what

I

I

I

really,

really enjoyed those

was happiest;

wanted to be doing.

I

was doing exactly

There was nothing that

wanted to be doing more than that.
when Sistren got started.
I
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And that was

It was quite a remarkable
time.

We were all
very much into finding new ways
of doing things
that would be part of the spirit
of the times.
Into experimenting.
Both with a dramatic
aesthetic and a drama that would have
some sort of
social and political meaning. And the
School
really made a huge contribution in
those years.
We had at that time, between 70 and
about 85, I'd
say the best people in the region in
terms of
thinking about culture, and I think we had
one of
the best teams in the whole third world in
terms
of trying to confront this problem of orality.

We were really helping people to articulate
insights, feelings, stories, understanding.
Ways
of expressing themselves, which would help make
us

stronger as a nation.
thing ultimately. As

You know,

it was a national

Third World nation, we
were looking for a form of theatre that was
appropriate to the society that could deal with
the poverty of the situation that we found
a

ourselves in.
This is in the period of democratic
socialism, so, a lot of things [are] happening in
the country that had never happened before.

Manley is in power. And things are bubbling.
It
was the time of Bob Marley's music, and everything
was accessible in a way that it hadn't been
accessible before.

The class struggle was hot,

but the boundaries were down.
lot of them were leaving,

The very wealthy,

so there was a sense of

upward mobility for people and there was

a

sense

also of work to be done.

Under the Manley government, something like
ten thousand women were given special make work
jobs,

which were called "crash program" jobs or
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a

.

impact program" jobs.
They were supposed to make
an impact on the country's
unemployment problem.
And they were given jobs to
sweep the streets.
The majority of them were very
young women, who
were considered unemployable
or were unemployed.
Some of them had never worked
before; some of them
had worked before in very menial
jobs.

How it worked is somebody would
call you from
the Ministry, say Ministry of
Mobilization, and
say we want to have this concert,
can we get a
staff member to work with us on this
thing. That's
how I was sent on this particular
occasion.
There
was a workers' week concept, a
celebration of the
workers' struggles of the country, and
a request
came from the Ministry for us to do something,
and
they sent me along. And then I did something
and
then the women said they wanted to stay together.
There was only thirteen women. And then suddenly
I saw what I had been thinking
all of those years
ago about popular theatre and so on could maybe
fit with this. And I said, okay, maybe I can do
some work with you between classes. And that is
what I used to do.
I used to meet with them
between classes. Like, say my class would end at
two,

and

would work with Sistren from three to
five and start the evening school at five with
another acting class that would go on to 7:30 or
I

eight
Then

decided that we would do a production
which would show their work. And it was perfect
timing, because the country was in the mood for
it.

I

So we did a play,

which was their first play.

We took over a commercial theatre space and

performed it.

And it was

"Bellywoman Bangarang,

"

a

big success.

my favorite one.
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How did I do it? I did "Bellywoman"
by
listening, by setting up improvisational
exercises
with women around memories of childhood,
then
taking a theme out of that, which seemed
to be the
one that recurred the most.
I then developed
fictional narratives based on their experience
around that theme.
I shaped it by using
images
from the ring games and traditional games
of

Jamaican children.
So the structure of it is
images based on games
And proverbs and chance
and things like that.
The personal narratives
are interspersed.
.

The great thing about "Bellywoman Bangarang,
what I really love about it, is that it is about

sexuality and intimacy. And it was the first time
that it had been done in that way. And it is
still very controversial because it is about that.
The story is basically an everywoman story.
It is
about a woman who has an unsatisfactory
relationship with her mother, who is the one who
has to provide all of the intimacy because there
is no father

.

She then leaves home for some

reason,

gets involved with a boy and gets pregnant
and has a baby and becomes a mother herself.

That's the story.

But she leaves the baby's

father at the end, and begins to realize that what
she thought was her problem is really the problem
of all women.

(Laughs -- so that we don't take

all this too seriously!)
It was very hard work because you were

putting together a play with a group of people who
were amateurs in the most amateur sense.
I mean
nobody had ever been on stage for anything more
than a community concert, and yet we had booked
this commercial theatre,

and said we were going to
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do something that was beyond
the amateur.
I can
remember getting into a couple
of weeks before we
were ready to start, and people
forgetting

everything.

I

mean just completely forgetting

everything
You couldn't rely on scripts,
because nobody
had ever read a play, or what was
considered to be
a play.
So it was working very much from
what
they had that they knew that would
constitute a
performance thrown into the context of
this
European form of theatre, which as
you know, has
something of a beginning, middle and end.
And
where the people in the back can hear,
and where
the audience doesn't talk during the
performance.
Well, this is completely different to
oral
performances where children walk up and down in
the performing area, and everybody joins in.
It

is a clash of different traditions out
of which

something has to come.
And then mobilizing resources to put into it.
Sistren members lived in areas of the city where
there was a lot of fighting at that time, so

transportation was not easy. Curfews were often
enforced in different parts of the city. You had
to pass roadblocks,

sometimes community
roadblocks, sometimes police.
So those kind of
logistical problems were extremely hard.
Between the logistics of it, the cultural

challenges of it, in terms of working with these
two very different traditions
which we
ourselves didn't realize that we were doing.
I
mean you learn these things as you do them.
You
come to see the limits of each other' s knowledge

—

as you try to work it through.
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In the beginning,

.

you make assumptions based on
ignorance; I think
that had a lot to do with it
And there was just this tremendous
excitement
about it, just this tremendous joy in
doing it,
which I think has to do with the time,
and the
group, and wanting to, and the ethos of
the time.

think the ethos of the time was tremendous.
And
I really believed that
we could do it
I think if
I brought anything to it,
it was absolute faith
that we could do it, and that we would be able
I

!

to
and that we would do something good. And I
think on the positive side that was something that
do it,

brought to it.
I don't think
well at that point or anything;
drive to get it done.
I

I

knew people very

I

just had this

It was a great moment of my life.

two things that

There are

have done in my life that I am
very, very proud of.
One is "Bellywoman
Bangarang, " and the other is LionHeart 3 And the
rest of them, I don't really care very much about.
I

.

mean,

care about some of them, but those two
really mean a lot.
I

I

It was back

breaking work. Absolutely back
And that is important to note.
In

breaking work.
other words, there were very few people of my
class who were doing that kind of work, but in the
context of Jamaican society there were very few
people who were doing that kind of work.
It was
back breaking work.
It was work which was not

paid for.

And we did it because we did want to
change things. And we did it because we did

believe that it was possible to create
And we did it because we were young.
I

mean,

that's another part of it

couldn't do that work now.
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So,

a

.

you know,

change.

I

it's

hard to separate the memory of where
you are, the
feeling of where you are now from the
memory of
what you did then.
But insofar as I can remember,
I think I did feel that
I was doing something.
There was something else that happened during
that time, the natural "mystic" as Marley called
it.
The song says there is a natural mystic

moving through the air, and there was! And it was
moving a lot through people who were our age
because one thing that Sistren and I do share in
common is that the majority us are more or less
the same age.

So we have the generation thing in

common.

There was an excitement about it. And I
think some of that was newness
I think some of
that was that sort of boom that you get when you
start something and everything seems to be going
.

along in hope and inspiration.
Really, it was
remarkably new and strong.
There was a great
feeling of that natural mystic and excitement and
oneness.
And one blood as the song much later

called it.

One love.

get together.

One heart.

You know,

let's

That was the spirit of the time.

And you see, we were also working under the
nationalist thing, still, to be a Jamaican.
It
was important to be a Jamaican.

And Jamaican

nationalism is perhaps stronger than any of the
other English speaking islands, really.
To be a
Jamaican really meant something.
Which is more
important than class and color,

I

think.

And

anything else, you know. Nationalism did do
something to our subconscious because we were the
generation that came after independence, we were
the first generation to reach maturity after

independence.

But at the same time, nationalism
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suppresses differences, and in the end those
differences could not be suppressed.
I went into it very much
from a cultural and
theatre perspective. And then around 80 or so,
I

began to feel that I had to broaden my political
analysis and to find allies who were more
politically feminist. And that had a lot to do
with the political changes that took place with
,

the swing to the right after the government lost
the election.
It also

had to do with the work that I was
doing.
By then word had got out and a number of
people who were interested in women and
development were trying to influence me with their
ideas on the feminist struggle.
So, I had begun
to travel in connection with the work, and be put
in touch with some of the ideas.
But until then,
my commitment had been very much in terms of a

cultural commitment and how this cultural
commitment would translate into feminist terms
which was specific to the region. And I was very

interested in working with what I call now
"specific knowledges" in the Foucault term, but in
feminist terms would be "hidden knowledge." And
that was women's personal, autobiographical
experience and using that to create exercises
around which material could be built.

And also concerned to show that women were

oppressed as women. And not just as workers.

And

that was what the first piece really accomplished,

which was "Bellywoman Bangarang,

supposed to be about hope.
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which is

In 1980,

the "natural mystic" of the
Manley /Marley era

collapsed under severe pressure from
the International
Monetary Fund, and a large part of
the women's movement in
Jamaica, which had been aligned with
the political parties,
disintegrated.

Sistren found itself being one of the few

organizations around with the resources and
the independence
to continue working on women's issues.
The nature of the
work changed significantly.
All through the 80s, though we had some
allies, we were a very small group virtually
alone.

And it was because
caught in this business of
feminist in a way that the
been feminists, you know.

of that that we were

being

—

we were

other groups had not
With a vested interest

in the term feminism.

And beginning to talk about
issues like sexuality, like domestic violence,
like domestic work, the sexual division of labor,
these kind of things
In a way that the parties
weren't, or the women's groups in any of the
.

P ar ties,

right,

left,

or center were not doing.

And so, now we found ourselves in a position
where in a way, history determined that we had to
be the one to carry this whole bucket of water,
you know.

We were originally a cultural group,

you know what

I

mean.

But,

if

we were the only

autonomous women's group which was up-front enough
with some resources that could continue to carry
forward the struggle of women, or be some sort of

spokesperson around questions affecting women in
the period of the 80s.
a

We stopped producing big productions,

started to do more and more skits, and more
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and

improvisat lonal stuff. We put more emphasis
on
workshops, more emphasis on meetings, and
organization building, documentary type

presentations.
play,

In the first few years,

78 was one

79 was another,

80 was another play.
Then
we kept that play going 81.
82 was Sweet Sugar
Rage the film. And 84, we began Muffet.
But
Muffet was not finished until 87.
So that's how

long it took for that play to go through different
phases to finally come to be what it was
And in
that time, what I am saying is that we were doing
enormous amounts of organizing of women in
.

communities, around issues of domestic work,
around issues of sexual violence, around issues of
this, that, and the other.
Around hard, political
struggle, with a big "S, " as opposed to involving
people in commemorative practices, or around

meaning making theatre.
There was much more time spent developing
political analyses of the society, there was more
time spent on doing researches into the condition
of women in the society as research itself.
Some
of it would be used in the drama, but essentially,

think drama became secondary to the actual work
of trying to analyze the situation of women who
were involved in domestic work, the situation of
I

women in sugar work.

We did,

for example,

big project on sugar workers, and

I

think

this
a

lot of

it was looking at the social conditions that faced

sugar workers in order to change things.

think drama was

a

And

I

very much by the way.

In the beginning,

the researches had been

done by the women themselves on their own lives.

And even when they were doing it on people's other
lives, they were doing it for the purpose of
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.

producing

a

play.

This was not for the purpose of
producing a play. This was for the
purpose for
trying to create social change in
a very concrete

way
It was very different

in what we produced,
and in the emphasis because there
is a big
difference in producing a play that is going

to be

performed, and going and organizing them
to come
to a meeting which they then will
take charge of
and build their own community organization
which
will then confront the local government
about
water supply in the community.
That is a very
f eren t thing than doing a play
about water
shortage
What

am saying is that when the political
organization that accompanied the cultural work
I

of Sistren died,

Sistren found itself in a
situation where it had to choose what it was going
to defend.
Whether it was going to continue to
just do plays, or not.
And, in fact, it couldn't
just do plays because now the mood of the people
who went to those theatres had shifted, and they

didn't want to see working class women talking
about pipes, and carrying water, and men beating
them
So what you can do in any particular time,

culturally,
factors.

so much depends on so many other

The cultural work in a sense, took back

seat because the political struggle got so hot,

changed so dramatically. We were forced to make a
choice between how much emphasis we would put into
the representational practice we were doing,

as

opposed to what the political struggle was doing
on the ground. And a part of this problem is that
we lacked a clear theory of the politics of
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representation. We lacked a way of
thinking about
the relationship between the
arts and politics in
the context in which we were
living.
That is very
important because without such a
theory it would
be impossible to resolve the
dichotomy which got
set up between activism and
artistic production.
,

5.3

Maria
Maria Suarez always wanted to be

a

teacher.

her work as a teacher and as a teacher
trainer.

She loved
She began

as a second language teacher in her
home country of Puerto

Rico.

Later,

Costa Rica,

when she was training community teachers
in

she became involved in a literacy project
in a

remote mountain community.

She never again wanted to work

in the formal education sector.

Puerto Rico

And so when I left the convent, I became a
bilingual education teacher which was another
tough political issue at that time. Different
than the toughness today, where people are going
against it.

It was a spill out of the civil

rights movement,

and of the Latino movement to
assert biculturalism and so on within the United
States.
It was challenging the melting pot theory
of the time.

school where

The teachers,

for example,

in the

began teaching, were very happy
that there was going to be a bi-lingual classroom.

And

I

couldn't understand why everybody was so
happy when it had been a battle.
I was an early
childhood teacher.
I was going to be teaching
I
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Latino kids Spanish, and then I was teaching
them
English as a second language. But it was
a mixed
classroom; the other part was Anglo-Saxon
children
learning Spanish as a second language.
So the teachers in the school were very

happy,

and the first day I walked into my
classroom, I finally understood why.
I got all
the outcasts.
Having a bilingual education
classroom was getting all the kids that were

troublemakers and getting rid of them from the
regular classrooms, and giving them to a new
teacher. So my outcasts were a lot of kids that
already knew when they came to school that they
couldn't make it.

And for example, I didn't know who understood
or read a little bit about Spanish, English, or
whatever, because they approached school the same
way that I approached school.
So that in order
for me to find out who was bilingual,

who was

monolingual English speaking, who was monolingual
Spanish speaking, I had to put graffiti on the

blackboard and watch the reactions as they walked
in.
If they could read the left blackboard, which
was all in Spanish,

Spanish.

they could at least read

If they laughed or had any reaction to

the right one,

it was English.

And if they didn't

have any reaction, they didn't know how to read.
That was my diagnosis.

could diagnose it.

That was the only way

I

Because they were so used to

either thinking that they couldn't learn, or if
they knew something, making the teacher think that
they didn't know anything.
way

I

could diagnose.

So that was the only

That was the beginning of

my teaching career.
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learned very quickly that the school
books
were totally irrelevant, so that I
made up this
way of teaching that was based on
some teacher,
and I can't remember her name, some
teacher in a
school in New Zealand [Ashton-Warner
I read her
book and I decided that is what I was
going
I

]

.

to do.

So that we made up our own books

Costa Rica
When

went to Costa Rica, I immediately
began teaching;
I was preparing early childhood
I

teachers.

And this was the time in Costa Rica and
in Latin America where social action -- you know,
the three legs of the University program in the

progressive stage of all of our countries,
teaching, research, and social action.
Social
action had just been approved by a major congress
of the University of Costa Rica and I was student
teaching with early childhood professors and I
became very socially and politically involved.

Instead of sending the student teachers to the
classrooms that were already established, which
were usually private classrooms, very elitist and
so-on, we organized the students that we had to
train to go and open early childhood classes in

places that were kind of Headstart classes, but
not in the way that you had it in the states.
This was the Kennedy years when the Allianca
la Progresso was developed,

and so these were

places in the poor communities where kids would
come for

a

breakfast and then would come at midday

for a lunch.

And they were beautiful buildings,

and nothing happened there in between.

So,

we

organized early childhood classes for these kids.

And our student teachers were the teachers, and
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they could build the curriculum
we wanted and so
on, because it wasn't
approved by the state yet,
and it wasn't still an early
childhood school by
the Ministry of Education.
At that time I got involved in
the first
social action activity by the
university, which
was an adult literacy project in
the mountains of
Costa Rica.
Every summer and one week every three
months I would go with a group of ten
students
into the mountains where we had
started a literacy
program.
There were ten professors with ten
students each of different disciplines. The
community that I had was an indigenous community,
very isolated.
This was a primitive community.
We lived there day in and day out, and I
learned
things that I never, never imagined.
Like how
they would build up to the heat level of their
ovens, which were holes in the ground.
Everything
was fascinating to me.
Bathing in the river.
Just the basic, basics.

Less than the basics, no
electricity in the community.
We would teach adult literacy at night with
all the campesino men and women, and that to me
was one of the greatest experiences.
That is when
I found an alternative.
To be able to leave

formal education and send University education to
hell and do what I wanted to do.
I didn't do it
for a long time.
I stayed at the University

because

I

being

University professor.

a

was able to do social work as part of
But

I

was out of

it

Adult literacy for me was one of the most
amazing experiences overall in a very
comprehensive way, being able to learn from
people.

And

I

have a poem,
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I

don't know if

I

.

still have it, but it was one of the
first things
that I wrote, that it said that I
had gone to that
place which is called Matambu, thinking
that I was
going to teach but that I had learned more
than I
was ever able to give.
It was my first experience
when I was confronted with the fact that
it wasn't
a formal setting, and everything
was so new to me.

And because everything was so primitive, there
was
so much learning.
noticed that people wanted to learn to read
and write because this was a transition time for
them.
For the first time there was a road open
where they could link to other communities and for
the first time they had to deal with other
communities
I

We drafted a reading book that was for all
the projects in the University and it was linked
to the Ministry of Education,
it.

And

but we had drafted

very soon learned about the limitations
of having the kind of literacy book that is
I

universal, which ends up not fitting anybody. So
universal does not fit anybody.
So, I also ended
up working with the students on a lot of reading

material and so on.
And I remember the first person in my class
who read a word was this boy who was seventeen
years old. And I also learned how people react to
settings the same way they reacted when they left
them.
This kid had gone to first grade for about
three months when he was six years old.

He as now

seventeen and his mother would bring him to school
at night,

like he was

a kid,

and would sit him on

the chair and would leave and then would come and

pick him up.

This was

a

campesino who worked the

fields and everything, and
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I

couldn't believe it.

And he was the first one who
was finally able to
make associations and he read
the word "papa," as
in potato on the board.
And I remember his
emotional strain, and mine and the
rest of the

class.

And this kid ran out and called his
mother, and brought his mother in
and showed her.
And I realized that the Puerto Rican
kids in New
York in the bilingual schools, and
these campesino
people in Costa Rica, it was the same
shit.
Not
having opportunities, having to break
through and
never really believing that they could
learn.
And
the emotional outbursts when they realized
that
they can really learn! And then they want
to
share it with everybody.. And I was, I cried
and
cried and cried.
It was like a celebration, and I
never forgot that.
In 1994,

was a facilitator in a big
national congress of popular human rights
I

educators and I was the facilitator of one group.
There were about eighty people in my group and I
asked everybody to introduce themselves. And this
man looks at me, and he is going to present
himself,

and

don't know why

I

I

said,

you can

begin and then we will go around. And he looks at
me and he talks to the rest of the people, he
doesn't talk to me, he says, "I know that our
facilitator does not remember me, because I am an
old man now. .but I want you to know that this
woman who is going to facilitate this workshop is
the woman who taught me to read." And the minute
.

he said that,

died.

I

remembered him.

And he said,

"I

And

I

almost

want her to know that

I

now the teacher in the school in Matambu."
Well.

and

I

Now this was my outburst.
I got up
embraced him and everybody was like -- I
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am

.

.

couldn't believe it that we met again.
it was
really exciting. And I said to him and
to the
group, if anything popular education is
the kind
of experience where you can link it
to the
emotions, to the experiences that you have in

daily life.
It has nothing to do with the strict
formality of theory and of academic settings, and
I want him to know that that
is why I left

university teaching. And I have only been doing
alternative education ever since. And he didn't
know that
So to me that was very,

very important. And
the things that I learned from the people, things
that I later on used in Nicaragua and in El
Salvador that were very common, but to me they
were all new.
For example, how to build a
flashlight with a piece of candle and a can, and
it is a perfect flashlight.

And all kinds of

remedies

Nicaragua
When the Nicaraguan revolution broke out,
I
had no thought, and the next month I was there to
get involved in the literacy campaign.
I took a
two year leave from the University of Costa Rica
and went there.
I didn't know where I was going.
I

mean

I

had enough friends to know where

going to stay.
take,

I

I

was

But what shape it was going to

went there before it was even shaped,

participated in the shaping of
My idea was

a

and

it.

literacy campaign like the one

we had done in Matambu, but of course

I

understood

that it was a revolution, that it was a state
policy, that it was the Ministry of Education that
was going to do it, that it was going to be
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organized centrally and so on, and
involved in that.

I

got totally

went there in 79, after the revolution.
Well, I had been there on and off,
especially in
the southern front.
Because we used to help the
Sandinistas and the people.
So, for example, the
day that Somoza left, that day I was parked
in the
I

middle of a plaza in a little town in Costa Rica.
I had taken some people back
who had been injured
in the war, and I had to wait for them, and
those
were the times when we used to be very
clandestine.

was sitting in a car in a town
in Costa Rica, near the border, in Juana Coste,
and I was waiting for two kids that I was taking
So,

back to San Jose.
broke loose. And

I

And all of

sudden,

a

all hell

lot of compas are coming out

a

of every damn house in that town,

and they are

shooting on the air And it was the quietest town
that you can ever imagine.
And it is blasting,
and everybody is shooting and I want to go out of
my car, and I realize that everybody is coming out
and shooting on the air, and going back and coming
.

out again.

I

thought,

what the hell is happening.

My God, the army has come, but why are they

shooting on the air?!

And then
leave,

and

I

I

I

decided to turn the car around to

had the radio on, and then

that Somoza had left.
in celebration.

don't know.

was like beside myself.

So,

I

heard

It was like Costa Rica was

it was really amazing.

At first,

I

I

thought it was the

artillery that was coming, but

I

couldn't see

anything except people coming out of the houses
very joyful, you know. And I never would have
thought that the Sandinistas had won, you know.
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August 15 I left Costa Rica.
I was sure
that what I wanted to do was do literacy,
but at
that time, there wasn't a lot of clarity about
a
literacy campaign.
I knew it was going to be a
So,

task,

because people had done the revolution
expecting that as one of their demands. I
presented myself in the Ministry of Education as a
Costa Rican teacher
The Nicaraguans were looking
very much at the Costa Rican system to be able to
.

do some things that Costa Rica had done.
So, I
said to Fernando [Cardenal, Catholic priest named

Minister of Education]
I am more than a Costa
Rican teacher; I am here as a supporter of the
,

Sandinistas,

and

myself have broken up with the
formal Costa Rican educational system.
So, I come
here to do alternative stuff.
And the Nicaraguan experience, in terms of
I

the literacy campaign was quite a school also.
First of all, I had never been through such a
massive global campaign that was the product of

a

social and political process of revolution.
I
worked in the area of research, investigation, and
training, and it was a group of seven or eight.
Some were in the methodology group,

others in

training, others in research. But all of us

organizing together with

a

lot of people.

Especially at the beginning, Sandinista students
and teachers, eighty of them had been selected to
be the first group, the core group, to begin
training and multiplying for the literacy
campaign
One of the first things that struck me about

the Sandinista process was the confrontation

between having
people,

a

process that had come from the

and then officializing processes that -177

"

how would I say -- organizing processes
that would
be based on people's mobilization,
but that didn't
necessarily include their expectations. For
example,

we had never expected to have one
literacy book. And I myself was assigned to
be
the first one to go to the Atlantic Coast,
about
maybe one month, I guess it was September or

October,

to go and talk to the people in
Bluef ields and in Puerto Cabezas to see how we
could organize the literacy campaign there. And,
of course as a bilingual teacher, I came back with
,

very clear insight into the fact that people
wanted literacy in their own language. First.
a

Not necessarily exclusively.
But in their own
language first.
That it had to be their own
images.
I mean what I had seen in the Atlantic
coast was totally different.
I remember that

people used to say to me,
Nicaragua?
Yeah.

And

"Did you come from

came back and immediately my
suggestion was that it had to be done in their
I

language, not only politically because people were
asking for it, but also technically and

scientifically, because as a bilingual teacher I
also knew that anybody who learns in their own
native language first can just transfer the skill
of reading and writing,
a

whereas where you do it in

second language it is harder to learn.
So,

it was the first confrontation,

then Daniel Ortega came and he said,
have to learn about Nicaragua."
same language.

"No.

They had to learn about Nicaragua,

me tell you that it was
So,

They

He also used the

that it was a giant that was awakening.
alive!

because

a

Well,

let

giant that was very much

that was my first political
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confrontation with the limitations of a national
process that erases the diversity, that had
even
made the revolution possible.
However, I knew,
there was a lot of resistance.
I didn't

feel that
had to be the voice of the people in the
Atlantic Coast, because I couldn't be their voice
because I wasn't them, but I knew that there was
going to be enough resistance that something would
I

have to be done.
And indeed with

lot of resistance from the

a

Sandinistas, there was a literacy book that had
different pictures, but mostly the same issues and
contents, but in their other languages. And I

knew that this was going to be a strategic problem
for the revolution.
Because I had to go there, I
traveled through the whole country, and I realized
that this was not the only place where this was

going to happen, even pedagogically in terms of
the book.
But the thing that

Juan --

I

also learned in Rio San

don't know if you remember that reading
book, but the last one is the workers in the
I

And it has this flashlight that they put
on their head, and it has two workers are going

mines.

into a mine.

showed that picture to some of
the literacy teachers that I was going to train,
So

and they said,

I

"Oh,

a

gruta of the Virgin Mary!

And it was exactly like anything you could think
of as a miracle.

Going into this cave with the

Virgin on the light that was showing.
thought,

Oh,

And

I

we are going to have a hell of a lot

deconstructing these messages about
the workers of the mines and the Virgin Mary and
of trouble,

all the miracles and so on.
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But

what was amazing about the literacy
campaign for me was the capacity of a
peoples to
organize a campaign and to do a multiplying
process where people were trained, I think
it was
in less than three months.
Two hundred thousand

people trained to go out and do the literacy
campaign.
And it was the mobilizing experience
that was most amazing.
The most devastating challenge is how you
can
have a mobilizing process like that, that an
expectation that has been built up, and because it

doesn

have any follow up, begins creating
problems with the same revolution that made it
possible.
So that people who learned to read and
write were already illiterate in less than two
years because of lack of use, "un alphabeto por de
uso,"

t

we called it.

And also because
expectations were that they would continue having
the same opportunity they had to learn to read and
write to go into the formal process of education
and to be able to feed into some kind of formal
follow up.

And the other part that I think is a
contradiction that we still have to solve for any
kind of literacy project is the fact that when you
do a literacy campaign that has so much to do with
the consciousness raising, that you also have to
have the organizing skills and the types of

strategies where people can organize and
contribute to their organization with the same
free consciousness that has developed, or the
critical process that has developed in the

literacy campaign.

So you cannot do a literacy

campaign that brings out the critical

consciousness of people, brings out their
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realities and what they are facing and then
expect
that the follow up is going to be a
process of
organizing that becomes so rigid and so likemindedness.
In the long run, people begin looking
for their own alternatives and begin questioning
the process that made the literacy campaign

possible as such.
I really think that the other
issue that
affected the revolutionary process in this whole
context,

of course,

the reaction of the United
States government against the revolution.
Immediately, almost at the end of the literacy

campaign, the contra revolutionaries, supported by
the US government began attacking, and the first

ones that they attacked were the literacy
campaign. And immediately the mobilizing of youth
for a literacy campaign turned into a campaign of
mobilizing for the army. So that it seemed to

people that the literacy campaign had begun [to
teach the kids] to live in the mountains so that
you could recruit them in the army.
I

also learned a lot about education, popular

education methodologies, the thrust of people to
be able to do something that is beyond any
previous thinking that you can imagine. But also
the contradictions of the popular education

process when it is not linked to strategies of
permanent action and especially of mobilizing

people to be able to be critical and to be able to
move their own process in their own way.
the thing that

I

Maybe

learned in Nicaragua that

did

I

differently ever after is that instead of using so
much effort to make a political party understand
the real meaning of popular education, that
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I

wanted to use my time in organizing to "do"
popular education with peoples
Salvador
When

came back to Costa Rica after the
literacy campaign in Nicaragua, I was contacted
by
the Salvadorean Teachers Association; I had met
I

them in Nicaragua during the literacy campaign. At
that time the situation had gotten really bad in
El Salvador,

and the general offensive that had
led to horrible massacres and assassinations had
just taken place in 81.
And the grassroots

organizations realized that they had to undertake
a political process with peoples that had to do
with fulfilling needs right then and there, not
waiting until after the revolution. The Teachers
Association decided that one of the things that
they would undertake was to help people learn to
read and write, and not wait until after the
revolution. Now, I loved that. You can't imagine
what that meant.

So,

the real process,

you know.

And,

wasn't

you know,

I

said,

wow,

wow,

this is

it was a teacher's union.

It

political organization with this big
campaign and so on.
They contacted me and asked
if

I

a

would help them coordinate

a

literacy

campaign for all the refugees in all of the
Central American countries through the social
action project of the University of Costa Rica.

And we began it in Costa Rica, and I was thrilled
because it meant developing literacy
methodologies, books, and processes, for the
refugee situation in each one of the countries.
Salvadorean refugees have a common background when
they are here in Costa Rica, and when they are in
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Nicaragua, and when they are in Honduras, But
it
is a different context.
I was thrilled.
Because they had such a broad alliance with
campesinos, with student unions and so on, they
didn t envision that the promotors or the

facilitators or teachers were going to be only the
teachers of the union, but it was going to be all
the peoples of the different groups.
The
Salvadorean teachers were very open and agreeable
about that. And they didn't think that they were
so hot shit in education either.

And they didn't
see it so much as a pedagogical event.
Which at
that point I did.
[laughs at herself] Right? At
that point I did.
If you are going to teach
literacy, they have to learn.
If you are going to
teach literacy, they have to learn to read and
write,

it is not only the mobilizing process.

So,

was the teacher in the negotiations with the
teachers union.
I

So,

we did it.

We did it in Nicaragua,

we

did it in Honduras, and we did it in Costa Rica,
and it carried over to El Salvador in some of the
internal refugee camps, although I didn't go

there
But,

Honduras was the most difficult

situation, because in Honduras, they were in the

middle of the occupation by the contras and the US

Army to make the counter-revolution against

Nicaragua and against El Salvador.
there and trained teachers and did

with the people.
Teculcigapa,

I

But when

I

So
a

I

went

literacy book

was coming back to

had been given the keys to

a

house

in the city that belonged to Honduran group that

was working with the refugees,

and

I

had been

given the keys to the house because it was so
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dangerous at that moment.
Two Costa Ricans had
been disappeared the year before in
Honduras, and
so they said, don't stay in the
hotel in Tik-aBus, but stay in this house, it is
going to be
safer.
And I don't want to tell you the whole
story now, but when I got to the house,
it
was

occupied by the army. And they had been
captured
and I was captured in the middle of all of
them.
And disappeared for ten days!
Out of the middle
of nowhere, for having gone and done
literacy in
the Honduran camps.
Being a Costa Rican teacher
and having gone in a project that was coordinated
with the High Commissioner of Refugees, which is

probably what saved my life, and saved the lives
of sll the Hondurans who were captured and
disappeared
As it turns out,

afterwards learned that
big campaign to free them; nobody
I

there had been a
knew I was in it, because I wasn't working with
them.
To free them, and that the ten days of us
being taken from clandestine jail to clandestine
jail was the days that it took them,

after having

followed them for three months, that that was the
night when they were going to disappear them and
hill them.

I

was in the middle of it with a letter

from the High Commissioner that

refugee camps,

a

I

was going to the

Costa Rican teacher, and so on.

It was the ten days that it took them to decide

what they were going to do with them, and what

they were going to do with me.

And as it turns out, they wanted to liberate
me and keep them and I refused and so we all came
out alive and well.
And that also strengthened my
conviction that doing literacy was a political
issue.

I

always knew that, but how political
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(laughs)

and how military for the US and the
contras.
It just awakened me to the dangers
that
it entailed.
But then at the same time, it also
strengthened my commitment, because when I met the
people in those camps, people who were hardly
literate themselves, and willing to undertake this

literacy campaign, and wanted to have the
spillover to the popular sectors, and the civil
populations in the liberated zones and so on, it
also strengthened my commitment that that is what
I wanted to do.

And so popular education has become a way of
life.
So when I undertook the literacy campaign
with the Salvadorean refugees, and I undertook the

popular education campaigns in the liberated
zones,

to me it was a way of life and a way of a
special commitment to the revolutionary processes

that had to do with making it have real meaning
for people, and making it happen out of the
thrusts and the appropriation by peoples of what
their process is all about.
I don't think we

still have an experience that shows that this
revolution can be based on that as one of its

pillars because

I

don't think any political

organization has solved the issue of letting
people be, an especially women.
So that for me,

the experience in El Salvador

was a new and different school because it also

brought out the issue of women, and also because
it showed me the limitations of the Nicaraguan

revolution were not

a

limitation of the Nicaraguan

When you find it in more than one
And it also
place, it becomes a common issue.
helped me see what is often times invisiblized,
which is that women are making the revolution.

revolution.
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Women are doing the tasks that are more strategic,
and yet are seen as most insignificant, and
that
this doesn't have any visibility in the processes
and that is, you know, part of the problem.

Banana Plantation

Maria was asked to do

literacy campaign as part of a

a

larger development project in

abandoned by

a

a

Costa Rican town recently

banana plantation.

The women had asked that they undertake a
literacy campaign with the other women around the
town, and that was my first literacy project as a

feminist

.

It was all by women for women about

women,

and their whole context in the bananeros.
So that I undertook this literacy campaign, paid
for the first time.
I mean I had worked for many
years without being paid... and that is when I

began to discover -- because popular education is
such an integral process
the dimension that had
never become visible to me about how the self
esteem of women, because we are women, affects our

—

possibility of developing our knowledge, our
intelligence, our social activity, and so on.
I

had known with the Puerto Ricans about how

bi-lingualism and the supremacy of one language
and one culture over another can deteriorate your
self esteem,

and

I

had never seen what it did to

because it was an experience with all
women.
I had just gone through processing my own
experience and so I began to realize how it
women,

I
and also the competitiveness in women.
was able to see it because I was being able to see
my own life in a different light, because I was

affects,
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being able to see the revolution in a
different
light, because I was able to share with
women our
experiences in a different light, and I was able
to see it very quickly in that context
because it
was all women.
I had never been in any kind of
organization or project that was all for and about
women.
So that it brought a lot of other things.
It also brought out something that I was
not
aware of, and it is the fact that literacy is so

linked to emotions, and to bodily reactions. And
that is when I began to question the fact that
literacy, which has been based mainly on Paulo
Freire and all of the contributors to that kind of
literacy, is such an intellectual process.
It is
a cognitive process.
And yet it is so linked to
the emotions!

And

began to see in the women as
they were being trained
not even the ones that
were learning to read and write
the process of
I

—

—

drafting the structure that we wanted to give to
the literacy campaign.
The emotional impact
The
emotional reactions that it had on people, just
!

like the seventeen-year-old guy in Matambu.

So

I

realized that the literacy process had to include
bodily activity, that it couldn't be so rational,
and also that it had to deal with the emotions as
part of the context and the curriculum and the

objectives
Fire

And one night

I

got two telephone calls in my

house asking me if

I

would be willing to undertake

a

feminist shortwave radio program that was about

to be started in a shortwave radio station in

Costa Rica.
interview,

And
and

I

I

went the next day for an

was there.
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And

I

began to build

FIRE,

which is Feminist International Radio
Endeavor.
I tell you,
I knew very little about
radio, practically nothing.

I was hired to do the
told the foundation who funded it
radio station that it had to be a group of
women, that it wasn't an individual project, and
we hired two other women.
And then I began putting into practice

project and

I

popularization of the radio waves.
So that the
whole project has been built on popular education
strategies. And it has been really interesting
for us, because it has put FIRE in the middle of
the women's movement. First, we decided that we
were going to radio out of our experiences, our
intuitions,

and also getting the voices of people
without any sophisticated technical know-how. And
secondly,

the development of the program was going

to be a program that would be an instrument of the

women's movement, and not only a source of
expression or an amplifier. And thirdly that we
very quickly learned to use the techniques or the

technical equipment to be able to move the program
out of the station and into the middle of where

women's action is.
means.

Basically that is what it

And basically that is what it is today.

So

we very quickly learned to use very cheap

equipment that could be hooked into any telephone
anywhere,

and

I

mean everywhere in this world.

And everywhere in the lives of women. From
broadcasting from a woman's living room to
broadcasting from a public telephone in the middle
of a march, to broadcasting from an international
conference,

or making a very local conference an

international event by putting it on shortwave.
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project that has put us in
contact with women all over the world, and the
women's movement at the most local level, and at
the most global level.
So that for me, well, for
it-

a

is

the three of us, because we have talked about it,
we feel that we have been placed in a privileged
position to be able to run this program and to be
able to be in contact with so many women, and to

hsve been able to learn about all issues in the
world from women and a feminist perspective. And
we believe,

and

I

am very convinced about this,

that communications is one of the central issues,
especially towards the next decade, when with
globalization, so many of our voices have been

silenced
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Lynda
Lynda Yanz became the Coordinator of the Participatory

Research Group (PRG) at
the organization.

a

moment of critical transition for

Many of its original founders had left,

or were in the process of leaving.

The organization had

recently separated organizationally from the International
Council on Adult Education (ICAE) where it had functioned as
the coordinating team of the Council's participatory

research projects.

Lynda began developing small projects,

primarily on micro-technology, and working with native
groups in Canada.

Eventually,

she was asked to coordinate

the Women's Programme of the ICAE.

Her reflections here are

about the work of the organization, and her work as the

Coordinator
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Well,

I've had this problem all my life,
where very quickly with any job I
do, I end up

being totally immersed in it, and
taking over my
life in a certain way.
I think I approached PRG
(Participatory Research Group) wanting
to

set some

limits,

as

often do in the job.
It was easy in
the beginning because I wasn't so
connected to
that whole world.
I

did have a political skepticism about
the
work the group had done. And from the
readings, I
wasn t that impressed with what was called
participatory research. What was really important
to me about it, and what drew me to it,
was the
I

common sense thing where you think about how
people become empowered, and what the educational
component of that is
That had seemed to be a
roadblock in my political work, that somehow there
wasn't enough attention to that.
So, I felt PRG
was going to give me a space to learn about that.
.

It was really the first time

heard about this
great movement, mostly in Latin America.
I thought that the writing I saw on
Participatory research and popular education
I

seemed so thin analytically, and that was what was
important about Dorothy [Smith] actually. There
was a way in which her writing said some of the
same things as participatory research or popular
education in terms of starting from people's
experience.

But what she held on to is,

okay,

but

capitalism is quite a complex process under that.
So how do you come back to make things explicable
in terms of people's day to day experience.
But
not do it in

a

education, but

superficial way.
I

Her focus wasn't

had seen her do some incredible

work in groups where she was able to illuminate
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things for people. The popular education
writing
was not very strong, not very tight
analytically.
It made things much more simplistic
than they
actually were. And so, I wanted to try and
combine her theoretical writing with the process
and methodology focus of popular education.
did quite quickly bring some women's stuff
into the group, around micro-technology.
Because
I

we had started to look at that and build alliances

with union women through International Women's
Day.
I thought that PRG could some
educational
work around that, that we could do a booklet.
We got money for the booklet, then another
booklet, a slide tape, then workshops, and then a
national meeting to bring activists together from

across the country [Canada] that were working on
this issue.
At the same time we were also making
the international connections.
It was

one of those things where you have a

project that logically sounds quite good. We
created these booklets and a slide tape. Ajnd then
we got money to actually go out and do workshops
to train trainers in different places.
But it
didn't really work out that way.
The work around micro-technology was quite a

powerful experience in the Philippines. We had a
meeting that included women from the states, from
Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean for offshore,

some of the free trade zones.

together

a

and

We were able to put

really powerful picture of how women'

labor is connected and how our struggles need to
be connected, but we weren't in

the follow up that was needed.
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a

position to do

In many ways,

the primary challenge in PRG was
to

provide leadership and at the same
moment to work inside a
collective structure, an extremely
difficult task.
this
section, Lynda talks about the personal
toll of filling this
position

m

wanted to shift away from working with
people who were on the sidelines and
supportive,
but who weren't activists politically.
I felt
that shouldn't be popular education,
that we
needed to have more activists involved.
I started
hiring women who were politically active in
various areas related to new technology. I thought
I

-- and this didn't work out
very well --that

people who had been political activists had those
skills intrinsically, or had developed them in
their political work.
But some of the crises that

happened in those early years, was people feeling
a real crisis of confidence about doing popular
education work.
I also think that one of the
problems of leadership in the group was that
people never saw PRG as something to put time in.
I was the one that had the major vision in
each of the program areas. Micro tech was one
area, native affairs another, and thirdly, the
Women's Programme was starting. We had three
major program areas, and I was spearheading all
three, and people were starting to feel crowded.
The idea was that

I

of everybody's back.

would choose one and get off
Well,

I

believe that the way

that you work can silence people, especially if

they don't get the space they need to think about

things differently.

So,

when someone who is

strong frames the thinking of what should be done,
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there is

a

way that others then don't take

ownership of it
I did feel often very
alone.
I felt alone a
lot.
By that time I was in a relationship, and
I
brought home the fears, and just the sense that
at
bottom line I was responsible for making sure that
the salary got out, and that people got paid,
that various things got done.

and

continued to work so much, people knew that
wasn t right. I knew it wasn't right, but somehow
it seemed to me that it was essential for some
I

things,

and that it was also work that I felt
needed to be done, and that other people didn't
assume. I did feel stifled in a certain way, that
sense of being someone who supposedly had all this
power in this organization, and yet somehow, I
felt really constrained
from the bigger things
like giving ideas about projects to even writing

—

letters
The political work was finding out how to do
this educational piece.
What could this stuff

around empowerment, Freire, popular education,
offer to the work.
How do you build long term
solid organization, but in a way where people
learn to own and have visions and move ahead.
This thing between issue and methodology,

kept being a problem.

been working here for

it

just

I

have

People kept saying,
a

year and

I

what participatory research is, or

have no idea
I

have never

done anything related to popular education,

because the projects actually came in around
issues,

like technology.

continued to be skeptical about the popular
education network, yet attracted to some of the
I

things that people were saying in it.
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So,

that

kept me on track, feeling that I needed
to
remember that it was about building organization,
because otherwise the popular education approach
just seemed too haphazard.
see an issue in a fairly complex way
analytically, what should be done and could be
done, and all that.
And I think, well, partly
I

this,

and,

that has some strengths to it.
But
sometimes I get lost in the complexities of
things, or maybe the detail, although I am a

strong believer in detail in organization. I do
think that tying up those loose ends is important

Part II of the interview with Lynda was conducted in

the fall of 1995.

For the past two years, Lynda had been

the Canadian link with Mujer

a

Mujer,

a

education organization based in Mexico.
"Correspondencia,

"

a

women 1

s

popular

She edited

publication about the impact on women

of the free trade agreement,

and helped plan

a

tri-national

conference on free trade that took place in Mexico.
work with Mujer

a

Her

Mujer coincided with an increasing

interest on the part of National Action Committee on the
Status of Women (NAC) to become more involved in global
issues.

The majority of this work was unpaid.

Eventually,

she was asked to be the interim director of NAC at a moment

when that organization was going through major

organizational changes.

She comments here on the increasing

awareness of women and global issues, partly as
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a

result of

the free trade agreement and her own
struggle to find ways
to do popular education that moves a
political agenda.
It was

interesting to see how a recognition
of the importance of connecting internationally
has shifted over the last couple of years.
At the
point we started the Committee on Globalization
and Structural Adjustment [in NAC]
no one was
doing that work. At that time, Mujer a Mujer and
NAC s international committee was almost one and
,

the same.

There was confusion about where did one
ksGiri and the other one leave off.
All the work
was around structural adjustment,
primarily with Latin America

around links

.

Part of the problem with the doing work
around free trade and structural adjustment is
that women here can start to feel that women in
the South are taking their jobs. So Mujer a Mujer

had an educational role to play, and also to link
groups here and groups in the South. But rather
than try to build a separate network for Mujer a
Mujer, it seemed best to locate much of the effort
within the NAC, in that structure of four to six

hundred women's groups across the country.
NAC is a national coalition and it's an
organization that has member groups across the
country.
It has no individual members but groups
are members.

And there are between four and six

hundred members.

Groups pay fees to be members.

They come together once

a

year at an Annual

General Meeting (AGM) to make policy and to elect
a

national executive.
The National Executive is comprised of twenty

Thirteen of those are what is called
regional representatives, and so groups in their
six women.
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regions elect their regional
representative on the
Executive.
That s not an open election at
the
AGM; that's an election in
the region. And then at
the AGM they elect the president.
Then there's a
few vice-presidents by region
and also by
affirmative action and the treasurer
and secretary
and members at large that also
represent different
constituencies
NAC has affirmative action policies
so that
the people in the Senior Executive,
like
President, Treasurer, Secretary,
Vice-Presidents
and the Members at Large, a majority of
those come
from one of the designated constituencies,
which
is women of color, aboriginal, disabled.
There is
no affirmative action for the regional
representatives. The regional representatives have

tended to be majority white.
dynamic

So that's also one

NAC's been around for twenty years.
It takes
on one or two priority campaigns every year that
are agreed on at the annual national meeting. For
the last two years it's been fighting for social
programs and social policy, responding to the
effects of the federal budget cuts and the
devolution of powers to the Provincial level.
So

NAC's tried to be outspoken around those issues.
It played a big role in the free trade debate

opposing free trade.
It's been involved in issues
of pay equity and it's always played a fairly
prominent role in some of the constitutional
struggles
One of our first major activities was

a

tri-

national conference on structural adjustment in
Mexico.
About 150 women came, and it was very
important for

a

lot of the women who were there.
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A number of initiatives started at that meeting,
so it had a real impact
I
can t remember exactly how I was earning a
living. I probably had some work up in Big Trout
Lake [a native community in Northern Canada] doing
some consulting, and I got a small contract to
organize a workshop on structural adjustment for a

Philippines development group. But I was working
full time for NAC as a volunteer.
I ended up
working on a fulltime basis.
got asked to coordinate a national
consultation that took place last December,
I

first of December
them.

I

the

did some paid work for
was working at that over the fall.
The
.

So

I

office was in a shambles, and so they asked me to
take on being the interim Executive Director to
try and clean up and reorganize.
*

I

*

*

do feel I've been effected by popular

education in a fundamental way since 81. So it's
really important to me. And yet the work I've
done has involved coordinating and administrating
as a major part of what I do, so I don't feel I've
been out there as an organizer and as an educator.
But it has informed the way

things and what
I

I

I

think about

a

lot of

connect to.

feel critical of an approach where people

who are popular educators are outside the

movement,

and clearly see themselves as

facilitators.

I

think it is useful to bring in

people that have good skills at doing workshops;
there is a role for that. But I find that much
less interesting than to think about popular

education as
movements.

a

And

process in organizing,
I

in

still feel that that is the
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missing piece in most movements,
education hooked
directly into political struggles and
campaigns.
So if

was the Executive Director at NAC
and
were working under different
conditions, I'd want
to come back from the AGM (Annual
General
Meeting), say, "Okay,
we've got a mandate for a
year's campaign.
How do we make sure that we've
got the best policy proposals and that
at the end
of the year we've got five more
people in every
city who feel like they know how to do
this."
i

have tended to feel they [popular
educators] often just see themselves as outside
of
movements, and they haven't gotten dirtied from
I

some of the difficult things in organizations
and
movements.
That may be fine and offer a different
perspective, but somehow I think it weakens the
way you think about the work.

I

asked Lynda what she felt proud of in her work.

Even when it was tough in the Women's
Programme, I did feel that by taking this little
$700 and then building a program, that we built
something.
I looked around and saw that that kind
of program didn't exist in any of the other

international networks, the women's ones, and
obviously the mixed ones. With all the problems,
there was still

way we were connecting to
movements and groups that were doing important
a

and trying to have some space in the
international arena.

work,

On a lesser level,

I

feel that

I

lot from the work with Mujer a Mujer,

learned a
and that we

had a major impact in pushing people, and creating
a

space for women in the dialogue around NAFTA.
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And once again, not just linking
with the guys at
the top or the women who jet around
all over the
place
even ones of those that are very
very
good. But linking with some interesting
projects
and allowing people some space.

And then I felt incredibly proud of the
work
at NAC and with the staff.
it was so great. I
really needed to feel that I'd learned some
lessons around management
I know there were some
major structural problems at the PRG
[Participatory Research Group], the way in which
everyone was the same and nobody was the same. But
.

needed to try it from a different place. The
fAct that it worked at NAC, and that they were a
strong team together, was really important to me.
And it really worked! I do feel proud of that.
I

believe that PRG was a special space. It
combined movement and other kinds of work. It
wasn't just whether I was doing a good job or not.
I

feel that

want to be in situations where I'm
challenged and learning, and maybe that's not
I

I

going to be something on the cutting edge of the
movement

5
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Fely
Fely Villasin came to her political activism and

educational work in response to the declaration of martial
law in the Philippines.

Following her husband's arrest and

detainment, they immigrated to Canada.

Her initial attempts

at organizing and education were meant to give some purpose

to her life.
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Anti-Marcos Campaign
Our very first attempts were quite
awkward.
A Filipino Senator had organized the
Movement for
a Free Philippines.
So we went and visited him in
New York, and I am just this wife who is
going
with my husband.
So, we go to New York and talk
to this guy, and he suggests we invite him
to come
and speak here [Toronto]
So we did exactly that.
Mind you at this time, it is a "we," but it is
.

really my husband who is the front person.
And we did find a few people who had tried to
do some organizing before us around the issue of
martial law, and we began to meet. Our very first
activity was actually a theatre piece, a short
skit of a girl who had been tortured by the Marcos

military. That's the reason
theatre

I

am still attached to

Soon we were meeting people in the more
grassroots organizing, and getting in touch with

people who had spontaneously organized in Montreal
and Vancouver, small pockets of Filipinos who had
started to organize against the Marcos
dictatorship.

And very, very soon after that, by
1975, the younger activists in the United States

actually had an organization called AMLA, the Anti
Martial Law Alliance.

They heard of the pockets

of organizing in Canada and actually took the

initiative to come and meet us.

They asked one of

us to go to their conference in San Francisco;

was the one they chose,

activism began there.

actually.

I

I

would say my

It was mainly the influence

of other young activists.
It took maybe one or two more years,

actually took over the leadership of our
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and

I

organization.

I thought I worked
very hard.
We
all worked hard as activists,
but I think I was,
as a woman, I was really
much more open to

progressive thinking and also to change.
very liberating to me personally.

It was

in this

conference

saw women speaking equally with
the
men.
Our anti Marcos organizing later
became the
Coalition Against the Marcos Dictatorship,
the
CAMD. One characteristic of our
group is that it
has been mainly led by women.
I was working on Bay
Street, which is like
Wall Street. I was working there as a
secretary by
day, and at night and on weekends I was
an
activist. I would dress up very well and go to
the
0 ^^ ce as a secretary, and then after
that we
I

:*-

would be demonstrating on the street outside.
this is the kind of double life that I was
leading.

For

a

long time,

So,

was living this kind
of life.
I never had a vacation.
All of my
vacations were used for conferences. For years
I

and years, until 1986.
I still haven't had a
vacation.
I still really haven't.
We were working from the base of the Filipino

community mostly, because we had an analysis,
which was that we had to have an opinion in that
community to be able to influence the broader
community.
If we wanted the public to be informed
and to be against the Marcos dictatorship, we had
to work on that in our community, because our

community would lead that kind of public opinion.
Our analysis was that we had to consolidate our
own community.
own community,

So we were very much based in our

and from there working also with

the mainstream.
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Very early on, we started
to get involved in
anti-racism. As early as
1977, we were asking why
is it that we do not
have access to professions
skills,
why is it that as
immigrants we come
ere and we are no good.
We've been lawyers, and
we've been doctors, and
we've been nurses, and we
come here and we still need
to prove that we had
gone to university even.
Because we were in community
organizing, we
also got into mainstream
organizing. We got into
solidarity work for Nicaragua,
solidarity work for
South Africa. Because you
cannot not, those are
where your friends are; those
are where your
people are.
in 1983, I got active
i

*.

i

on issues of

visible minority women.
The government had
actually organized a conference for
national
visible minority women.
So, our organizing, you
know, you can't stop it.
You start opening doors
and there are other places and it
leads
you to

other things, and it is very difficult
to stop
consciously, no?
In 1983,

was asked to go to what we
considered our main center, which was San
I

Francisco, to be part of our executive, to
coordinate the activity of our chapters in the US
and in Canada.
I actually stayed there for three
years until the end of the Marcos dictatorship in
86.

time,

was in national organizing at that
from 1983 to 1986.

So,

I

The formal sense is that we were organizing
opposition, no? But there was also a recognition
that we were doing a lot of educational work.
And,

yeah,

developed

we became very good at that.
lot of that,

We really

whether it was doing
media, or whether it was doing small group
a
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education, or whether it was doing
our leaflets,
our newspapers, and our newsletters,
or whether it
was making speeches, or whether
it was
doing
panels.
It was doing education work.
That is
what we called it, and that is what
I felt I was
doing.
Doing education work.
it was
progressivizing people's thinking.
For example, when I talk about the
institutions that we have either initiated
or

assisted,

it is very clear that what we were
doing

was getting people out of the middle
ages and to
look at the reality that faces them.
it was to
change their view of the world, no? So, for
example, we assisted in putting up a community
center,

and that is still alive.

As the Anti-Marcos organizing drew to a close,
Fely

became involved with an issue that directly impacted
the

Filipino community, imported domestic labor.

Since 1989,

she has been the Director of "Intercede," a union of

domestic workers.
All of that brings me to where I am now.
1978/79, our community started to have an

injection of women.

A lot of

By

women coming here

[to Toronto],

especially in the metro community.
They were domestic workers, the first Filipino
domestic workers. And that was when I began
working on their issues. As an anti-Marcos
activist, we got involved in the issues of
equality rights for domestic workers. At that

time the Canadian government had a temporary work
permit system that allowed them to work for three
years, but then they had to go back.
It was a way
of injecting a permanent supply of domestic
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workers and cheao
eap labor
lahnr
So
tnat, and succeeded
partially.
-

At that tlme

campaigned against

the Marcos government
had begun
plement a policy of human
labor export, of
contractual labor. And in
quite a short time, the
women found that they
could also leave and work
as
domestic workers. And that
is how they began to
come to Canada as migrant
workers, doing domestic
work, because that was
the opening here.
They
were not domestic workers
in the Philippines. They
were people from the lower
middle classes or from
the provinces, who could
afford to actually go out
of the country, with much
expense and a lot of
debt, yes, but who wanted
to be able to earn their
dollars elsewhere, and perhaps
go back to the
'

.

Philippines with something to
start up a business.
But here, we felt that it
was totally unfair.
And, I'm very proud of what
we were actually able
to do.
I think what was
important for us was a
very early recognition of the
discrimination,

and
the importance of fighting for
equality rights,
and of being able to analyze that
equality rights
meant in this instance meant permanent
residency.
In my work at Intercede,

I am dealing with a
very big organization. By the end
of the year we
probably will have some 2,500 members
because we
have membership every month.
And we renew it at
the end of the year.
And so we will probably
reach about 2,500 or 2,700. And because it
is
such a huge membership, it is like having
a
membership, but not having one.
So, one of the

things that we have been doing is trying to
initiate workshops, for example, we have what we
call the facilitator workshop.
It trains some of
the workers to lead small group discussions, but
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it really is an empowerment workshop,

We also

have workshops on communications, how
to
communicate, how to listen.
w e then went

on to

self assertiveness training, so there
is a
combination of communication, leading small
group
discussion, and assertiveness.
We build in elements of cultural sensitivity,
which is to get them to start appreciating where
they come from, who they are, their culture.
And
then gender sensitivity as women learning, because
it is so related to the work.

Like the struggles
or raising the status of domestic
It is really a very fundamental women's
you know.
And I find a lot of inspiration

of giving value,

work.
issue,

in doing the gender sensitivity sessions where we
90 through a woman's day till ten o'clock, and

quantify the hours of unpaid work.
Then they see
the work that they do, and can understand how it
has no value, because it has always been unpaid.
It is that kind of work, gender sensitive, and

really an empowerment training.
The anti-racism workshop that we are doing is
with popular theatre;
I am not doing it with a
lecture. We started in the first session, letting
them do scenes of when someone did something that
made them feel bad.
Or doing freezes of "I feel
angry or hurt when someone does this, or does this
action to me." That type of thing.
They create
scenes, so it becomes very visual; it becomes
creative.

After that, we talk about what they
should have done or could done, what is most
effective.
So, there is also strategizing
So,
.

it is developing.

We are going to evaluate that,

and then we will see what to do next.
first one that we have done.
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This is the

We have had more

experience with the facilitators' workshops,
which
is very empowering.
love it.

Because here is a group of women
who are so intimidated.
Their material condition
makes them slavish, makes them lose
everything
that they had.
They could have been seven year
teachers.
They could have been executive
I

secretaries before they came. And they say it
themselves, they say, "Oh, no, ever since I
became
a domestic worker, I just feel so
dumb." You
know, that kind of thing.
And that is why for me,
this is very, very useful.
It is very rewarding.
At the end of the day you listen to them and
you
know they've learned something that they are going
to bring along for the rest of their life.
very good about that

I

feel

In fact,

most of our Board have now gone
through that workshop. And the next Board will be
coming from that group of people who have taken
the workshops.
Intercede is mostly Filipino
because a lot of Filipinos are coming into the

program.

But one of the things that we are still
attempting to do is to also have support groups

for the same regions,

like Caribbean,

or Chinese,

or Spanish speaking, because there are pockets of
them.
That is one of the things that we are

planning for this year. We are also doing video
drop-ins where we have a film followed by
discussion.

We began that this year.

Monday
Every day at the end of the day I feel like I
didn't do any work because I didn't finish what I

had to do.

Every day is so different, but it is

the phone calls that make it different; it is the
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outreach, the networking, and it
is the people.
Let me think of yesterday.
What did I do
yesterday. And it is the kind of day
that you
don t remember, right. And you
don't know exactly
what you did.
But, let's look at the day
(refers
to calendar as we both laugh)
Monday.
Let me
talk of Monday.
.

Okay.

Last Monday, first thing is I went for
my coffee, and then I read a newspaper,
and then I
came here. And I had to call about a
project, a
joint project with homeworkers who are being
organized under the ILGWU. We have a joint

project where we are raising some money for our
education work. Also, we need to do a research
on
broader based bargaining. We are in the middle of
proposing to the Ontario Ministry of Labor how to
make union organizing effective for unorganized
people, unorganized women especially, such as the

homeworkers who do sewing at home, and domestic
workers
And,

part of this proposal is for the
government to actually come up with models of
sectoral or broader based bargaining, so that when
we bargain for domestic workers, we bargain for
everybody in the city, or in the Province.

Because

union for domestic workers is nothing.
It is just a symbol.
It is just that you have
taken them out of being exempted from one of the
a

laws of the Province, but it is not going to be

effective unless there is a method in which we can
negotiate for everybody. Or for as many as
possible in a geographic area. And so, we are
lucky to be working with somebody in the Ontario
Women's Directorate who actually wanted us to have
some money to do the research, but also to do the
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education work that we need to do, that
we are
doing already, and that we can't always
find money
for. So, that was the beginning of
my day, to check
up whether we were going to sign that
contract.

And then at 12:30 I went to Harbor Front.
I
had a meeting on the theatre work during
my lunch
hour so that we could give input on how to
bring
our [Filipino women] community theatre to
the
mainstream during their festivals at Harbor Front.
So, I was there for Filipino women and
someone was
from the Theatre in the Rough which is a
Caribbean
group; Second Theater, which is a Black group as
well, and we were being asked by a Black woman
also who wanted to bring us more into the
mainstream, and get our work included in the
programming for Harbor Front. So, we talked about
that, and I said that we could offer a story

telling
After that, at 3 o'clock, I had a meeting
with women talking about the follow up work on the
tri-national conference that we went to in Mexico,
planning how we are going to integrate the
international perspective in NAC's work. After
that

met with

I

a

woman

I

am working with today,

tomorrow and Sunday on the Fifty Two Per Cent
Solution, which is the draft of the women's
charter.
And we have people coming in from all
over Canada to discuss their input into this
draft.
well,

So,

we had a meeting on that and dinner as

and then late in the evening,

Lynda's

[Yanz]

I

went to

house, to give input and feedback

on research being done by some women on the

telecommunication industry.

And we had this long

discussion that brought me all the way to ten
o'clock.

That's it.

That's my day!
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Finally

go home.

My daughter is asleep.
I
go to sleep.
Next day, don't see her.
Come back
to work.
That's my day.
Last Sunday was the full
day.
Morning was facilitator's workshop;
I

afternoon was anti-racism workshop. That
was my
Sunday.
So that was my Sunday and Monday.
I keep telling friends I
should really have
stayed on Bay Street.
There you leave work and
you forget about it. You don't bring work to
your
Sundays and Saturdays.
There is a separation at
least.
is so,

While here,

am just doing this, and it
so interwoven into my life, so there is no
I

change of pace at all.
I am not complaining,
but I am missing
I
don't know, you asked me about how I feel.
It is
also a bit fuzzy, you know.
Ten years.
Twelve
years
Fourteen years
Now on my eighteenth year

—

.

as an activist.

.

I'm missing just not being

responsible and having

a

vacation!
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ENDNOTES
1.

The North/South camp was sponsored by
Highlander in the
summer of 1961 on property donated to Highlander.
The
campers were clearing the land, and preparing
the mountain
property for retreat and camping purposes when the
interracial camp was raided by the sheriff of Blount
County
The
camp director was hauled off to jail, and the camp
was'
immediately closed.

Cas Walker was a local businessman in Knoxville and
a former
mayor
of the town.
An avowed racist, in the Lester Maddox
2.
and George Wallace tradition, Walker distributed a free
newspaper, The Watch Dog, through his super market chain
When Highlander moved to Knoxville, Walker took up the
mission of running Highlander out of town. For years, his
newspaper carried featured articles about Highlander as an
integrated communist training school, and publishing the
address

Joyce is referring here to the files of the Highlander
Folk School.
In 1960, the Highlander Folk School had been
closed by the state of Tennessee and all of its property
seized and sold at public auction.
It was the first and
last time a private, non-profit institution in the state has
had its charter revoked.
The school had been under constant
attack as a result of its involvement in the civil rights
movement by local law officials as well as the state
legislature.
The files that Myles Horton was working on
3.
were the administrative files of the school which he had
managed to slip away before the school was seized by daily
removing files from the file cabinets and inserting old
mimeo sheets instead.
The Highlander papers were then sent
to various friends around the country for safekeeping.
The
Highlander archives now reside safely at the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin and on site of the
Highlander Research and Education Center in New Market,
Tennessee

Aimee Horton's dissertation, "The Highlander Folk School: A
History of the Development of Its Major Programs Related to
Social Movements in the South, (1932-1961)," Department of
Education, University of Chicago, 1970, is available through
University Microfilms.
Lionheart Gal: Life Stories of Jamaican Women (1987) is
a collection of plays written, produced and performed by the
Sistren Theatre Collective. (Sister Vision Press, Toronto)
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CHAPTER

6

MAKING A MOLA: LAYERS OF STORIES

This chapter looks at critical themes
that emerged from

the interview data.

During the indexing of the material

a

number of themes surfaced that were consistent
throughout
the majority of the sample.
In many cases, these themes
emerged in quite different ways, and the approach
to them
varied from interview to interview.
Substantial portions of
these patterns are woven into the descriptive material
found
in Chapter

4,

and the material relating to daily work and

organization in Chapter
other themes that

5.

In addition,

however,

found to be significant.

I

there were

These themes

are
1)

Identity.
This is by far the most inclusive
category in this exploration of themes.
It
explores consciousness around gender, race,
class, region and nationality, as well as a
more ambiguous theme called "feeling
different
.

2)

Activism.
The issue of social and political
activism is central to the way all of the
women in this study think of their work as
popular educators. This section traces some
of the early influences that led them to
become involved, and briefly describes some
of their activities.

3)

Participation and Organization. This draws
on comments made about issues of
participation reflecting on their experience
in organizational structures, and their
thinking about alternative organizational
forms

4)

Power.
This section looks primarily at the
way women have dealt with the limitations and
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the abuses of their own powe
power, and
lesser degree with that of oothers to a
Rd Q i ef
m
t
•

_i

The purpose of this chapter is
to look closely at how
these five themes coalesce or overlay
in the experience of
all ten participants.

The metaphor

here is of a Panamanian mola.

process as

a

I

I

have chosen to use

thought initially of this

weaving, with certain threads running

throughout the fabric.

However,

emerge more in the form of

the themes presented here

a mola,

layers of narrative, some

with the same patterns in one layer, new and
overlapping

patterns in the next layers.

In this chapter,

attempt to

I

cut out each of the overlapping patterns in
the stories,

creating
details

6

.

1

a

larger story of many intricate patterns and

.

Identity
In this section

issues.

I

look at a broad range of identity

First and foremost,

I

look at how women came to

understand their position as women in the world, when and if
they began to think about feminism, and how they now "name"

gender issues in their lives and work.
race and color

.

Third,

I

Second,

I

look at

look at class consciousness and

how important that was to the individual's understanding of

their place in the world.

In many cases,
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gender,

race,

and

class intersect and overlap as
factors helping shape
identity.
While I have separated them out here
for
individual attention, I have noted this
overlay when it is
appropriate.
I then look at regional
and national identity;
this includes the experience of being
an immigrant for many
of the women
the study.
And finally, because I felt that
it should not be overlooked, I have
included a sub-section

m

on

feeling different," simply because

I

felt that it could

not be ignored.

6.1.1

Gender
All ten of the women represented in this study have

strong consciousness around gender issues,

a

in regard to

their own positions and more generally, to that of other
women and men.

I

do not believe,

however, that for any of

the women represented here gender was an entry point for

their social and political understanding of the world.
the exception of one of the participants,

With

all of them became

involved in political activism that not only was more broad
based, but in fact,
an important issue.

where gender was not often recognized as
Pat Maguire's contention that women

become invisible in the use of such terms as "the oppressed"
or "the community" is borne out in the experiences of the

women here.

At the same time, however,

it is clear that all

of the women in this study began to search early for what
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one of then, refers to "as a place
for myself,

"

and were not

tolerant of barriers or limitations
placed in their path.
The majority of the ten women in this
study now work in
situations where the work is either centered
around women's
issues or inclusive of women's issues.
This includes a
feminist international short wave radio program,
a women's
training center, research on women's issues,
issues of

women's work and the economy,
immigrant community,

issues of women in the

and women and community development.

They have come to this work and their own
particular

concerns about women's issues from many places.
The examples below focus on their growing consciousness

about gender issues, the impact on their intimate relations,

and how they currently incorporate gender issues into their

work as popular educators.

6

.

1

.

1

.

1

Coming to Consciousness

Honor grew up in

a

predominantly female household.

Her

father and mother separated when she was quite young, and

although her mother married again when she

marriage did not last.

a

pre-teen, that

For the first ten years of her life,

she lived with her mother and her grandmother.

Growing up in

a

woman centered household left her with

very little experience of men, and therefore inflated ideas
of what her life would be like when she fell in love and got

married.

She assumed that the fairy tale romances she saw
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on Dr. Kildare and in Elvis
Presley movies would be her
fate, or as she puts it,
"love would be the center of
my
life,

and that

I

would be taken care of."

she is sure that
had anyone asked her then if
she believed in Cinderella,
she
would have said "definitely not."
But she also admits that
she bought into the myth.
In retrospect, she wonders
why
she didn't ever ask herself "what
kind of person she was
looking for." Her husband turned out
to know less about
"managing life" than she did, and within
three years she was
once again on her own.
I suddenly began to
realize that this
and women as it was sold to me didn't idea of men
really
exist.
The myth didn't tally with reality,
and if
this was reality, well! I mean I might
as well go
off and be by myself.

That, I think, was the beginning of a new
consciousness and a sense that I had to do
something by myself. And coming out of that
marriage, I really thought that I had learned a
lot, and that I had grown up quite a bit.
And was
wanting to be far more independent than I had
been

Honor remembers being over protected by her mother and

grandmother when she began to have boyfriends

.

"When a poor

little boy would look at me, they would come out with their

armed guard practically."

When her grandmother insisted on

chaperoning her on the veranda, Honor simply arranged secret
meetings at the movie theatre.
Her mother and grandmother'

s

concern about issues of

sexuality were also rooted in historical circumstance and
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the shame associated with sexuality
because of its close

association with race.
And the sex things in my grandmother's
time
me r ° m the rape which ... is really the
crux
of
??
the .£
thing to me.
I don't know where it
started
before that, but its in slave societies right
through.
My great grandmother was working
white man's house, and she got pregnant for in the
him.
[The child] was my grandmother, and she
always,
all of her life, wanted to be accepted by
this
man.
That was her whole struggle all of her life
That was all she wanted in life.
So, she went to*
this school, and they kicked her out of school
because she was illegitimate, and said she was
lying about who her father was. And she went
through a lot of trouble because of that. Which
was normal for that society at the time. But the
shame, the shame of it was what's important.
And
the shame around sex.

Honor believes that the "motive" for feminism was
almost instinctual because of what she had observed growing
up,

and the contradictions she saw and experienced in terms

of the messages she received regarding the role of women.

Her mother,

for example was a professional woman,

first women doctors in Jamaica.

one of the

She was also divorced,

to be divorced was not approved of.

and

Her mother was

therefore different in that she wasn't married and was also
a

professional.

Nor did the images coincide with the

Jamaican women she saw around her.
women worked, and the concept of
very unusual."

Thus,

a

The majority of Jamaican

"woman of leisure was

how she saw women acting in Jamaican

society was "very dif ferent

.

.

.

to the cover story that

getting from the magazines and the movies."

In

addition, however, to the contradictions of the media
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I

was

messages,

there was also the cultural divide
to be

traversed
I think the most
difficult part of it was to try
to reconcile the actual personal
pain that I went
through in discovering that... a
relationship
with
a man was going to be very
hard, that there were
going to be real cultural differences
to cross
Not Dust
terms of being a Jamaican, or
Wh t er from a different country.
But also from
2 2I
a different
cultural space in terms of the whole
formation of the self and so on that men
have.

m

'

For Honor,

in particular,

there was

a

need also to put

gender messages into context with messages on
class and
race.

The society structure around her for all
classes of

women indicated that women were the mainstay of
the family
structure.

It wasn't until the

1980s that she began to read

theoretical works regarding feminism, but throughout the
1970s felt at odds with "the dominant ideology about women."
[Her work with the Sistren Theatre Collective is profiled
in

Chapter

5

.

For Jane Sapp,

tightly intertwined.

as well,

issues of gender and race were

Two very strong women role models were

present in her growing years, her mother and her

grandmother
I was a young woman looking at these two
women.
My grandmother was clear about what she
wanted.
She was a woman who walked through hell
to get what she wanted for her family, for her
community. That's who she was.

My mother, on the other hand, had more space
for people than my grandmother did.
My mother's
philosophy was that you had to love everybody
because you never know. You never know what the
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pot ent ial is inside a person,
so you can't reject
them.
You've got to look beyond what is
apparently there.
She had the ability to love
r °- ly
and to see the potential in a
person
16
3 limited
?"

^-

'

possibilities

^

'

grandmother didn't always have the
patience to look beyond.
I think the two of them
are similar to me and one of my
friends.
I am
more like a gardener, nurturing things
along.
She
wants to get to things to the market
right
away.
My mother was more like the gardener,
and my
grandmother was willing to say, "Here's an
issue;
let's deal with it."
,

And both people had their place, you know.
i
think both of them are inside me.
There is my
mother's patience with people, my mother's sense
that a loss of human potential is a great
loss
My Mamma used to say "You don't know who
you might
be throwing away by not listening, by not
embracing them." She felt that both in terms of
the way white people treated black people in the
south, and also in terms of how we treat each
other.
She understood that white people were
trying to dismiss us and say, "there's nothing
there" when there was so much there. And she knew
we couldn't do that to each other and say "There's
nothing there" because you don't look this way or
sound that way or act this way. She knew you had
to look beyond that
Regardless of their two different ways of being in the
world, both mother and grandmother "drilled" into Jane a

sense of how important it was for women to be independent,

and the role that education played in that independence.
The one thing that had been drilled in my head as
woman was that I must go to college. I mean I
had heard that message for as long as I can
remember. I must go to college.
Woman, if you're
going to be independent of a man, you must go to
a

college
my mother made that [clear]
and my
grandmother, who only went as far as eighth grade
made it even clearer, you know. You must go to
college. A woman especially must go to college.
Oh,

,
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And h y talked about what a
sheer ni ghtmare it
i^ ?
would
be if you had to just live
Now what did I know about that’ off of a man.

i 0r
? nCed
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Want

that ifc was the one thing in
and raore importantly, Ibove
alf
j
USt 9 ° t0 c °i le 9 e
But I heard the
voice o?f the B0nen
*hd so it was my obsession
T
S
1
0 9
t0 COllege
all costs and
rinish
finish at all
a?? costs. ?,
It was about being an
independent woman, it was about never
answer to a man or take any crap from having to
a man
it
a
t0 be brutalized by a man. It was
a
wav not
nnr rto depend
.
way
economically on a man or
emotionally on a man.
p
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Living and working in communities of
women was not
unusual for Maria Suarez. As a teenager,
she had the
typical coterie of young women friends, who,
among other
things sought to make life miserable for their
Cuban
teachers.

For four years,

she was part of a religious

community of women, having joined the convent when
she

graduated from high school.

For her, the convent provided

an alternative to the traditional female path,

and a way of

affirming herself.
To me it is one of the most valuable experiences
in affirming possibilities ... for many women who
were looking for a different alternative, this was
a collective of women where you can experiment
with affirming yourself and doing what you wanted
to do without the social pressure of having to get
married, and having a collective of women who can
be very supportive.

After leaving the convent, however, Maria's work as an
educator,

first in formal systems, and later doing activist

popular education work did not foreground women's issues.

Recovering from surgery after her literacy work in Salvador,
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Maria began talking with
Salvadorean guerrilla women,
and
decided to help them write
up their experiences.
She now
refers to this as her
pre-feminist book.
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Maria's work in popular education
did not deal
specifically with women's issues until
she was asked to do
literacy project that was primarily
aimed at
women.

a

in a

rural area of Costa Rica, recently
abandoned by a banana
plantation, most of the men had left the
community in search
of work.

On the first day she met with the
women to talk

about the project, the issue of violence
in the home was
raised.
"Because I had never lived it myself... I had no
idea." Her experience with the bananeros
brought her closer
to understanding issues of gender in everyday
life.

And that was an amazing experience for me, because
it also brought me a lot closer to feminism
in a
way that was going to grow from women's needs and
women s organizing and so on. And not just from a
theory

Like Maria, Lorraine Michael entered the convent

shortly after graduating from high school.
the Sisters of Mercy,
a

she spent over twenty years living in

religious community of women.

however,

As a member of

Her professional work,

sent her out into the larger world.
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She served as

a

school principal

,

and then established the first

Commission on Social Justice in
Newfoundland.
left the Church,
life.

When Lorraine

it was an extremely painful
moment in her

In the leaving she lost her work,

work that she had

shaped and organized, and work that
defined and gave purpose
to her life.
She also lost the community
of women.

felt,

She

however, that neither the religious community
of

women,

nor the church structure could adequately
deal with
the issues of patriarchy and power made
evident in the

widespread charges of sexual abuse by parish priests.

Of all the women in this study, Lynda Yanz comes
the

closest to having started her political involvement because
of her concern with women's issues.
in Winnipeg,

Canada,

she attended a conference sponsored by

the National Democratic Party
party,

As a secretary working

(NDP)

,

Canada's socialist

and very quickly became immersed in the NDP's

Committee on the Status of Women.
When I was working as a secretary, I read in
the newspaper [about] a working women's
conference.
I didn't have a union consciousness
or anything like that.
But I was pissed off at
how we women were treated.
There were these
incredibly dumb men as managers, and I had come to
a consciousness that there was this basic problem.
.

.

And so, I saw this thing in the newspaper.
And I went to this conference, and it was the most
amazing experience of my whole life. Because it
was the first time I had seen women being
professionally competent and running things. At
the end, they said who wants to get involved, and
I went down and I signed up for every committee
(laughs)
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Joyce Dukes began to notice the
gender divide when she
got pregnant in high school. Her
only choice was to get
married and have the baby "because it
was such a scandal and
disgrace for my family."
So early on when

I should have been
graduating
from high school, I was washing diapers.
So early
on, I saw that life was going to
be pretty tough,
and I saw other people around me where
life was
P rett y tough too.
And didn't really think
that the rest of our lives we should pay for
some
sort of, something where we had broken with
tradition or stepped outside the norm, or did
something awful, that we should pay for it for
our
whole lives, so I thought there should be some
alternative to such a strong judgment.

While it is quite common for young mothers to return
to
school now,

it was not in the late 1950s.

show people that "she could do something,

Determined to
"

Joyce returned to

school and managed to graduate.
...at least it was getting enough grit in my
gizzard to say, "I'm gonna do this." Because it
occurred to me that the male in this situation
suffered not any at all, you know. And I would
see this happen with other class mates.
They walk
away; they don't have any responsibilities, nobody
looks down on them, and that was just something
that really bothered me, how uneven the whole
thing was, and how women really bore the brunt of
the whole thing.
She was the one who was the
fallen person.

Joyce has two other children.

Married twice, she has

for the most part been a single mother.

supported her family by working as

For many years,

she

secretary and in

a

clerical positions, often doing work at home in the evenings
in addition to her day jobs.

She was fired from one job for

refusing to sleep with the manager,
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a

job that she notes she

was paid $25 less a week than her
male counterpart.
of the progressive organizations,

In one

she worked for she was

asked to fetch lunch every day for her
minister boss.
She
finally escaped low-paying support positions
when she went
to work with the Coal Employment Project,
an organization

devoted to helping women get jobs as underground
coal
miners

Ruth Lara saw inequity at home.

Her mother was the one

responsible for making enough money to buy the food.

Yet

her father insisted there was no reason for any of his

daughters to get an education.
last daughter,

Fortunately,

and by the time she was ready for school, her

mother had worn her father down.
sixteen,

she was the

already involved in

to leave the party,

a

At the tender age of

political party.

She decided

however, because she did not like the

way she was treated as one of the few females in the group.
She felt that she "could also be a leader" but saw

leadership positions going only to male members.
I think part of how I really got involved in
women's issues, and my connection with popular
education was unconscious.
It wasn't that I said,
"I will decide to do this."
The beginning was
when I perceived how they treated women in the
political party. But, experience of
discrimination of the staff at the party was the
one that really introduced me to the issue, and
also made me aware of how this happens, and how we
can fight back.
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Carol grew up in a household
where her mother was a
teacher; when she was a teenager,
her mother left to go to
the US to work on her doctorate.
Although she grew up in a

predominantly female household as one
of four sisters, her
father s attitudes about the place
of women were clear.
Every time we would get to the car...
my
father would not fail to remind the
driver that
any of the girls could sit in front
but not his
son.
Because the next seat to the driver is
supposed to be the most dangerous seat
Carol laughs,

remembering that the one time they were

involved in an accident, they were hit from
the rear.

In summary,

I

would maintain that the women in this

study exhibited a strong,

intuitive consciousness regarding

gender issues long before they were able to name it
consciously, or think specifically about oppression issues
as they related to women.

Strong women role models, either

at home or in the community at large,

their lives.

were present in all of

The majority of the women interviewed here did

not look to marriage and the taking on of traditional female

roles as their path.

If they did entertain such ideas,

they

were able to look at their real life situations and move

quickly through the mythology.

However,

I

would argue that

foremost among the factors influencing their consciousness

around gender issues was their activism in the larger

political arena.

While it may not have been given priority

as a political issue,

and was often seen as
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a

divisive

issue, political activism,
nevertheless, meant that women

were in positions where they
were taking on positions of
leadership and gaining a sense
of their own power.
(See
Section 6.4 below.)

6.

1.1. 2

Intimate Relations

A heightened gender consciousness
coupled with
increased involvement in social and

political struggles took

its toll on many marriages and
personal relationships.

In

many cases, participants simply found
that they could not
grow.
For others, like Honor above, it was a
realization
that expectations of the knight in shining
armor were not

going to come true.

In all cases,

very painful and there is often

a

these separations were

lingering sense of loss.

Fely Villasin worked alongside her husband in their

anti-Marcos organizing activities.

She was the family's

primary income earner, the one with the 9-5 job.

She was

also the one who "cooked and took care of daughter."

When

activists in San Francisco planned an anti-martial law
conference, however, they chose Fely as the representative
from Toronto.

She remembers that "something begun there,

because my husband was leading our group, of course.
was the one that went

But

.

As her own activism increased,

her husband deteriorated.

her relationship with

As she began to take on more

leadership responsibilities, he continued to "feel that he
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I

was the one who was guiding
me."

For her part,

she was "his

own image of himself."

guess in most relations like that
cart of
r0Cess of f ree ing yourself from
your
?
oast is also asserting yourself.
past
And
I guess verv
few relationships survive such
an assertion
And
very few relationships survive
the liberation of
one partner.
Unless you are both able
negotiate your contract, or re-negotiateto reyour
ne ShiP
1 thlnk lts 9°ne
1 think that's
Sh^
what it^ cost me.
My own liberation as a woman
cost me, you know, that partnership.
I

'

Losing the partnership has been painful,
and Fely
describes now a "carefulness around women
who are beginning
to wake up."
her own case, she was "conscious that I
was

m

going far" and acknowledges that she would
be dishonest not
to say that she still wishes they "could
have traveled the
road together

.

Ruth did not marry until after she left Peru.
her marriage is not "the greatest,
she not become an activist,

"

While

she is aware that had

her life might have been like

that of the other women on her street,

"with

a

lot of kids,

and a husband who goes to drink every weekend, and didn't
give the money to get food."

When she married her

Salvadorean husband, she proclaimed,

married with

a

feminist,

kinds of things."

Still,

and

a

"You are getting

woman that is going to do all

she acknowledges,

"It is very

difficult to live with men, with feminist positions, and

being very active; it is very, very hard."
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Women and Violence

Although several of the women
in this study work on
women's issues in either a
volunteer or full time capacity,
was surprised at the number
of times issues of women and
violence were raised in our
discussion.
It is clearly an
I

issue that women have had to
address in their work.
I was
reminded of a workshop I helped
facilitate at Highlander.
Although the topic was economic
development, in the personal
stories told by the women that weekend,
over half of them
spoke of physical and sexual abuse
in the home.
My
experience at the Highlander workshop is
mirrored by women
this group.
Several of them describe their work here
on
an issue that, as noted below, brings
the personal to the
political

m

Fely began working part time at

a women' s

violence

center in when she lived in San Francisco, and
it "got me
very interested in this issue."
It is also a part of the
work she does now with Intercede, because the immigrant

workers are subject to incidents of violence in their "livein

situations.

She is critical of the services that are

available in Toronto now, and feels they are "for the

mainstream" and "don't fit" immigrant women.
Fely describes the workshops they have done on violence

against women as "different" and "dangerous, because unlike

workshops on NAFTA or legislative issues, it looks to the
inside rather than what is outside.
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...because you plumb this depth of
women that is so, so very personal experience of
.. ^dangerous
because we go into the deep recesses
of women's
-Uves.
The life that they really don't
make
public
The life that is just their own,
that is
r
ri atS
Danger °us
the sense of' when you
do Lv
H
;
a 7® disclosure. .one-half of
the women started
to ??
talk about the abuse in their own
lives.
Although we were expecting that, we
didn't think
there would be so many... We make sure
that we are
able to receive that in the same way
that it is
given,
a very personal, in a very private,
and
a very precious and valuable way.
it is so
important to give that value back.
.

m

Maria's experience in Golfito with the bananero
women
did indeed push her consciousness on the invisibility
of

women's issues in popular education.

Her next job was with

the Commission on Human Rights for Central America,
where
she immediately began a project on women's rights.

She

recalls that in the beginning, this project was "applauded”
by everybody, but when she insisted on defending
case of

a

a

high

Costa Rican woman who was facing the death

penalty for killing her husband after repeated beatings,
support for the project became controversial.

strategy was to use

a

Maria's

popular education approach, which

turned out to be "too dangerous."

("Popular education is

okay for teaching literacy and so on, but it is too

dangerous in any other field.")

The ensuing debate involved

human rights activists who thought that linking human rights
to women's issues was "watering down" human rights,

and some

of the feminist community felt that it was "watering down"

feminism
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Ruth has put much of her energy into
working in two
immigrant women's organizations in Toronto,
the Latin
American Women's Collective, and La Casa Dona
Juana,

community center for Latin American women.

a

Here she talks

about her work in a broad coalition of Latin
American

women's organizations to "romper silencios."
We put together a group, we called all the
women's groups in Toronto, and half of the group,
was made of Central American women, and half was
made of South American.
It was the coalition to
eradicate violence against women.... And, within
this problem, we study a lot of what was the
situation of the women, in the pre-Columbian
societies, in the struggle for independence, and
when the Spaniards came what happened with women
And we focus on women, and we focus with a
feminist perspective. And, all these Central
American women who were with us, knew what our
point was, what we wanted to do,
and they studied
a lot.
We were going through a lot of material,
and we did this project, and it was very good,

very,

very,

good.

All this stuff we were discussing in this
first workshop, that was to get into the issue of
family violence. And, how this analysis, can
really help us to understand the issue of
violence.
The second workshop is all about
immigration and how immigration affects us. The
values and the anti-values of our culture when we
come here.
What kind of society we are facing,
and also, how our children, when they come here,
they are Canadian, because they feel Canadian,
they feel they are Canadian, but, they are also,
Latin American.
How to connect this to,
how can
immigration affect, especially women, and the
third workshop will be, "Myths and Realities of
Violence Against Women and Children." We will be
working specifically on this.
On the issue of
violence. And, the fourth one will be, "What are
the Techniques and Resources to Prevent Violence
Against Women and Children."
I think,
in our community, people need to
talk about these things,
because they are saying
in our community, that if women get beat, it is
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because she wants it, and she is the one
responsible to leave that relationship,
if she
doesn't want to leave the relationship,
because
it
is her problem.

6.1.2

Race/Color
Of the sample of ten women,

color.

seven identify as women of

For all ten of the women, coming to terms
with race

and racism has been an important part of their
personal

political growth and their work as popular educators.
Issues of race and color came up very strongly in
these

interviews in three ways:
identity;

2)

1)

as an issue of personal

as issues of discrimination and racism;

and

3)

as a political issue to be addressed in progressive

organizations and as popular educators.
For Honor Ford-Smith,

issues of negotiation.
society,

race and color are constant

A woman of mixed color in Jamaican

she appears to be white.

But in Jamaican society,

where "everything is around class and color together"

negotiation of her identity is

a

dynamic,

ongoing process.

I think of myself as a mixed race person who looks
white.
And I look very white. And so I am always
taken up as white. But my mother is not, but my
intimate experience is not completely explained by
this notion of the pure category white.
But,
every time I go into a room, I have to negotiate
my racial ident ity
and in a world where racial
identities are shaped by these dichotomies, it is
very difficult.
So, I just kind of now try to
inhabit this contradiction.
.

.

.

And I think you just have to live with it.
I
think you have to be prepared to re-negotiate at
any given opportunity.
It is
It is never stable.
never fixed.
And
It can turn at any moment.
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0

ime

Can d ° Very wel1 as a whit
® Person.
I can be a white
person.
But at the
bottom of it, there is always this
profound
ambivalence, you know. But I think
that is just
something that I have to negotiate all
the time in
my life, and it is not simple.
It is never
simple
It is never resolvable.
And it can never
be resolvable in this context.
AnH

1

c ometimes
f
-

Honor's family ranged in color from black
to "as fair
as me... with quite a lot of racial
issues within the family
itself around color." Although Honor was fair,
her mother
was brown by Jamaican standards.
There would be times like when it would
become an issue, like I can remember one time, I
said to my mother, when I was a little kid growing
up, that I wanted to go to the US.
It was the
early 60s, and why didn't she and I go to America
and we could take a bus from Miami up to the North
or something.
And she said, "Don't be stupid."
She is not going to a country where she has to get
on one bus and I should get on another.
So it was very interesting to have this very
mixed racial family, even though the relations
between the different wings and shades were not
always pleasant.
For example, one set of them
would go around and announce that they were the
only white ones in the family.
The rest of us
were Negroes.
Including me, who had blond hair
and blue eyes. And so, then you know, there would
be some repercussion over that.
Or it would be
regarded with great hilarity. And the
straightness of one's hair was very important, and
the breadth of one's nose, and all of this kind of
business of whether you successfully looked white
enough, or whether in fact, you had a kink in the
hair, or whatever. So, it was all a very colonial
scene, and a lot of anguish, I think was caused
with it to people within the family around this
issue.
Including my mother, who was the darkest
of her siblings.

For Honor,

it was confusing.

In addition to

negotiating issues of color, she was also teased about her
"limey father."

On the one hand,
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she remembers that it was

wonderful to have this incredible
mix of a family, but is
also clear that the internalized
racism did real damage.
...the history of the color thing
also did real
damage.
There is an assumption of rape, and
there
is an assumption of sexual
violence, whether it
was in fact true or not.
I certainly did not ask
my grandmother, whether her mother
was raped or
not.
But the fact is that there was a lot
of
shame that went along with it.
Whatever went
along with sex, sexuality, and inter-racial
union,
it was a shame that also linked
to sexuality
which was also acted out in educational
systems,
so that for example, my grandmother
got thrown out
of school when they discovered that she
was an
illegitimate child.
On the one hand,

it was shameful.

notes that it was also

a

On the other,

Honor

way of moving into another class,

because class and color are so closely intertwined in
Jamaican society.
When she came to the US, Honor began experiencing race
in a very different sense."

Here race was more detached

from class, and "having this very strange dynamic."

strange dynamic was

The

much more segregated society, evident

a

in the separation between black and white organizations on

the Madison campus,

and very noticeable in the music and

culture
I wasn't accustomed to this experience of
total separat ion
I came from the middle class of
a colonial society, from very multi-racial kind of
situation, with a heavy class prejudice. And to a
certain extent also race prejudice. But it never,
it didn't take the form that it took here.
And
the form that it took here was different.
So, it
also made me start to ask questions about myself
and my family. And start to apply definitions of
color that I began to learn up here to home. And
I started to refer to my mother,
for example, as
black, instead of as brown.
Because that was what
.

.

.
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there was in the US.
There wasn't brown.
There
is no such thing as brown... I would have
been a
black that passed. And I started to think of
myself in that way.
The end result for her was a "silencing of that

complexities of identity."

She embraced a 1970s Black

American construct of identity, which served only to create
more internal conflict.
least,

She feels now that for her,

at

the issue is simply too complicated to be solved by

"any kind of essentialist race politics."

As an African American growing up in the segregated
South,

Jane Sapp negotiated a different reality around race.

As she recalls,
up.

change was "in the air" when she was growing

From the bosom of

a

well known political family,

Jane

knew early that the segregated reality of the 50s would not
be her future reality.

You know, I tell people that in the fifties
when I grew up there was a sense in the air
amongst young people especially, that it was just
time. It was just time for it to end.
You just
couldn't take any more of it.
I had watched my father at the Greyhound Bus
Station throwing those bags on those buses for
white people.
I watched my oldest sister.
I heard
her come back and tell the stories of what it
meant cleaning in the homes of white people and
how they treated her and how they wanted her to
sit in the back of the car when they came to pick
her up.
They wanted her to serve at their
parties, but she could never sit in the living
room; she had to go out the back door of the
house. She could never go through the front door.

heard her tell those stories and how they
wanted her to call their children little miss this
or miss that, master this or whatever. And they
I
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wanted to call her Mary, you know. I had
listened
e
tell all those stories. It just seemed
5
like
enough is enough.
No, it wasn't going to be [my life].
No, no,
no. That I was convinced of.
It was not going
to be the life for me.
I was not going to bow and
move out of the way of white people.
no,

Two critical things helped shape Jane'

race and racism.

s

response to

One was the fact that she came from

a

family and a community that had long resisted
accommodation
to a racist system.
in local politics,

Her grandmother was

a

powerful figure

and had been registering the black

community for many years.

Secondly,

Jane's own involvement

in the freedom movement of the 1960s coincided with a

movement that affirmed and celebrated black culture.
In the summer of 1969,

sponsored

a

Miles College in Birmingham

special black humanities course.

Jane was asked

to assist Bernice Johnson Reagon with the music.

pivotal summer for her,

It was a

spending time with black scholars

who were concerned with the preservation of black culture

and its connection to a movement for change.
first political song that summer,

Jane wrote her

and after that formed her

first singing group.

After that it was very clear.
I didn't know
how I would ever make money off any of this, ever
turn it into a job. But after that summer I
started a singing group and I wrote songs. The
name of the group was the African Ensemble. And I
started writing, song after song and teaching it
to this group.
By this point I had a vision.
I was really
all caught up into the spirit of the late sixties
going into the early seventies, the black power
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movement Very much influenced by all
And by this time I'm beginning to feel of that.
that
cultural power is as important as political
power;
it s like this burst of cultural
stuff that's
beginning to happen during this period. So
for me
it was becoming very clear that
cultural energy
and the movement was as important as
anything
else.
Because it was almost like the cultural
voices were the bearers of the words and
movements
or the spirit of the movement.
.

And, so it just felt good. My singing group
sang
at rallies and all kinds of political events.
The
response was like overwhelming.
People were just
hungry to have something that spoke to pride, that
spoke to determination, that spoke to power, that
spoke to the history of people, that spoke to all
of us.
I saw the hunger that people
had for a
space where they could speak.

It is clear that race and color are dealt with in
terms

of identity and negotiation of space by all the women of

color in this study

What is not clear is how women who see

.

themselves as predominantly white think of race and color in
a

consistent and ongoing way.

study that the data

I

It is a shortcoming of this

currently have does not question the

white women specifically about their identity as whites.
The data is lacking in this respect.

up in several of the interviews,

It does,

however,

come

especially in the way that

white women see their roles as allies around dealing with
issues of race and racism.

Class,
to Malena,

and class differences, were much more noticeable

until she came to Miami as a child, and "could

feel the resentment and that sort of rejection" because she
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was perceived as being
Cuban.

what she refers to as

"

Although she was related to

the more bourgeois

[white]

she also saw the segregation
of black Cubans,
first time she saw

Cubans"

It was the

segregation.
6

t0 get in 3 bus
he back and the whites in
the front
T
hi?
Th
at really struck me.
And my Aunt
s
a
ver
”
V traditional woman will always
?°i" on us as little
insist
ones to sit on the front
WiU always sit on the
back
? don?t
why
® ut ifc was this reaction
in me
Yoi
ou know,
k
i can understand
that

and'have'the^Tacks
*

“"“

For Malena,

^

’

'

color in this instance is
negotiated

between black and brown.

She comments that her father
was

a

racist,

and remembers that he would "make
certain kind of
comments in disfavor of black people."
But because she was
not on the Atlantic Coast of
Nicaragua, and did not know
black people, she did "not pay it
much attention and it was
not a real issue in my life."

What is interesting here is that, unlike
Honor's
experience in Jamaica, race became an issue
only when it had
to do with clear white/black distinctions.
Malena' s father,
for example,

did not exhibit the same kind of disrespect
to

the Mestizos,

the brown,

the Indian sort of campesino

Nicaraguan type."
In the case of Nicaragua, there exists a
racial mixture.
We know that we have Indian and
Black background, the majority of us.
So there is
not a discussion ; it would be ridiculous to talk
in terms of purity, because in Nicaragua, who can
say I am really pure. I mean, it is very mixed
even though it happens in a class differentiation
that the upper class appears to be whiter, and the
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lower class appear to be darker.
exclude the fact that we are mixed.But it doesn't
Her perceptions of issues relating
to the Atlantic
Coast at the moment this interview
was conducted was that it
was not a racial issue, but rather
an issue of cultural and
economic differences:
n0t an issue tha t the Atlantic Coast
^\
bl
k
[that] they are inferior or anything
t
u
?S
like
that... but you will hear basically is more
the class differences and the cultural.
That is
t e big issue, the cultural
difference.
More than
th6 fact that they are black or at all.
S

'

Lorraine grew up in
Canada.

a

predominantly white province of

Her father was Lebanese,

English.

and her mother was

She has fond memories of watching her Lebanese

grandfather do the handkerchief dance, of the belly dancing
at parties,

and the Arab music that was part of her life.

She remembers also the not so nice "reminders" when her

father was called names.

didn't imagine it.

"And then

I

say to myself,

you

You didn't imagine the prejudice."

Experiences of racism and discrimination were clearly
evident from the immigrant women in this study.

Both Fely

and Ruth have struggled with personal experiences and both
of them have engaged in anti-racism as part of their ongoing

work.

At times,

it was as direct as the Ku Klux Klan

wanting to establish

a

headquarters, but it has been keenly

felt as people search for jobs.

Fely talks about the

necessity to do this in the Filipino community.
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So very early on, we started
to get involved
in anti-racism, asking why
is it that we do not
have access

to professions and skills
We've been
awyers, and we've been doctors,
and we've been
nurses, and we come here and we
still
prove that we had gone to university need to
even.
it is
a long time now, you know.

Ruth speaks of economic refugees.

didn't have anything.

"Back home they

This life is better, even though the

racism is here, and discrimination, and
all that stuff."
Ruth acknowledges that she still "has
to struggle" with the
messages she has consistently received and
the way she has
internalized these.
also happens to me with Anglo-Saxons, because
Anglo-Saxons back home are known as intelligent;
they know more than we do because they come from
a
society that has developed things and we have not.
Europeans and North Americans. Here it is not
only racism that is stopping me from doing things,
it is, also that attitude, when I see AngloSaxons, you know, then there is no point for me to
open my mouth or to say anything, because they
know!
I am trying to break that,
but with the
racist attitudes, it enforces that, and it is very
hard
It

Both Fely and Ruth have attempted to deal with this
issue in their ongoing work.

For Ruth,

it has meant doing a

series of workshops with Latin American immigrant women.
Fely conducts anti-racism workshops with Filipino workers

using popular theatre.
first of all, letting them do scenes of when
someone did something to me that made me feel bad.
Or doing freezes of "I feel angry or hurt when
someone does this, or does this action to me."
That type of thing.
So it becomes very visual.
It becomes creative; they create scenes.
And then
after that, talked about what should I have done,
or what could we have done, or what do we do when
.

.

.
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someone says this, and what is the most
effective,
So, there is also a strategizing
around it.
For me I love it.
Because here is a group of
women who are so intimidated.
Their material
condition makes them slavish, makes them
lose
everything that they had. They could have
been
seven year teachers.
One was a seventeen year
teacher.
They could have been executive
secretaries before they came. And they say it
themselves, they say, "Oh, no, ever since I
became
a domestic worker, I just feel so
dumb.
And that
is why for me, this is very, very useful
it is
very rewarding. At the end of the day, you
listen
to them and you know they've learned something
that they are going to bring along for the rest
of
their life, that kind of thing.
I feel very good
about that
.

For Lorraine,

in the province of Newfoundland,

doing

work around issues of racism meant supporting native
groups

struggling for their rights.

In particular,

she recalls

supporting the MicMac Indians in their take over of
government office concerning an issue of land.

a

This became

"one of the most controversial things" because it involved
an illegal action.

It was,

however,

an issue affecting

Newfoundland, and therefore an issue that she considered

important for the Commission to address.

Perhaps one of the hardest issues to address is the
very hard work yet to do in progressive organizations and

through popular education forums on racism.

Many of the

Canadian women interviewed here are involved in coalitions
of visible minority women,

their own community.

in addition to doing work in

How an organization struggles with

this issue internally can be threatening at both a personal

and

a

structural level.

Fely talks here about how it is
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sometimes easy to speak of racism as an
impersonal system,
rather than a personal responsibility.
She likens the

messages that are given to the myriad of
subtle messages
women receive daily that bely sexism.
What are feelings? What is the impact on
human dignity of racist actions? You know it's
difficult to separate those and yet it's true
that when we talk about racism we would prefer
because it's clearer and because it's more
objective and doesn't have these fuzzy hazy things
around feelings
to talk more about systemic
racism. It's so easy, for example, to invalidate
racial impact by just saying, "Well, that's just
what you feel." For example, if everyone who
experienced racism thought more about it or were
to be less forgiving, quantity and quality wise,
they would actually see a lot more racism in
dif f icult-to-describe or dif f icult-to-analyze
situations

—

.

Let me give you an example.
I could feel a
racial impact for example that may be the result
of an action or something said, but I could feel
it, for example, in the raising of an eyebrow.
Now how can I possibly say that was really racist.
Why, what did she or he do?
When I said this, he
raised this eyebrow? Well, what's the raising of
the eyebrow? What is that? Well, for me the
raising of the eyebrow may have a dialogue, a
whole dialogue connected to it.
You see? And yet
it's hard.
You know you don't accuse somebody of
racism because they raised an eyebrow.

...among progressives racism becomes really
subtle. Because then you cannot catch them saying
things, acting things. But then in a discussion
like this, I could feel immediately that someone
has given me a message that I am really not in my
place talking about certain things. And that
could have a gender impact, and it could have a
racist impact. And I'm sure all women have felt a
sexist impact that they will not talk about
because it came from the subtlest of gestures or
looks, you know.
The issue of how progressive organizations deal

structurally with racism has been at the forefront of many
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organizational agendas during recent years.
Action Commission on the Status of Women

The National

(NAC)

,

the national

coalition of women's organizations in Canada
is no
exception.
When I did my last follow-up interview with
her,
Lynda Yanz had just completed a nine-month term
as interim
director.
She talked about how difficult it was
to figure

out how to be an ally,

and not give up personal integrity

when there was real disagreement.

A year ago,

she felt that

the major thing was "to support the consolidation of
the

power of women of color in the organization."

That,

along

with building international linkages, is how she saw her
role.

But,

over time, her support began to disintegrate as

she developed substantive disagreements with decisions made

inside the organization.

The result was confusion,

then,

around what kind of positive role it was possible to play at
this time.

In our dialogue around this issue,

we talked

about the negative implications of white women simply

walking away or withdrawing.

But for Lynda, the question

remains one of what to do while still operating from

a

position of personal integrity.
For Joyce Dukes, understanding racial politics began

when she was fired from one of her first jobs for sitting
down to eat lunch at

a

table with black people.

while she was living in Miami,
Cubans,

Later,

she became friends with

who could go to any of the beaches because
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segregated Miami didn't know how to separate
black from
white Cubans
Ruth Lara experienced racism in Peru where

discrimination was strong against the indigenous
population,
and has felt it strongly as part of the
immigrant experience
in Canada.
Fely Villasin and Lorraine Michael are both
involved as "visible minority women" in a number of
coalitions in Toronto.

In her work with Filipino women,

Fely is continually reminded of racism and discrimination.

6.1.3

Class

Many of the women in this study grew up middle class,
and all of the women fit that description now.
The two North American white women,

come

Joyce and Lynda,

from working class backgrounds, and it was their

consciousness around issues of class and position that

pushed their early thinking around issues of social justice.
For both of them, getting an education was

a

primary goal.

Joyce struggled to finish high school, even after she

dropped out to have her first child. It wasn't until she was
forty,

through

however, that she was able to get a Bachelors Degree
a

University Without Walls program.

My mother only went to the eighth grade, and my
dad went to the ninth grade. And I was the only
child in my family. And, in a way, they were sort
of afraid of education.
They never ever had
talked to me about college or anything like that.
They just didn't see the need to do that.
They
were intimidated by people who were educated, and
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shouldn

t

We should sta y in our place,
be reaching for the stars.

and

Lynda began taking university classes
in the evening
while she worked.
When she finally negotiated with her
husband that she would attend school full
time,
it was an

important event for both of them.

Still,

the impact of not having a good education,

however,

she feels

and it is one of

the factors that contributes to her feeling
of often being
an outsider.
...it would manifest itself around my feelings
of
not being up to par intellectually.
I didn't have
a good education as a child, so everyday
there
seemed to be a million kind of things that made me
feel inferior. You know, like I don't know about
plays.
I haven't read Shakespeare.
I haven't
read Canadian playwrights.
I have had to educate
myself so much as an adult. And I have done that
politically. Like I have read the political
things.
But there's people that come in having
been schooled in a different way, in their houses.
Like we didn't have any books in our houses.
I think it is related to feeling an outsider
in a lot of places.
And that has been something
that's been a large part of my political
experience, coming out of being a working class
woman at a time when if you were a working class

feminist, you became a socialist feminist.
You
didn't necessarily hold on to your class identity.
In fact, you tried to get rid of it, whereas now,
you know, it is a whole different stage in
history, particularly around women of color, but
also around class.
There is more of a sense of
maintaining that connection.
So, I've retained my connection to working
class struggle by becoming a Marxist or a
Communist, but everything I was doing personally
was trying to get out of where I came from,
because I didn't really like where I had come
from.
I didn't find much to glorify about it.
I
hated the sort of personal milieu, and feeling
never quite an equal, somewhat of an outsider, in
the circles that I became a part of.
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It is easy for me to be
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Malena's early life was closely
allied with the
powerful elite of Nicaragua.
The daughter of an engineer
who helped build the Pan American
highway, she had
experiences that ranged from being the
wealthy child of the
"boss" in a rural campament to spending
a year in Miami with
the Nicaraguan elite to go to school.
Her family was very
close to the Somoza dynasty, and other
leading families in
Nicaragua.
I had expected in the
interview with Malena that
class and race might be more closely related.
Once the
interview was completed, I realized that I had
operated out
of my own assumptions regarding race in the
US context.

example, when

I

For

ask Malena what color were the poor children

she described playing with,

she simply said brown.

As

indicated in the selection above on color, race was thought
of in terms of the black Nicaraguans on the Atlantic
Coast.

She did,

however, at

a

young age,

sense her privilege,

the different way her playmates thought of her.
.the relationship that I would develop with the
very, very poor children of that Zone, the
workers, the children of the workers.
And, since
that very early age -- I'm three, four, five, six,
seven years old -- and here I am playing with
these kids that are barefoot, that are going
naked.
And I have the best house in the
campament.
And though I am there.
I am watching
all of this.
Of course, I am not reflecting about
.

.
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anything, but it

in my life.

What color are the kids?

could perceive like
In the summers,

a

Malena's family maintained

the mountains near Managua.

neighbors.

dependency of them towards
a

hou
house
in

The Somoza family were her

She became aware then of the great
difference

between her and the Somoza family, as well
as the difference
between her and the children in the campament
My house was right in front of Somoza'
s house
So
we would play there... and I could see all
this
extravaganzas, you know.
I was looking at the
differences that I would be having in terms of
social and economic conditions with the poor
little ones in the mountains, when I would go to
the mountains with my father.
On the other hand,
there was such huge difference between myself and
Somozas, and Somoza' s house.
I mean the things
they had, you know.

...definitely my relationship
bourgeoisie and my playmates,
to, the Club we used to go to,
contrast with this other life
mountains
Later,

within the
the school I went
you know, will
that I had in the

just prior to becoming involved in the

Nicaraguan revolution that overthrew the Somoza family,
Malena was married and again living
elite in Panama.

a

life of the privileged

But this is the moment when she begins

questioning, when she finds that life lacking, when the

conversations at the dinner party among the women are only
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about their kids,

she begins to make major changes in
her

lif e
.the way I am living and the way I start
perceiving all these people around me, the
bourgeoisie in Panama.
I just couldn't -- it was
too
.

.

much.

it was

just fake,

you know.

The

discussions we would have as woman, you know, in
parties, separate from men, were going to be
around the color of the shit of our kids, you
know, about the maids, about the dresses.
.it
started to really getting to me. That was for me
my breaking point
.

However,

for Honor and Ruth,

closely related.

class and race were very

Ruth speaks of the discrimination against

the Indians in her native Peru,

and her own feelings that

Anglo-Saxons always know more

Honor has spoken in the

.

section above about the intertwining of class and race.
Here she talks about the "huge class discrimination" in

Jamaica and links it to the color coded society.
example,

For

it was alright for her to date a black man if he

was from the middle class, but it would not be allowed for

her to date someone whom "her family did not know."
So, it's hard to separate in the context of
Jamaica class from color, because it is a very
color coded society.
Class is color coded .... I
think one set of economists coined the term
"socially white." You can become socially white,
and that is a very good term, by your class
connections and money and education and so on.
You can become socially white.
Where you wouldn't
be considered, wouldn't be treated the same as a
black man from the working class, or a black woman
from the working class.
I think that expresses
very well the kind of thing that I am talking
about
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1.4

Regional and National Identity

All of the women in this study
indicated some form of
strong regional or national identity.
For women who found
themselves as immigrants in a new culture,
there was a wish
to hold on to their cultural heritage
in the new

environment.

This is very evident in Ruth's recounting
of

her work with the Latin American Women's
Collective and the
work with La Casa Dona Juana.
In this case, the identity is
a

large regional identity as Latin Americans
in

a

formerly

majority English city.
Likewise, Fely could only give meaning to her life
as
an immigrant by becoming involved in the
political struggle

to rid her homeland of martial law and the Marcos

dictatorship
.our consciousness really began out of just a
need to do something about what was happening in
the Philippines.
And we, like many, many people
who feel forced out of their homelands, we really
never felt that we would make a home here.
I
never did.
I never,
I still don't feel I do.
It
makes me very different from people who came
because they were going to earn better money and
live a better life.
I do understand the feeling
of refugees in that way, being forced out and not
going by choice.
.

.

Her work today with Filipino domestic workers, and her

work with the popular theatre group, Carlos Bulosan Cultural
Workshop, maintain the close associations with the Filipino

community in Toronto.

Her dream is to return to the

Philippines within the next five years.
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Lorraine Michael has

Newfoundlander.

a

strong identity as

This was where she chose to do her
work.

Maria Suarez thinks of herself as
She has worked in Nicaragua,

Costa Rica.
she took a

a

a

Central American.

Salvador, Belize, Panama, and

While teaching at the University of Costa
Rica,
bus trip throughout Central America with
several

of her friends.

She remembers that it was this trip that

solidified her identity with all of Central America.
And that trip changed my life because that is
when
I really got to know the
diversity, and the
complexity of all of Central America
And it
changed my whole perspective because the political
involvement had been mostly a solidarity with a
people that I didn't know and by the time I came
back I knew what these people were struggling for.
I knew who these people were.
And I also knew the
diversity.
So, it was a very important popular
education trip for me. Real important.
Joyce Dukes has a strong identity as an Appalachian,

woman from the southern mountains
in that region.

.

a

She has chosen to stay

Her work has primarily been with regional

organizations, and her work now keeps her in touch with

Appalachian as well as southern community groups.
Honor has maintained

a

strong attachment to Jamaica.

When she returned to Jamaica in the early 70s, it was out of
a sense of

"owing something to her country."

She recalls

the Jamaican nationalism that was prevalent during her
youth,

that resulted in "an identity constructed, however

contradictory, around the legacy of being Jamaican."

She

recalls her feelings when she returned to Jamaica after

finishing her undergraduate degree in Madison.
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I came in very much
wanting
And wanting to figure out where to re-connect
do I fit now And
maybe wanting to belong. And I think
that desire
that desir e to fit in there, having
5°. ^ e i°f g
t0
1J
the US, or having decided that I
?.
didn t want to fit
the US.
I think
me work very hard at trying to belong, that made
and trying
to achieve the goals that I had
set myself over
the next ten years.
And I think that my
commitment to the specificity of Jamaican
which was a strength that I think I had in culture
those
C me from the ambi uity of that
Y
9
background
!-? ?' T ?
that I had.
I don't think if I had
fitted in so
easily, that I would have been so, that I
maybe
would have taken more for granted if I hadn't
been
such an insider/outsider
So, I think that the
ambiguity of that positioning in somo way
accounted for the way that I worked.

%

m

.

,1 think I had to prove more.
In other words,
to fit in there into the society in the 70s, I
had
to prove myself as being able to go beyond the way
that I looked, as being able to go beyond the
class that I was from.
As being able to overcome
those roots and I think that I had to work very
hard to do that. And I did it.
I wouldn't ever have articulated it like
that
then.
But I think I knew it, unconsciously, or
even more consciously maybe.
But I didn't
articulate it.
I would have said,
"No man.
No,
man. I am a Jamaican."
I really think I wanted to
be seen unambiguously in that way.
But eventually
it became clear to me that was not possible at
that time in history.

6.1.5

Feeling Different
Almost all of the women in this study talked about

"feeling different" when they were growing up.
did not phrase it in this terminology,
at an early age,

Malena,

Even if they

it seems clear that

they set themselves apart in some way.

it was questioning,

always questioning.

Listening

in as the grownups had conversations and then asking
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For

questions.

For Carol,

it took the form of being a
bookworm,

and being extra religious.

Pans

For Fely,

at the age of fifteen.

it meant going to

Maria Suarez spent

of her youth terrorizing her Cuban
teachers.

Later she made

decisions based on what she refers to "as
finding
for myself."

good part

a

a

place

Her decisions forged an alternative path
for

herself
Lynda was different in her family because she was
so

much younger than her older siblings.

She maintained that

difference by going to University, becoming politically
involved first in the NDP, and later the Communist Party.
For Lorraine Michael,

it meant

being Lebanese and

smelling like garlic in the Scotch/English environment of
Newfoundland.
a

disturber

Later,

however,

she became a "questioner and

.

The one thing I always had a sense of was being
different, because I was different.
It wasn't
that I chose to be, I mean I was different.
Didn't look the same. Didn't smell the same,
because I ate garlic.
I grew up being different.
I grew up sensing
was different.
And, there are ways in which
that has formed me, because, especially as I did
the social action work, being different was just
something I accepted.
So I'm different; I'm
different. And there are positives and negatives
to that
Because there were some ways in which I
pushed it, and pushed it to a point -- I think it
drove me in some ways.
I

.

I would have seen myself then as just being
totally part of the Order, totally immersed in the
Order, and totally believing in it
I look back
now and I realize that I was really quite
different from just about everybody else in the
Order, but I didn't see the difference.
.
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For Ruth,

it meant

joining

a

liberation theology group

by the tender age of fifteen, and
a clandestine political
party the following. For Honor, it
meant a divorced mother,
a
limey father, and her own fascination
with the theatre.
As she puts it, "my behavior wasn't
as conventional as some
of the children."
For Joyce Dukes,

it occasionally took the form of

getting fired from jobs

—

for daring to sit at a table with

black people; for refusing to sleep with her
supervisor.
also brought her to her career as a popular
educator.

it

She

was different enough to say yes,

Girl asked her to do

a

she would go,

when Kelly

temporary job at the Highlander

Research and Education Center.
Jane Sapp felt her difference in many ways:

good student, being dreamy, and being

a

being

"believer."

Oh my God did I feel different.
Oh! Oh my
goodness
I guess I had this way of being dreamy
or something.
I know I was different because the
kids picked on me at school a lot.
!

I loved music and I would practice--I would
practice to the point of not eating and not
playing, not going out to play. And I was real
focused on it
I didn't know it then but I was
also a good student. I must have been a little bit
precocious or something.
I felt different but I
didn't feel special and I didn't feel better, but
I felt different.
.

The other thing I know that was different
about me was that I believed, and the kids used to
tease me about that. And I don't know how to
explain how I believed, but I believed. I was very
religious, and I believed in fairy tales. I mean I
believed
I believed.
I believed.
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a

I believed in love.
I was the
who would watch Jimmy Stewart in Mr kind of person
Smith Goes to
Washington and really feel like the* little
man
could make it.
I believed all this.

If something struck me I would
have
process it until I could feel it in all to go and
of my
senses, until I would know it in my blood.
And it
could be anything. I remember the first
time I
heard Count Basie play. I was like, Oh my
had to go and hear this and feel all that God! I
I felt
when I heard that sound.

But that made me feel different too, the
fact
that I seemed to believe more than the other
people around me believed. And I knew that too.
I
knew that I believed more than other people.
I*
felt that what I believed was fragile. I knew that
I could be easily ridiculed for
believing it. And
so I didn't talk about what I believed in.
And
the only two people I talked about it to [were] my
mother and my grandmother.

And there was another thing I believed in
and that is spiritual power.
I think that
there is an awesome power in the human spirit.
And, and I think that in that power is the ability
to move things and to change things and to make
things happen.
too,

And then I knew I was different because the
kids said I was different [both laugh].
Let's get
real basic here.

6.2

Social and Political Activism
All of the women in this study have

a

history of

activism, either through political organizations or non-

profit social change organizations.

Before they thought of

themselves as popular educators, or described their work in
that way, they were engaged in political struggle.

This is

in keeping with the definition of popular education put
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forth by Acevedo in Chapter

1

regarding the location of

popular education in popular
movements and organizations.
The women in this study have
been involved in
activities as wide ranging as
clandestine revolutionary
struggle to working inside the
structure of the Catholic
Church.
Regardless, however, of the form of
their activism,
they all demonstrated profound
commitment to issues of
social and economic justice.
Maria Suarez and Honor Ford Smith were
both swept up
into the "mystique" of their time.
Honor, in the resurgent
Jamaican nationalism put forth by the
government of Michael
Manley, and the cultural revolution of
Bob Marley.
Maria in
the aftermath of Vatican II, and the activist
forces

unleashed in the Catholic Church as

a result.

Ruth Lara's

first activism was also in the wake of Vatican
II,

small liberation theology community in Peru.

Michael first became

a

teacher and

a

in a

Lorraine

principal, but it was

in the arm of the church concerned with social justice
that

she spent the majority of her adult working life.

Carol

Anonuevo and Fely Villasin lived the historic moment of
martial law in the Philippines, and the resistance movement
that developed.

Malena de Montis searched through religion

and transactional analysis before she found an outlet for
her activism in the resistance movement to Somoza.
Sapp,

For Jane

activism has always been closely linked to cultural

work and the movement for black liberation.
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Lynda Yanz was

looking for something that spoke to
her anger about working
class and women's issues when she
found the National
Democratic Party of Canada. Joyce Dukes
found Highlander,
and found herself embroiled in
controversy and a movement
for freedom.
Whatever their entry point to activism,
their
lives afterward were defined by their
individual commitments
to working for radical social change.

Very few of the women interviewed consciously
name
themselves as popular educators.
In response to a question
about how they named what they were doing,
the responses
included:

community development worker; political

organizer,

cultural worker, an activist, and an agent for

social change.

Maria Suarez is perhaps the most self conscious popular
educator,

an educator/teacher who was happy to leave the

formal education arena when she discovered the informal.
Her path, however,

first took her through the convent and

later to activism as

a

teacher involved in solidarity

movements in Costa Rica.
At that time,

I

was very Catholic,

a

very

profound believer in a very non-tradit ional way in
the sense that I was doing a lot of social work
since I was fourteen because of my religious
beliefs.
You know, teaching religion and doing
social work in barrios in Puerto Rico....
But this was the time that Vatican II had
just come out.
I am talking to you about 1966
And I read Vatican II in high school, and I
thought this is all going to make a revolution.
And then when I went into the convent I started
realizing that it wasn't going to go as far as we
thought it was going to go.
.
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Maria's decision to leave the convent was partly

a way

to become more involved in active movements
for social

change.

Before leaving the convent, she had organized

a

demonstration in support of the students at Kent State,
and
had decided she wanted to return to Puerto Rico rather than
teach in middle class white communities in the US.

Later,

after her marriage and the move to Costa Rico, she became

quickly involved in the activist struggle there.
It was a time of a lot of political upheaval.
A lot of reforms in Costa Rica.
Social movements
in solidarity with all the rest of Latin America,
broad human rights movements. But especially a
revolutionary movement for transformation, which
in Costa Rica meant solidarity movements.
But it
also meant a lot of social movement for political
reforms in the Costa Rican system.
This was a
time when the land tenure, which had been kind of
democratic in Costa Rica, was being debilitated by
the buy-up of all the big companies ... the
campesinos were also struggling for credits. The
Professors for Democratization of Education at the
University against Alcoa, which was a big movement
in the early 1970s and had woken up the student
movement ... and also for school reform especially
geared at a lot of emphasis at social action and
linking with the people's movements more than any
academic reform... so it was very active times.

The Chileans had just come in 1974, and it
was a very progressive community, and a lot of
Costa Ricans were very politically involved in
solidarity with the beginnings of the struggles in
Nicaragua, in El Salvador, and so on.
So I began
to become politically involved... I got involved in
the first social action activity by the
university, which was an adult literacy project in
the mountains of Costa Rica.

From her work in this literacy project
for detailed description)

,

(see Chapter 5

Maria became very involved in

nonformal education efforts.

Her solidarity work with
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Nicaragua and with El Salvador eventually led
to her working
in the literacy campaigns of both countries.
At one point
while working for UNESCO in Honduras,
for ten days

she is "disappeared"

1
.

For Carol,

"all of the pieces started falling together"

when she was at the University.

Initially involved in the

Campus Crusade for Christ, she was slowly drawn into student

organizations at the University.

Meeting her husband was

also a impetus to become more actively involved, but as she
says now,

"I

guess he didn't realize what it meant,

especially when
Lynda'

s

I

got

involved in the women's groups."

initial involvement came about because of her

interest in women's and working class issues, but the

structure she found to support that was the New Democratic
Party.

movement

Later,
.

she was drawn to the Marxist-Leninist

She was also drawn to the work of popular

education, and her primary work has been with popular

education organizations.

Still,

she is ambivalent about

popular education when it is focused on facilitation and

methodology and not building
inside movements.

a

process of organization

For her personally, however, work is

virtually synonymous with committed political organizing.
She knows that money and security are important,

still longs to work in

a

yet she

way that is challenging to her

personally and that is helping build

a

movement.

And the other thing I've been dealing with is what
about taking on a job that my political heart
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1 need
to be
2*
well, there's a whole
thing of security, money; we've talked
about that
But I want to be in a job where I'm
challenged,
driven.
I don't know what I'd
feel like if I felt
that it wasn't... or that it wasn't
political.

For me, there is a drive around absolutely
fighting against how this society fucks women
over.
There is a kind of hatred of this sort of
injustice
It sounds trite, but I do really feel
strongly inside me, and I think that is one
important thing that drives me.
I often have no
ideas of where I am going.... and what I try
to
keep hold of is that I sure as hell know what
I am
lghting against. And every time I have some kind
of crisis of confidence in that, I quickly see,
hsar
that comes back.
So, that drive is there.
.

Lorraine Michael locates her activism in the Catholic
Church, but her sense that something was wrong with society

came before.
I worked as a social activist,
but did it in the
context of doing that as a Christian and clearly
naming it as being an essential part of being
Christian .... But the interesting thing for me was
that in the beginning i didn't come at it because
of being Christian.
I began to have a sense that
this society has something very, very wrong with
it, and I need to start looking at the society and
getting involved with some analysis here. And
when that happened, I was a high school teacher
and a Roman Catholic nun.

Joyce Dukes recalls the simple act of questioning the
way things were.
I think that very early on,
things didn't seem to
be right to me.
There seemed to be so much
injustice around, and women seemed so powerless.
I know that is one thing that really bothered me.
And I would ask questions, you know. Why are
certain things the way they are? And I always
wanted to know why, and I still want to know why.

Arriving at Highlander in the early 1960s placed Joyce
squarely in the middle of the civil rights movement at
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a

moment when Highlander was under severe attack
by southern

conservatives.

The Highlander Folk School had been closed

by the state of Tennessee,

and reopened as the Highlander

Research and Education Center.

The attacks, however,

continued
Coming to Highlander then did a lot to break down
the isolation I was feeling and it began to
validate some of my thinking, feelings, and
actions.
I came during the civil rights movement.
Racists were taking action against Highlander. A
fire bomb was thrown into the main meeting room
through a window. Car gas tanks were filled with
sugar.... The Klan used red paint to stencil a
hammer and sickle on the two gate posts at the
driveway. Adversity caused the staff to bond
together ... .We stood together for what we believed
in, which was equality.
For Honor Ford Smith and Jane Sapp, political activism
was coupled with cultural work.

Sistren's theatre

productions were political in the sense that they addressed
social and political issues in Jamaican society.
however,

Over time,

she began to feel that the need to create a

political organization edged out her own need to be

a

cultural worker.
I felt that I was doing things which I felt was
required and which were important. For the
struggle .... But there were other things that I was
neglecting that I think I was very good at, and
probably much better at than these things. And so
tension
I think that within me this tremendous
I
used
to be
work
that
started to grow about the
good at that I now had stopped doing.
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Jane Sapp recognized the depth of
her own commitment to
political change when she realized just
how different she
was from her fellow students at
college.
You know,

you discover things about yourself
I learned how political
I was
I
was a political person.

It was there that

didn

t

know

.

I

These girls talked nonsense to me.
Talking
about the day they were going to get married,
and
their trousseau or whatever.
They didn't seem to
have any interest in anything. I mean I
couldn't
see any meaningful stuff.
I knew I was about
something else. I felt that I was influenced by
the racism in the South, and that I had a goal,
and a lot of what I was about was how to end
racism. You know
how do you make things
different? And they didn't seem to think about
how you make things different? I knew I couldn't
rest easy with the way things were.
So thus began my own discovery about what I
wanted to do with me.
I knew I didn't want to be
just sort of passing through life like it was just
nothing, that there were things out here that
needed to be changed. There were great
injustices. I was just shocked that they didn't
even know that

As stated earlier,

all of the women in this study came

to their popular education work because of their involvement
in activist struggles,

structures,

sometimes through political party

sometimes through non-profit educational

organizations, and sometimes through the Church.

Their

commitment to principles of social justice and equality and

standing on the side of the poor and oppressed are clearly
the overarching framework for their work as educators.
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6.3

Organization and Participation
One of the recurring themes in the research
data had to

do with participation and organizational
structures.

In a

number of different ways, we discussed what people's

experiences have been in organizations that pay attention
to
process as well as decision making and hierarchy, and what

constitutes real participation inside groups and

organizations

Among this particular sampling of women popular
educators, there is
of participation.

a

very high consciousness around issues

Many of the women expressed

disappointment in organizations they had worked with where

participation was put forth as

a goal,

but where

institutional or structural processes prevented this from
happening.

Both Malena and Maria noted this was true with

the Sandinista revolution.

On the one hand, participation

was encouraged throughout the country.

building

On the other,

centralized state often argued against this.

a

This was especially true once the war began, but it turned
out also to be true to some degree during the literacy

campaign,

such as the decision about one text book,

especially in culturally diverse areas such as the Atlantic
Coast.

Maria tells the following story.

came back and immediately my suggestion was
that it had to be done in their language, not only
politically because people were asking for it, but
also technically and scientifically, because as a
bilingual teacher I also knew that anybody who
learns in their own native language first can just
I
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transfer the skill of reading and writing,
where you do it in a second language it is whereas
harder
to learn.
So, it was the first confrontation because
then Daniel Ortega came and he said, "No, they
have to learn about Nicaragua." That it was a
giant that was awakening.
Well, let me tell you
that it was a giant that was very much alive.
So,
that was my first political confrontation with the
limitations of a national process that erases the
diversity that had made the revolution possible.
.

The literacy book in Nicaragua did eventually appear in
the

native languages of the people on the Atlantic Coast.
so,

Even

it had "mostly the same issues and contents."

Malena was so consistently frustrated working in the
various Ministries of the government, that she eventually

requested to develop

a

participatory research project at the

base working through the Ministry of Education.
.from the beginning I'm concerned about
participation.
I don't know much about it
theoretically; I don't know much about social
movements, theoretically as well, but I do have...
concern of people being their own architects.
Somehow I have this struggle from the beginning,
how we are going to cope in having people being
their own decision-makers.
.

.

At the Ministry of Planning,

she begins to feel the

tension of having to be responsible to the people who were
"on top" and at the same time be accountable to the people

"that

I

am supposed to be responsible."

We define a methodology that look for
articulating the technocrats of the Ministry with
the popular sectors in order to define the plans,
But that didn't work; it didn't work.
you know.
it came a moment that the technocrats will
I mean,
say, "Well we, we can't wait for this," and the
popular sectors will say, "We are losing our time
just meeting, meeting." And there was a problem
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of communication,

I

mean,

of different knowledges.

^sides perceiving all this, living all
,
h
this
kind. of technocrat relations, and
at the same
ime feeling the need to know more,
we didn't have
tl0r about the r eality, and here
we were
def?n?n
\
de
inin 9 policies.
I mean it was kind of
5
ridiculous, you know.
So, I said I have to go, I
need to go at the base level. And it
was a very
rational reaction, but also emotional.
I was
09 fed U? With everythin<? that was going
there
.

^

I .had this idea of going
to the base and
exploring, to understand the perception of
the
bases in regards to the problem for information,
and in regards to the problem of leadership,
and
in regards to the problem of how to
coordinate
within the different structures. How can we
build
up a social movement that can be support and
motor
of the revolution.
How can we go about in
defining the process of transformation, and who
does it.
Who defines it and how? Those were my
questions.

Part of the interview dialogue dealt with the issue of

whether women had been able to create alternative or better
structures

.

The general sense was that women'

organizations often struggle with these issues more, but
have not necessarily been more adept at creating new models
of participation.

Honor,

creating

a

for example,

talks about the difficulty of

"collective" structure.

I think if you asked any of us theoretically
at that point if we thought we could really be

different, reinvent ourselves, then I think
sometimes we would have said no, and sometimes we
would have said yes. Although we realized we were
subject to the society, I think we thought we were
different and we thought we weren't different. We
thought that we were going to be less hierarchal
than men's organizations. We thought we were
going to be more true to working class -- all the
myths that we set about
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we thought we were going to
improve
tha m
had failed wi th.
And
I think
that ip fh Ught
ht- fh
that we shared a bond
women,
h 6
ere were some thin 9 s we had in common,
»nH
e
5k
and some
things we didn't... but we were always
aware of class contradictions in a very
superordinat e way at the same time.
1

h

9

^

...we are all the time working with this
contradiction, which I talk about in Ring Dina
which is the contradiction between this so
called
undifferentiated structure, and this massive
informal power that people like me were bringing
into the organization.
2

.

Joyce also worked for

period with an all women's

a

organization where work was shared and
environment was created.

a

very supportive

Over time, however,

internal

disputes and competition developed, and Joyce left the
organization.

In retrospect,

she feels that it was her

desire to look for harmony and to try to be the peacemaker
that was part of the problem.

She wishes she had asserted

her own ideas and feelings more rather than trying to smooth

over the conflict.

In contrast,

the way the staff related

to the constituency of the organization was quite different.

But one thing that we did is that we involved
women miners in every single decision that was
made.
Like when we put together the training
program, we went to women who were working in the
mines, and said, "what did you need to know? What
would have helped you? What would have made your
job easier?
What would have made your life
easier? What was it that you needed to know that
you didn't know when you took this job? And what
is bothering you the most?
What is your biggest
problem here?
So we always used that information.
We
didn't sit there and decide what it was they
needed to know, but we asked the questions.
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Lorraine gave another example of an all
women's
organization where issues of accountability
and

responsibility debilitated.
Yes, all women. Not one man anywhere
in sight.
Right, but power and power struggles going
on all
over the place. And I think that's the
bottom
And to get a 9 r °up to work together without
that dynamic of, of trying to one be better
than
another is very, very difficult.
It's extremely
J
difficult.
,

Regardless of the problems, Lorraine thinks it is
essential to keep attempting alternative structures.
The only answer is alternatives because we
can't reform those structures. And who wants to
reform them anyway? Because reforming means the
basic structure is still there. And the basic
structures are patriarchal hierarchies, you know.
And the people in control are not gonna let that
change

One thing I do believe is, some people may
hear this as being simplistic, but I really
believe it, I believe it strongly.
I think that
we do have a strong need for the spiritual in our
lives.
I really do.
That comes out of my own
experience I guess. And by the spiritual, I have
a very broad definition of spiritual.
But being
in touch with that part of us that we can't
define.
That part of us where we most feel
ourselves, et cetera.
If we're trying to be an
organization without dealing with our feelings,
without being really human with one another, without taking time to let that spiritual in us be
within a group, then I think we run the risk of
being like every other institution.

For me it's that realization that, that we do
need to nurture ourselves and we do need to, to be
intentional about that nurturing of ourselves.
And that nurturing of ourselves is both for us as
individuals and for society.
The danger in it
which I think may be the reason why we may run
away from it in the women's movement is that it
could be played against us, in that, well, women
are the nurturers and therefore take care of
society because you're the nurturers. And yet
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what I'm saying is that if we
don't
ourselves we're just gonna die. And nurture
if we are
if
a
ne W £° have most been in touch
with
it
t
ieMs%°
?
let
s tr y to
help others understand the
nurturing.
But if we stop nurturing even
ourselves, I think this earth will
die.
,

'

6.4

Power.

The Fragility of Our Own Empowerment"

One of the strongest themes to surface
in the material
had to do with power.
The subject was introduced in a

number of ways: building strong organizations
so that
women's voices have power; the mis-use of
power and
hierarchy to stifle dissent and participation;
the variety
of ways women are prevented from exerting
power;
the way

women have internalized issues of power and authority;
and

a

re framing of power that looks at the power women
have in

their daily lives.

While all of these issues were raised,

the most prevalent and poignant discussion of power centered

around the women in this study being able to "own" their own
power,

their fears of mis-using it, and the contradictions

of expectations regarding women who are placed in positions
of power.

What became clear to me as

I

worked with the

transcript material is that all of the women

I

interviewed

have a lot of personal power, and are constantly in

situations of negotiating how to exert that power.
work,

however,

is defined as empowering others.

Their

It is a

difficult and sometimes painful negotiation.
Lynda talked earlier in this chapter about her

understanding of how the methodical and committed way she
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works has the potential of silencing other
people.

Here she

speaks directly to the issue daily negotiation.
It's not just a matter of practice what you
preach, because I don't think that's how it feels.
The dynamics, the structure of organizations,
the
fact that we don't feel comfortable with women
having power and being strong. Those kind of
things become very difficult.

There is a way in which when you have a lot
of space and power you become less sensitive to
other women, to other dynamics, to things going
on. So it seems like there's all those processes
beyond
well, I was going to say beyond our
control. I guess, you know, it feels like that

sometimes

When I hear about [a woman being in that
position], and, not even knowing any specific
things... it may be that she doesn't operate well.
It may be that she has a lot of hidden agendas
that I don't know about. But sometimes it also
sounds like things I've been caught in exactly,
and that I could be caught in the same thing

Maria was clear that women have not been able to
support other women who they often help put in positions of

power
I also think that the other issue is the
issue of power.
We are not near solving that when
it comes to the public arena.
We ourselves put
women in power, and when we put them there, we are
the first ones to attack them.
Leave them alone
...and make them a part of the state, instead of a
part of the movement that has occupied a place in
the state for example ... .And being alone in that
kind of terrain is like suicide in terms of gender
issues.
Because, as a woman, you either become
like one of them, or you are left alone.
Because
you have the opposition of the women, and you will
only have the support of the men if you act like
them

And the advantage that we have, which is also
a disadvantage, is that we don't like to use
That the way we have known power, power
power.
Some women like it a lot, but still
over others.
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do not feel comfortable, so
that is a biq
V
BUt We haven,t w °rked that
issue so as
?o bfah?e
bl t 0 exerclse power in our
advantage.
whi^h
dismantling those kind of power trips.
A^d ?t
And
it f
takes a movement.
If anything else, it
takes

l

a

movement.

movement

And it takes

a

sustained

You can have all the transformations
that
require a movement to get there, you
know, and
they are fragile.
The fragility of our own
empowerment is so immense that you have
to keep at
it and strategize it on a daily
level.
And it
S a 1 t ° f effort
But
it takes so much more
e?£n t and
S energy not to
effort
do it, because we lose so
much.
-

Fely addressed

a

inside organizations.

'

situation that is not that unusual
Women come to powerful positions

because they have certain skills and knowledge,
as well as
commitment to the overall goals of the organization.
Yet,

again there is

a

need to negotiate the translation of that

to leadership and vision for the organization.

For Fely,

sometimes feels like "having her hands tied."

And so when you ask me whether it's
disempowering - it's disempowering in that sense
because there is an attempt to tie my hands. I
actually have no qualms about how I am quote
"running the organization" because I am very clear
whose benefit I am working for. I am very clear
about that. So to tie my hands when that is what I
am convinced I am doing, is disempowering for me.
So, you know, it is a question, right?
Like
what is so fearful and so dangerous about women
who will be able to liberate other women or who
will be able to do good with the power they have.
And I don't think that's powerful, what's so
powerful about this? I really don't worry about
women who have a lot of power to bring us all
forward. I really don't. I think that is the
distinction. I mean, I do not like to see women
who actually use issues of women to bring
themselves to powerful positions.
That is a very
big distinction.
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it

Fely is clear in the passages above about
her own
abilities and desire to carry the work forward.

Honor,

however,

often had more ambivalence about the leadership

position she found herself in and the power that
was

associated with it.

She also talks here about the sides of

her that she had to give up.
I never had seen myself really
as a political
leader; I never saw myself in that.
I was always
much more interested in my own work as an actress
and director and writer. And yes, also
researcher.
But I never saw myself as being the
leadership of this.
I mean I am quite happy to go
to a meeting.
I think I am the sort of person who
will go to a meeting and do this and that.
But I
never saw myself as a political leader. And
suddenly I found myself in the position where I
was seen as having power in a sense that I had
never intended, though I must have unconsciously
intended it if it happened, and not faced honestly
my own power needs

And suddenly I found myself not able to do
any of the things.
I stopped writing poetry which
I had always written.
I stopped acting,
which I
had always done.
I stopped teaching drama to a
large extent.
I became immersed in these endless
meetings, and to researches on women's labor,
which I am sure is very important, and is -- but I
don't think that is what I personally really
wanted to do.
I did it because I felt that it was
required
I never want to be in a position of
leadership without really wanting it again. No.
No.
I said,
without really wanting it.
That
sounds silly. What I mean is I don't want to be
in a position of leadership without being more
clear about how much power I really have and what
my power needs are and what my power boundaries
are.
I would like that to be much clearer.
I think there is a lot of denial in this
undifferentiated collective business, and I think
there is a lot of denial around middle class women
think that denial always
and what they do
backfires.
Terrible things happen as a result,
.

.

.

.
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and, judging from what people have
told me about
my actions, I think that I probably
was guite
manipulative in my work.
I must have been if I
didn t upfront about my own power needs
and
power
not needs, power, power

Lynda enters this discussion from a slightly
different
place.
For her, it was an issue of "knowing how to
own her
own power."
She felt she was perceived as someone who had
power in the organization (The Women's Programme)
but felt

constrained in how she used it at every level, answering
mail as well as putting forth ideas for projects.

She

mentions specifically vision, being able to see what should
come next.

"

There has to be a way to allow for vision."

I know I made a lot of mistakes in how
I used
my bigness, the space that I took in that.
One
major thing is that I did not know how to own my
own power
I did not know how to be a manager in
a way that accepted the responsibility, or push
for that.
To look at what's real here, and that
we should not pretend it doesn't exist.
And that
my view is that there has to be someone, and I
need to claim this role.
.

I couldn't do that
kept trying to create
something; I bought into that thing, that we can
all do this, and I couldn't say
except if I
was really angry and saying in a destructive way.
No, my experience is this.
.

.

.

—

I think that sometimes in the women'
movement, the mentality is really small, that we
don't like when people are strong and in front of

us

.

Carol thinks that women have to conquer their fear of

power in order to build powerful women's organizations.

She

remembers that in a feminist management training institute
of twenty leaders of the women's movement in the

Philippines, women tried to articulate their fears about
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power.

Carol was particularly thoughtful about the
ways

women internalize messages about power, beginning
with

relationships inside the family.
I think it's also historically
how we
ourselves have been brought up with power. Of
course it's so deep inside us that we don't
realize where our notions of power come from. I
think it comes from our relationship with our
mothers, first of all, and our relations with
different figures of authority. And I think
depending on the kind of relationship we have it
can be positive or negative. Then it slowly builds
anew

Lorraine Michael remembers that she could not own her
own power, because she could not see it.

her as powerful,

she did not.

While others saw

In addition,

Lorraine adds

something new to the equation here when she talks about the
way her "spirit of conviction" was viewed by other.
...I didn't see myself as a person with power.
And I didn't see that the strength of character I
had was read by others as power.
I didn't see
that in my convictions, that spirit of conviction
that I have, and acting out of my convictions, as
power.
But it was seen by outsiders as power.

6.5

Resistance and Independence

Another pattern

I

noticed early in the interviews was

the feisty natures of the women

time

I

began to see this as

a

I

Over

was interviewing.

spirit of independence and

often a resistance to authority that simply could not be
tamed.

It shows up in childhood in humorous stories.

Suarez,

for example,

Maria

was whacked on the hand by a

teacher/nun for writing with her left hand.
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Maria,

certain

that it was all right to write with her
left hand, took the
ruler and whacked her back. Malena
harassed her mother's
canasta party, and hung around to asking
questions, wanting
to be a part of the crowd.
As adults,

the stories become more serious, but for the

most part continue to have humor.

In her Baptist Sunday

School class, Joyce Dukes contended that David is

a

terrible

person for killing Bathsheba's husband, and "pretty soon,

I

would go in on Sunday morning, people would be chattering
in
the class,

and suddenly everybody would just stop talking."

Maria took on the convent around "habit" and for

brief while becomes

a

a

"barbie doll nun."

...in the third year of the convent is when the
rules were changed, and then we could cut our
habit.
So, I went to Puerto Rico and I had a
seamstress re-make my habits out of the same ones,
because I didn't have any money. And when I came
back, it was a scandal.
It was very beautiful,
and it was short, and it was nicely styled. And
then instead of just cutting the old, shitty veil,
I had this black veil made that was very short.
And then I wore heels.
I dressed myself,
I
changed myself the way I wanted to change.
I did
that in Puerto Rico, and when I walked back in the
convent the first day, it was a scandal, for the
hierarchy of the nuns. And I walked right in the
middle aisle dressed like a nun barbie doll.

Her encounter with dress is only indicative however, of

resistance at almost every level.

When she wanted to return

to Puerto Rico to teach rather than remain at a convent

school in the US, her rebellion was on file with the Mother

Superior
I was so rebellious that the position of the
mother superior was that if she is that rebellious
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here, when we have supervision of her, if we
let
her go to Puerto Rico and to live in an apartment
to teach in the school
you know?

—

Some years later, her mother told her the results of

a

psychological exam Maria had taken prior to entering the
convent
.the doctor told her, well this woman is going
to do whatever she wants.
You might as well not
even oppose her, because she is going to do
whatever she wants
And she wants to go into that
convent now and she is going to do it.
She has
the character and the personality not to let
anybody bend her down. But she will be there as
long as she wants to, and she is going to come out
when she doesn't want it anymore.
So, your choice
is, you can oppose it, but it is like banging
against a wall.
.

.

.

Lorraine's resistance to the church structure, however,
was much more painful.

Her decision to leave after more

than twenty years as part of

a

religious community was

a

coming to terms with the fact that her Order could not
change and make

a

place for her.

It was a very painful

moment
my realization was there is no place there for
I have for twenty years ask them to change
I could have a place.
But they can't
change, and I can't blame them because they can't
change.
Therefore, I am the one who has to make
the decision. And that was extremely freeing when
and wrote it, and then said it out
I came to that,
That was one of the
loud... It was very difficult.
It was much
most difficult things I dealt with.
harder dealing with that, than dealing with the
It really
stuff around the patriarchal structure.
was.
It was very, very difficult.
...

me, and
so that

Even as

a

young child, Jane Sapp demonstrated an

absolutely fearless response to authority, and
of where that authority came from.
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a

questioning

She insisted that the

insurance salesman refer to her grandmother
as "Mrs."
("No.
No Mary lives here.")
She talked back to a policeman and
faced a drawn gun.

Sometimes it got even worse. I remember once a
policeman pulled a gun on me on the bus, because
my friend, Bobbie Lee, and I and a couple of
others of us, we sat at the front of the bus and
Bobbie Lee sat on the cop' s hat
And, you know,
he wanted all of us to get off the bus.
And he
said something; he misused the English language in
some way. I can't remember what he said, like "You
is" or something like that.
And I said "I am so
tired of them sending us these policemen who
didn't get past the first grade."
.

'

And the guy pulled a gun. And I remember
looking at him and I thought, "Oh wow, I could
die." He really pulled this gun. He could shoot
me, you know. But I wasn't scared.
When her sister is threatened, Jane wades into the fray

without hesitation.
I remember another time we were coming back
from a parade.
.And coming back home from the
parade, we had to walk through the white
community. And, you know, they didn't want us to
walk on their sidewalks.
.So we had all decided - it wasn't like we decided -- it was like why do
it? We were all excited about the parade so we
walked on the sidewalk. This guy came running
out. "Don't walk on this sidewalk."
My sister had
a few words to say to him about that. I was up
ahead of her group, you know, because I was with
my crowd, she was with her crowd.
.

.

.

.

And I looked back because I heard a commotion
going on. I saw this man pick up a brick and I
just went sort of berserk, and I went and grabbed
a brick myself.
And, you know, I could just see
myself right now telling this man I'd kill him if
he hit my sister, you know.
And I wasn't -- I
wasn't scared.
I guess,
I don't know. Yeah,
scared, yes, scared, no.
Just time for it to end.
For the majority of the women in this study, however,

resistance and independence are seen as consistent small
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acts of rebellion,

and there is always a price to be paid.

Fely is not elected to the Alumni Association.

Joyce Dukes'

children are taunted at school; she is fired from two
jobs.
Carol refuses to ask permission of the men in the community
to meet independently with the women.

part of herself that is

a

Honor reclaims the

writer and a poet.

Lynda creates

whatever structure she needs in order to keep doing the

political work that she thinks is important.

Small everyday

acts of rebellion that add up to several lifetimes of costs

and gains

6.6

.

Conclusions
I

began this chapter by talking about the construction

of a mola -- pieces of fabric that overlay each other with

some patterns cut from each piece.

The mola presented here

is composed of ten distinct pieces of fabric.

Some of the

cuts in the fabric are the same; others are slightly

different.

The finished construction tells us the

following.

The women in this picture have a strong sense of

personal identity that includes intersecting layers of race,
gender,

class,

region and nationality.

In addition,

there

is something else that sets them apart from their peers.

They feel different.

Sometimes it means coming from

a

different cultural heritage than the dominant one; sometimes
it means the absence of a father or a mother who works;
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often it means simply a sense of longing
for something more,
questioning, not being satisfied, searching.
The lives of the women in this photo have
been

determined in large part by their particular moment
in
history, and how they have reacted as agents in
that
history.

They have named their own oppression as well as

that of others.
risks.

They have built community.

And sometimes they have paid

commitment to creating change.

a

They have taken

high price for their

They have come to call

themselves popular educators, but their starting point was
creating and sustaining

a

movement.

They have built organizations, and done the

nitty

9 r itty thankless tasks of keeping those organizations alive.

They have struggled with issues of democracy, participation,
and power -- inside the organizations they work for, and

inside their hearts and souls.

They are powerful women,

devoted to participation from the bottom up.

They have

struggled mightily with this contradiction.
They are resisters.
lines.

They push the limits, erase or smudge boundaries,

talk back,
line

They do not stay between the

stand up, and very often put their body on the

.
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ENDNOTES

1
esa P^ r ecido" (disappeared) is a term
.'
that came to be
H throughout
^
used
Latin America in the 70s and 80s as
repressive military regimes kidnapped and
P
People literally "disappeared" from their killed people
daily lif e
There
was no way of knowing whether they
were being held in
prisons and were dead. Many of the disappeared,
particularly
Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, Argentinad
y
never returned.
.

1

m

—inq Ding in a Tight Cor ner: A Case Study of Funding
ana Organizational De m ocracy in Sistren, 1977-1988
(1989)
describes
depth the organizational issues that impacted
the Sistren organization.
It deals with the expectations of
a feminist organization and the difficulty
of actually
putting a collective structure into place, especially
the organization is writing proposals to the funding when
world.
Published by the Women's Programme, International Council
Adult Education, Toronto, Canada. Participatory Research on
and
Education Group, Toronto.
2

•

,

.

m

.
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CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

am struck now by how complex the layers
of this mola
and how incomplete the top layer appears.
I began with
I

are,

approximately 45-50 hours of tape recordings, and
over 1500
pages of typed transcript.
The conversations ranged from
in-depth discussions about work as popular educators
to

personal stories of affirmation, struggle, disappointment,
and joy.

The women who agreed to be a part of this study

were forthcoming,
as

I

interested in the project, and as curious

to see what we came up with.

To the extent that any

dissertation can be participatory, they have been my willing
co-researchers in this process.

Their willingness to

reflect on my clumsy questions and their willingness at
times to guide the conversation have provided the "data"
that is deconstructed and represented here.
One of the basic tenets of alternative research put

forward in this paper is that research should lead to
action.

The question now becomes,

"What next?"

If indeed

there is new knowledge generated here from the compilation
of women popular educators'

experience, what are the

implications then for practice of all popular education
practitioners.

What does this mola tell us that we did not

know before?
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began this study with four assumptions.

I

them now to see if the mola provides
1

a

I

return to

new way of seeing.

The knowledge that women popular educators
have gained as a result of their everyday
experience is often unrecognized and not
brought forward in a way that changes and
reshapes action.

.

There is no doubt that the women in this study have

contributed enormously to popular education efforts on
behalf of movements and organizations for social change.
The women who are presented here are not likely candidates
to be marginalized or pushed aside on a personal level.

It

is evident in their work with major popular education

movements and organizations that they have occupied
positions of leadership and authority.
all strong, powerful women,

Clearly, they are

women who are constantly

engaging in action and learning from that action.

But has

their knowledge, their wisdom, really been brought forth in
a

way that has changed or shaped the way that popular

education organizations and movements work?
No.

To the contrary,

popular education movements and

organizations have often been
women popular educators.

I

a

terrain of struggle for

did not consider it odd when

I

began this study that most of the women here had been drawn

toward predominantly women's organizations.
that this had any particular implications.

however,

I

Nor did

I

think

In retrospect,

think it is an indication of the unwillingness of

popular education organizations to truly incorporate
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reflection and ways of working that allow
women to work from
the inside out.
These interviews indicate that women have
learned a
great deal about issues such as participation,
shared
leadership, the use of power, both personally and

politically, and incorporating the personal with the

political.

These are all issues that most movements and

popular education organizations would claim they in fact
deal with on a daily basis, and that is probably true.
is also true,

however,

What

is that what women know has still not

changed the landscape of popular education significantly.
2

I

Women's visions of change need to be
incorporated more fully into the broad based
movements for social change that popular
education serves.

.

have quoted Pat Maguire's contention earlier in this

study that women tend to get subsumed under larger, more

encompassing

—

and less specific

oppressed or the community.

I

—

categories such as the

would posit that our "vision"

of social change is often an inherited one,

primarily from

a

operating

traditional Marxist framework.

To use

Freire's language here, the "oppressor" is always someone
else,

and,

in general,

on behalf of.

"the oppressed" is someone we speak

No arena of struggle is more appropriate for

Freire's contention that the oppressed have the potential to
free the oppressor than in gender relations.

Yet most

popular education organizations and movements continue to
work from either

a

generalized vision of societal change
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that is not gender specific, or an
issue specific agenda
that does not address gender issues.
I would contend this
is in part because of the masculinist
tendencies to distance

or separate personal and political
issues.

hand,

On the other

the popular education work talked about in
these

interviews indicate

a

willingness to move away from this

kind of separation, and to directly address issues
such as
violence against women, and uses of power.
3

Popular education organizations have not
known how to incorporate issues of gender
into their work.

.

I

chose in this study to interview women who have

"substantial experience working as popular educators."

I

wanted the women whose voices are heard here to be able to
take a "long look back."

One of the most perplexing issues

facing popular education organizations is precisely how to

incorporate and pay attention to issues of gender.

I

do not

believe that individuals, both men and women inside popular
education organizations are unwilling to address this issue;
I

simply think it has been difficult for people to know how

to do it.

Part of the difficulty may have to do with conflicting

agendas.

For example, several women in this study mentioned

the reluctance of political parties -- parties that were

engaged in popular education work -- to deal with gender
issues except in ways that furthered other goals.

At other

moments, popular education organizations that are addressing
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specific issues may feel that gender
issues have the
potential to be divisive or to take the
focus away from the
issue at hand.
What is clear from these interviews,
however,

is that

the women popular educators here
are not waiting, but are
finding other avenues to address these
issues (Mujer a
Mujer, Maria's insertion of violence
against women in a

traditional human rights organization, Ruth's
work with the
immigrant women population in Canada)
This
.

question, however,

leaves open the

of the question raised in #2 above,

of

how to shift the focus of our vision of change
so that

gender issues suffuse organizational agendas rather
than

being subsumed by them.
4

.

Women popular educators are the carriers of a
great deal of knowledge about how to respect
and work with issues of difference.

One of the largest sections reporting on the interview

data in this study had to do with issues of identity.

I

did

not want all of the women here to disappear under the one

heading of woman.

Consciousness regarding gender has been

explored alongside issues of race and color, regional and
national identity, class, and self.

Ten very "different"

women make up this study sample.
In addition to their own issues of identity,

however,

there is a great deal of consciousness/knowledge appearing
in the interviews regarding issues of difference.

There are

many examples in these interviews of the individuals
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speaking,

and of the organizations they work for
addressing

issues of difference.

At one moment it is indicated in the

affirmative action policy of

a

national organization; at

another moment it is expressed poignantly in terms
of how it
surfaces in very personal ways in progressive organizations.
What is clear here, however,

difference is very much
consciousness.

a

is that learning to deal with

part of women'

s

organizing and

While it most often takes the form of

addressing racism, it also arises regarding issues of
sexuality,

culture, class,

and abilities.

Not included in

this document is a story told by Maria Suarez of finding a

way to make radio available to

a

deaf woman to tell her

story

What is also clear here is that these are issues that

demand constant negotiation and work.

Understanding "other"

ways of being in the world, while working together to shape
a

more inclusive community is difficult, time consuming,

rewarding work.

It is very much a part of the everyday

agenda

In retrospect,

I

would not change or alter in any way

the assumptions underlying this study.

Like the women

interviewed here, however, they do not fall into the neat
categories or headings presented here.
the stories,

Like the layering of

they tend to overlap and not stay within the
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lines.

While they provide

a

good departure point for

looking back at the data, they do not
contain it.
I said in the beginning
of this study

that my job as

the researcher was to find the larger
story within the sum
of the individual stories.
I present here several
threads
for reflection and perhaps ongoing work.
The work of popular education is contextual,
determined
in large part by the social and political
reality of the

particular project or organization.

There is very

here about methodology, and on some levels that is

limitation of this study, and certainly

exploration could be made.

a

little
a

place where more

On the other hand,

what is

reinforced in the daily work that is presented in these
pages is

a

constant re-enactment of the

action/reflection/action cycle.
pervasive.

This re-enactment is

It happens on a personal level,

on an

organizational level, and on the larger level of structural
analysis.

It is ongoing and dynamic.

It is rooted in

popular movements and organizations; therefore it is as much
about the internal dynamics of those movements and

organizations as it is about the political analysis.
There is

a

great need to bring into balance the

personal and the political.

This has,

of course, been the

contention of the modern day feminist movement.

But too

often in the organizations and parties represented in the

popular education work here, it has not been the case.
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Personal issues are subsumed in the
larger struggle, and
that larger struggle, whether it is
the Commission on Social
Justice of the Catholic Church in Newfoundland
or the
Sandinista Party in the Nicaraguan revolution,
demands
steadfast attention to working on behalf of
the "poor and
the oppressed" in a way that comes close
to defining
it as

working on behalf of someone else.
Women's voices are heard primarily in their own
organizations.

The stories here indicate that women often

felt the need to withdraw,

step outside,

create alternative structures.

and occasionally

Women appear as essential

workers inside popular education organizations, but

marginalized in terms of having any real impact on those
organizations.

One example of this would be Malena's

experience working in the various Ministries in Nicaragua
and pushing for more participation and for the incorporation
of women's issues; her voice was not heard.

Another example

would be the insight of Maria that violence against women is
a

human rights issue; her voice was heard, but struggled

against

.

Ruth withdrew from her political party rather than

be unrecognized.
The issues of participation and internal democracy

remain arenas of struggle inside all women's organizations,
and alternative collective structures.

The experience of

several of the women in this study with the National Action

Committee on the Status of Women in Canada, Honor's
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experience with Sistren, and Lynda's experience
with Mujer a
Mujer and the Women's Programme indicate
that while women's

organizations may offer

a

more collaborative and supportive

work environment, that issues of competition,
and how to
handle conflict can prevent the work from moving
forward.

There are no easy answers to the questions of
participation
and organization.

Collective structures where everyone is

assumed equal, and where everyone needs to know everything
simply have not worked in the experiences of the women here.

Women are ambivalent about their own power and
reluctant to use it in organizations where they are

struggling to redefine its meaning.

I

think this may be

true for men who are in positions of leadership in

democratic organizations as well.

However,

it is clear from

the stories here that the way this contradiction plays

itself out feeds into issues of self esteem and self worth.
In spite of all the shortcomings mentioned above for

women inside popular education organizations, it is clear
that the women in this study benefitted and were impacted by
the intersection of the modern day women's movement with the

political struggles they were

a

part of.

This is

particularly evident, for example, in Honor's work with the
Sistren Theatre Collective, and in Lynda's work with the

Participatory Research Group and the ICAE's Women's
Programme.

While all of the women here did not identity

strongly with the feminist movement, their consciousness
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about women's issues began in turn to have
an impact on the
popular education organizations.
In some cases, this was
the "additive" approach, and in others it was
a genuine

effort to incorporate gender issues into the
overall

political agenda.
As
I

I

end this,

have caught

a

I

am struck by

moment in time.

interview women who had what
as popular educators,

I

I

precisely to what extent
deliberately chose to

called substantial experience

and yet looking at the stories and the

popular education work that is here,

I

wonder if this

particular collage of women popular educators is
representative only of

a

particular historical moment.

While all of the women here have remained actively involved
over a period of time,

different had

I

I

wonder how the stories would be

interviewed women who worked in the refugee

movement, violence against women's organizations, or other
social and political struggles not tied so thoroughly to the

political and social movements emerging out of the late 60s
and early 70s.

I

started this summary by talking about the

contextual nature of popular education.
important here is the "long look,

"

I

the ability to see

political and educational work respond over
time.

think what is

a

period of

There are also some hints here of the future, but not

so present in this report.

Maria's work with feminist

international radio and her reflections on the Bejing

Conference are very thought provoking about the backlash of
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the progress made by women in recent
years.

with Mujer

a

Lynda's work

Mujer and the tri-national organizations

emerging out of the Free Trade Agreement are
perhaps
indicative of the potential for international
women's
organizing and education efforts in years to come.
Clearly
there is a need for more emphasis of this kind of
road

making
I

often asked women in this study about what it had

cost them to engage in this kind of work.

Even before the

question was asked, however, answers were emerging.

One of

the most obvious ones has to do with the loss of personal

relationships,

relationships that Fely describes as unable

to deal with the liberation of one partner.

Another concern

was an acknowledgment of the lack of concern to issues of

financial security.

Popular education organizations and

movements for social change do not often develop pension
plans.

Pay has been haphazard and usually minimal.

While

none of the women in this study indicated that they would

have done anything differently, they are aware of their

vulnerability, and along with that, an understanding that

personal needs have all too often not been recognized as
important.

While it is true that the women here are quick

to acknowledge what this work has cost them,

they are also

eloquent about what it has given them in return, passion and
an engagement for life.
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There is great love here.

ingredients for true dialogue.

Freire lists five essential
The first of these is love

for all of humanity; humility because it
cannot be an act of

arrogance; faith in people's ability to make and remake,
to
create and recreate; hope that allows one to see

incompleteness and go in search; and finally critical

thinking that perceives reality as
transformation.

pushing him

a

process of

Freire speaks of his own "incompleteness"

constantly, curiously,

and lovingly toward

other people and the world, searching for solidarity and

transcendence of solitude."

The elements of true dialogue

are very present in this mola, not in abstract beautiful

language, but in the everyday stubbornness of believing in

transformation
I

would like to give the last word of this document to

Maria Suarez.

The interview with her was conducted as she

was planning to go to the Beijing Conference,

and to work

there with Feminist International Radio Endeavor (FIRE)
I also believe,
as with the revolutionary and
transformative projects, that the women's movement
faces the same dilemmas as the other revolutionary
movements, which is the fact that you can have
many achievements at the legal level, at the
international level, in terms of legislation and
reso on.
But, the monumental revolution is the
positioning of women in our daily lives, whether
it is in relationship to a partner, whether it is
in relationship to our self esteem, whether it is
in relationship to moving in a direction against
violence that we are subject to.

Its what it is
And this is what FIRE is for.
going to portray and what it has portrayed, those
monumental revolutions that take place in our
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lives that women do against all odds,
and that
even seem to anybody else as a revolution,
That seem so insignificant.
Because that is a key
to a lot of the issues that we have
been talking
about social transformation.
don'

When we are able to face the odds,
our own situations, to take our lives in transform
our
hands, and at the same time, to turn that
into
social transformation -- and you cannot have
without the other. And that is the advantage, one
or
the disadvantage, that nothing that nothing
is
going to change in our lives if it is not a
combination of a personal transformation with a
structural transformation.
,
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